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PAINTING DR. W. J. KNOX MAYOR FEEIS 
.rapies yy eicomes LIBERAL GIFT TO AGAIN aECTED 3-WAY TRANSFER
Complete Investigation T. D. pattullo grit president is assured 
Over Entire IndustryCapt. C. R. Bull Makes Presenta- Big Liberal Convention Unanim- City, Public Works and C.P.R,tion to Liberal Premier at Big Convention in Kelowna ous in its Choice of Popular Kelowna Man as Prexy
DR. K N O X  H O N O R E D
Sales Service Head Agrees That Fruit Business is Too ------
Burdened with Suspicion— Fears that Business will P ’^cmier Speaks Highly of Pro-
be Interrupted— But Over Period of Time Investiga- f^7“ outro i“ nagan R 
tion will be Beneficial ------
Involved in Proposed Switch
S H O U L D  IM P R O V E  
B E R N A R D
C.P.R. Would Move to Present 
Public Works Office Site
W i r e s  M i n i s t e r  o f  L a b o r  R e q u e s t i n g  E n q u i r y
R .
B. STAPLES, president of Sales Service Ltd., which organiza 
tion was attacked two weeks ago by D. Godfrey Isaacs, Oya- okariagan 
ma grower, at a Vernon growers’ meeting, has issued a written state- The prescnlalion came as
Dr. W. J. Knox, wlio wa.s elected by 
(he U. C. Ijibta’al As.sociation two years 
iil'o as jjresldent, was jiiveii another 
ti.'rni oT ofllce wliich will ’ L four 
yeiirs, at It.'asi just before the bijc con­
vention closed in Kelowna hist .Fi'iday
-- - - .afternoon, Auftust 2(1
A  larKe, diijnified jiortrait oil paint­
ing of Hon. T. D. Pattullo, a gift from succeeded 
the a.s.sociatlon, was pi'esentecl to the
Liberal premier just jirior to the clos- carried out his duties that the con- everything in his power to further
ing of the Friday morning .se.ssion of vention was unanimous in its .selec- Mayor O. L. .Tones told the Courier,
the B.C, Liberal ass(Jciation here, by tion. Harry Sullivan, K.C., Vancou- referring to the jilan of the cit.v in
Capt. C. R. Bull, M.L.A., for South ver, moved the resolution in favor ' ' ' "  ’ ” ‘ '
of Dr. Knox.
Dr. Knox came to ICelowna as a ferred to the C.P.R.
“The minister of public works has 
This popular Kelowna medical man fH-'^ ured me that he can see no rea- 
he late Mary Ellen Smith, why the deal should not go 
to this imiiorlant post, and has .so tliroligh at once and that he would do
Liberals Urge B.C 
To Assume Cost of 
Current Education
H. G. Perry’s Resolution to Assist Municipalities in Their 
Financial Struggle Finds Favor with Big B.C. Liberal 
Association Convention— Kndorse Health Insurance 
Act for B.C. and Cessation of Oriental Immigration
T w e n t y - f o u r  R e s o l u t i o n s  A d o p t e d  b y  L i b e r a l  P a r t y
a com-
ILICll 111/4 H) iMC ]IuUl of 1110 city HI i-t-% 4 C l i  1 * 1 1
; havin/4 the public works departments the twenty-four planks which the Liberal delegates as-
property on Bernard avenue trans- ^  sembled in Kelowna on Thursday and Friday and inserted in 
. ferred to the C.P.R. and in return their platform, the most far-reaching move dealt with abandonim? of
ment to The Kelowna Courier dealing With the need for an iiives- Fkd*-’ emprise to the provincial gov- young man and has watched tlie Ok- 'i‘>ve the C.P.R. property at the foot jrrants to municioalities and assiimiifinn Utr ib#. « f
tiiration coverimr not onlv the oneration of his ow n  orirnnization hnt J^ 'aclor. and for a moment he unagan Valley grow considerably in o£ Bernard transferred to the public ^ “mcipaiitieb and absumption by the government of the
^  ^ was almos^ at a loss for words. Fol- the years of his residence here. His works department which will then burden of current educational costs. It was an order from
that ot the entire industry. lowing Capt. Bull’.s remarks the audi- energies are boundless and he was one transfer tliat iiroperty to tlie city, rc- representatives of every district in this province that the government
■ T i i f l ;  w’iird ? c fL 'o % “cl alleviate the precarious situation which many municipalitiesMr. Staples insists that before this Valley industry can function ience rose and cheered their Jeadcr properly suspicions must be eliminated. He suggests that the slate tma’itily, and sang “For He’s a Jolly 
be wiped clean if the present system of marketing is found to be Fellow,
defective. Great Honor
“It i.s a great honor for mo to make 
this presentation,” Capt. Bull declar­
ed. “I have always had a high regard 
for the ability and courage of Mr. 
Pattullo, and as I have watched him 
meet the vicissitudes of life my rcg.ird 
Fort the first time in the history of has increased. He is one of the hard-
of the most pojnilar men at the con­
vention, keejiing a watchful eye on 
tile convention at all times and talcing nated jiropcrty to the public works dc- 
carc that the ^proc:ccdings ran as PJn’tmcnt.
find themselves in today.
HIGHEST GRADE
FOR WHEAT
Staples’ Statement
Following is his complete statement 
which was telephoned from Vancouver 
to Kelowna late Wednesday afternoon:
“On one point at least the entire in­
dustry is in accord. There must be an . . .
investigation. What the results of that wheat growing in the Okanagan on a est working men in the Dominion of
investigation will be lio one can tell, commercial ba.sis, a grower has sue- Canada and B.C. has always been his
Evidently it will extend in British Co- cceded in reachin'g the highest possible first consideration.” 
lumbia far beyond the operations of ffr^de for his entire crop. George Capt. Bull extolled his leaders qual- 
the Lander Co. Ltd. Kcggie, manager of the L. & A. ranch ities stating he is a gallant opponent
“While I cannot guarantee that the near Vernon shipped 10,000 bushels of and a fine friend. Premier Pattullo 
figures are correct, I estimate that fruit Marquis to the government elevators makes mistakes and has his faults but „ ot-i.iv,-id
shipping houses associated with the at Vancouver and received a grade of he has the necessary ability of a lead- 'g]so of Vancouver
Lander Co. account for only 15 jicr cent 1 hard on all six cars, with no er, he concluded. urer '
of the Western Grocers and the Do- dockage for weed seeds or other for- in reply, Premier Pattullo thanked 
minion Fruit purchases in British Co- eign matter. the donors of the painting most sin-
lumbia, so that 85 per cent of the pur- ---------------------------------  cerely, and was high in his praise of
chases of these large buyers of British CHARGED W ITH POSSESSION the progress being made in public life
Columbia products come from other OF STOLEN OUTBOARDS by Capt. Bull. Capt. Bull is a man who
sources and doubtless involve trading Three charges of being in posses- has already r.aade his mark in the 
with all the larger shippers and the sion of two stolen Johnson outboard house. When he rises to speak he 
brokers representing these shippers. motors have been laid in police court commands the respect and confidence
smoothly as it was possible to accomp­
lish.
Honorary president is Rt. Hon. W il­
liam Lyon Mackenzie King, pi-ime 
minister of Canada, while the honor­
ary vice-president is Hon. T. Duff Pat­
tullo. premier of British Columbia.
Vice-presidents were chosen from 
five districts and consist of 
Martin, Victoria; Harry G.
Prince George; BreAton S. Brown, 
Vancouver; William Brennan, Kam­
loops; C. F. Nelson, New Denver.
J. E. Thompson dl Vancouver was 
again chosen secretary with A.. H. Cox,
His Worship has been working on 
this scheme for some time as, in his 
opinion, the cit.y should acquire the 
title to the present C.P.R. property 
and retain it as a park site or a loca­
tion for a city hall when such is built. 
It is known that the railway company 
is anxious to secure more suitable 
Carew Quarters on a better location on Born- 
Perry, urd and the present public works de­
partment is a suitable location for the 
C.P.R.’s purposes.
Hon. F. MaePherson, minister of 
public works, wlhen approached by 
The Courier stated that while no for- 
re-elected treas- uial presentation of the proposal had 
been made to him, he would give it
■____________ _ his careful consideration when such a
proposal, is made and if satisfactory
Inlroducod by II. G. I’eny
Hari-y G. Perry, former speaker in 
the Legislature, who vv'as .also chair­
man ot (lie resolutions Committee for 
the convention, made a forceful ad-
______ dress to the crowded convention hall
. ui setting out tlie idea of relieving tlic
Police Issue Warning to Local municipalities of their financial bur-
STEAL AUTO FROM 
WINFIELD GARAGE
Car Owners
Car owners in the Kelowna district 
are being warned to take extra pre­
cautions to see that their automobiles 
are safe from piarauders, as there has 
been a series of car thefts throughout 
the entire Interior, On Tuesday night 
a car was stolen from the garage of 
Cecil E. Metcalfe of Winfield and has
C o n v e n t i o n  N o t e s
don. It was a directional resolution 
which found practically complete fa­
vor from more tlian six hundred dele­
gates.
The resolution stated that jf (he gov-' 
ernment a;-sumes the entire burden of 
educational costs the problem of mun­
icipal finanei? and credit will be solved 
definitely. It did not tie the govern­
ment down to immediate action but 
asked , the convention to addict thenot been recovered. The same evening . .
the garage of Mr. Burns at Winfield Pi'^^ciple .,^ ,’hool accommodation would
w T r fh T 'r '- ,  - -  ente"red^\nd his gasohne municipalities with
sTJ^.'""rear -'ith. Reports of stolen L it o lsee no 
switch.
rn J- I I • J i. It. 1 i. Mayor Jones points out that the re
suit of such a three-cornered trans-
mobiles have been received here from school boards would continue with 
Kamloops, Vernon and other Inter- adequate government representation 
ior points.
____________ ■ ______ _^______ This ulan comes neare.st to .solving
the problem of the municipalities,” Mr.An  investigation is bound to inter- this week against H. S. Drysdale and of every man in the legislature, the h^vmS the greatest ^representation, .^ ;^ rould be that the city would ob- 
rupt business. Possibly customers of George Buchanan. They have been Liberal leader stated. . Vancouver- tain control of a vital piece of water public works office is an unsightly PerrV told the audien7r” 1hVnT1iTim7
British Columbia are already becoming remanded in custody until Friday. For a moment he spoke of the ard- with forty accredited property and thus be ensured spot on the main street and the C.P.R. cipahties are in tlmhands of rpceivirs
antagonistic—are beginning to. think Drysdale faces two charges of being uous duties of the premiership, which delegates. Atlin and Skeena each had that no unsightly buildings would be would undoubtedly erect a suitable nmv and others are on the vm-ap tvipthat British Columbia is an undesir- in possession of outboard motors be- he said must be taken “all in the day's delegate present to share the low- -------  3, , ” ... . now ana otneis are on the xeige. he
able place in which to do business, longing to H. B. D. Lysons and W. H. work.” , Often one accomplishes things bracket
Nevertheless, in spite of certain im- H. McDougall, while Buchanan faces not realizing their importance. Every 
mediate disadvantage an investigatiO'n a charge in connection with the Me- one of the delegates assembled in con- 
is bound to be beneficial over a period. Dougall ihachine. Turn to Page 6, Story 7
of, time. . ■ , . - . . "  -----— . ■■  - . — —   ■—    - ■  ,
“The fruit business is too much bur­
dened with suspicion—suspicions that 
extend to every department of the in­
dustry’s marketing. Even the B. C.
Fruit Board, protected by the safe­
guard of a special Act of Parliament, 
has been ti'emendously hampered by 
this lack of confidence.
“Let there be an investigation. Let 
it be conducted fairly, but thoroughly.
I f  anything wrong is found let it be 
r^ ed ied . ' If the whole method of 
marketing is defective, or wrong, then 
wipe the slate clean. If it is found that 
. those responsible for disHributing the 
crop have done reasonably well under 
the difficult conditions always connect­
ed with marketing surplus commodi­
ties, at least get rid of the suspicion.
“Meantime, growers dealing with 
those companies using Sales Service
G a s o l i n e  P r i c e  R e d u c t i o n  
F o r e c a s t  in  P r e m i e r ’ s  S p e e c h
R e v i e w i n g  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  R e c o r d
One of the comments heard on more 
than one occasion was that there were 
a number of good looking women de­
legates present. The fairer-sex section 
of the convention was led by Mrs. 
Paul Smith, M.L.A., who set a point 
in attractiveness for the others to 
shoot at and they scored notable 
marks.
Mayor O. L. Jones did himself,’ and 
the city, proud in his speech of wel­
come. This reporter has heard many 
addresses of . welcome but that of His 
Worship easily topped them all. The
erected on it to mar the city park en- building thus improving the city’s government, three sessions a'^o did 
trance. Moreover this location is the main street. In this connection also away with some of the social Service 
most suitable for a city office build- the present premises of the company charges, but what we g.ave to ihe 
ing whidh should be erected before would come down and the lower end municipalities on the one hand we 
too many years pass. The present of the street would gain thereby; took away with the other, as we hand-
, ........ ................ ■ ed over the problem of unsmployables
to them.
“The municipal revenues are inade­
quate to meet the charges die provin- ‘ 
cial government gives them. We do 
not wish to widen ’the scope of the 
municipalities frorn a revenue produc­
ing standpoint. They o'wn a large por­
tion of the unimproved propeiHy with­
in their boundaries. There is a lack
M a y o r  O .  L .  J o n e s  W e l c o m e s  B i g  
L i b e r a l  C o n v e n t i o n  t o  K e l o w n a  
A n d  P r e s e n t s  K e y  t o  C i t y
of appreciation of the municipalities’
In Ninety-five Minute Speech Government’s Course o£ whole tenor^ bespoke of the hearty Asks Visitors to Acquaint Themselves \vith City and Re- government, as they .ha^ ve oniy^” hv^
member to Purchase Valley Goods When They Return grants, that from the motor vehicleAction was Outlined by Premier P attu llo -H as High
Hopes of Peace River Oil Prospects— Claims Batting 
Record Above A-verage
G
the convention a success. His Wor­
ship’s remarks Were given rounds of 
real applause, not the perfunctory 
clapping usually accorded addresses of
IV IN G  the first accounting of his ste’wardship to his party since welcome.
Home— Hon. Ian Mackenzie Praises Premier Pattullo
payments and teachers salaries.” 
Vancouver Amendment 
------- —^ :— ----- ^ ^ ------- Dr. Jack MacDougall, Vancouver,
A K E  Kelowna your home. Acquaint yourselves with our man- was sorry this subject had to come up 
iwi J J f ' f ' "  J 1 1 1 , XT at the convention as he consideredm  ners and mode of living, and when you go back to Vancouver there should be more proper study be- .
he took over the reins of office in 1933, Premier T. D. Pattullo President W. J. Knox, who opened and other parts of the province purchase our goods.” Such was the 
Ltd. as a marketing agency are entitled jj, a ninety-five minute speech here on Thursday, reviewed for the convention in his home city,; did message delivered to the audience of more than 600 delegates at the
to do about the whole matter. We sent delegates to the British Columbia Liberal Assoc’iatiqn convention, ?he%Srict^a^iwrb1ost%h^^ commence! nent of the B.C. Liberal association convention in Ke-
the following wire; the policies his government had followed and the legislation it had doctor’s personality is itself a definite Thursday morning by Mayor O. L. Jones, who presented
enacted. He also gave some indication of his plans for the future, sales factor for the Valley. That he Premier Pattullo with a large golden key to the city.
-------------- ---------------— ------— — ------- He announced that a substantial re- Work of C ---------- ^ . ----- ---  ------------------- -
F IN AL PASSING OF duction in the price of gasoline may his re-election to  ^office and this His Worship spoke of the tremendous
Turn to Page 4, Story 2
Kelowna. Aug. 19, 1938. 
“The Hon. Minister of Labor, 
Ottawa, Ont.
“In view of charges against my­
self and others publicly made in 
Okanagan urge absolute necessity 
of immediate enquiry.
(signed) R. B. Staples.”
... ../X jiiciv
AMENDED BY-LAW S expected in the near future and ^f"®^®^tion naturally pleases his fellow amount of ’vyork accomplished by the RETURNS FROM CONVENTION
H. Preston has returned to KelownaThe by-law to amend the Pendozi tinted that a reduction in the cost of citizens. , .  ,
street widening by-law received its ^ectricity was more ^han a possibility. ’When the cabinet ministers were in­
final'pasage at the council session on to the single unem- trcduced it seemed to this reporter
“We have studied everv asnect of the Monday. Plan of the subdivision of that Hart, Asselstine, Wismer and ..pft „nnn it qtartlincr cnr>tlifTht<j of raHir. i ^ V ----- W r.'
s i t u T u o m ^ ^  lots 1 and 2, block 12, map 2220, w as  more sed^upon R England Society ^  . August 9, 10,, 11
interruption in our marketing ofilci- also approved. S rA ra s k a  S v a j  would
• tote^srason ^ ect our growers fnjrpry RENTERS IN ARREARS work for those men. Vancouver-Centre was definitely or-
MOTORISTS FINED IN  COURT
Two charges were laid against mot­
orists in police court this week before 
Magistrate J. F. Burne. Clarence Hall 
was assessed $10 and costs for reck­
less driving as the result of an accident 
on the Vernon road on the Barleecommittees in Kelowna to make the j.x. x xcmu net ici nicu lu xvcnj ci cir'p+r.u r,i-.o,.rr
convention possible, and was interrupt- from Niagara Falls, Ont., where he at- ed with excessive speed in the city 
a S  'o rfh t and paid a .similar fine..
speakers, public speakers and news- and 12. ' Some 156 delegates from all BUILD TEMPORARY ROADW AY  
papers. In a gathering such as. he ad- parts of Canada were in. the assembly. The city council on Monday decided
_ ________ ______  ___ _________  dressed the fundamental principles. The Society pledged its unswerving to accede to a request from D. G. Stiell
. .. . X Announcing that the province will ganized for the Alaska Highway. That which Liberalism has al'ways fought loyalty to the crown and throne and and construct a temporary entrance to
The council was informed on Mon- drill for. oil in the Peace River field seemed to be their only subject for of democracy are paramount, again placed itself on record that the hiis new home from Burne avenue. A
the
CITY RENTERS IN ARREARS
“We have kept , quiet under trying
circumstances, and intend to continue day that several persons resident in effort to prove this area
this policy. An investigation is cer- city houses are in arrears for rent, premier stated 7 . u x .. rirm/inee
tain. The result of that investigation Steps will be taken to have these ten- would retain control of the fmld and 
will be the final answer ,and the only ants make the necessary payments would be worked for the benefit of
one of any,value.’ f o r t h w i t h . ____________________  the people of the province.
. 'The Premier spoke freely on this
long range program in a vigorous ad­
dress; of ninety-five minutes. But on 
the currently pressing question of 
health insurance, he disappointed 
those delegates who expected a defin­
ite announcement of government pol­
icy.
He said, however, he could not as­
sure his party yet that the government 
Turn to Page 3, Story 1
Turn to Page 6, Story 4
B o a r d  o f  T r a d e  R e f u s e s  t o
G i v e  S u p p o r t  t o  G a r d o m
GOVERNMENT TO 
ASSUME PART 
RESPONSIBILITY
There is no place for “isrns” here, he Union Jack should be maintained as permanent roadway will be construct- 
continued, as people of this Dominion the flag and emblem of Canada. ed next spring, U e council stated.
have a saner, sounder method of meet- . ■ _  ■ ' ■ ___;___ . - ■ .
ing their problems.
“There is no use kicking and grumb­
ling about the premier and his cabinet,” 
he reminded the delegates. “Any 
trouble is with you. You have just as 
representative a government as you 
deserve.”
Dn the platform at the opening of 
the convention were Hon. Tan Macken-
T r a n s - C a n a d a  A i r  L i n e s
P a s s e n g e r  D a t e  i s  U n k n o w n
Considers Situation Taken Care 
of by B.C.F.G.A. Request for
an Investigation
all sides and to determine the action 
the Board should take.
President Loyd of the B.C.F.G.A. 
stated that the fullest possible investi-
______  gation has been demanded both by the
authorities at Ottawa'and at Victoria, 
The Kelowna Board of Trade at a by the growers body and deplored the 
special meeting on Tuesday morning, attempt by this man who has shown 
after considering all angles of the sit- himself the enemy of every effort at 
uation, decided that no good purpose organized marketing to create dissen- 
could be served by supporting the tion. Later he added that he regret- 
action of Basil Gardom - - - - -
CONGRATULATIONS 
ON STREET SIGNS
Informs City of Kelowna it -Will defence._Pre
Pay Forty Per Cent of Cost of Knox, Mayor O. L. Jones, Hon. Dr. K. 
Unemployables in Kelowna C. MacDonald, Mrs. Paul Smith, M.L.A.
— -—  and J. E. Thompson, secretary of the
Coming as a welcome contribution. Liberal association, 
the provincial government has an- Stresses Kelowna District
■ S, J. Hungerford Visits Okanagan REQUEST PARKING
— Nova Scotia C.N.R. Director «  tuffTiPO a nn ¥> f\
Talks Apples LIMITS AT P. 0.
nounced this week that it will under- Chairman Knox, at every available years to purchase
take to pay forty per cent of the cost opportunity, extolled the beauties and Imit, ’ S. J. Hiungerford, 
to the municipalities of those persons advantages of Kelowna and the Okana-
“The prairies should be in a much Council Favors Junior Board Re­
better position this year than for sev- quest for Changes at Post Office
Okanagan ^ ^___
chairman
and president of the Canadian Nat- KelOYvna junior board of trade pre- 
__1 r»„:i______ ___J x^x sented a written request for changes
Congratulation to City Engineer H. having to work for their aid.
charged as unemployables, who have gan, and laid stress on the wonderful ^ °n a l Railway.s^ and president of the packing regulations around the post 
been receiving assistance without products grown and manufactured in Lmes^ stated ^ office corner before the city council
this district. He extended the invita- '^^ sit to The Courier on Saturday. Mr.
lue uesi possiDie course"*'of aSfon^^n Sfarges I t t h ^ ^ c ^ m m l n c e m e n t A  Blakeboi;^ough wen-e extended by the There are two classe.s of persons tions oFthe''CanadianXegion7keiowna .Hungerford was in Kelowna making 
the present situation I'vas °to s5anJ by Club, golf cluty tennis club. Aquatic ^ s  annual ii^ specti^ ^^  ^^of ^he^^sy^tem.
the request of the B.C.F.G.A. for a full ers were not going to be mined
investigation into the charges of the havirm"to "market t°heir crons' for" i ' ’" f  ployables and employables. Early ’this institutions: to make full use of .their C. N. R director from Amherst Nova
existence of a fniil cnmhh-,t h,, ^  marKct tneir crop-, lor an ected last week in time for the Liberal year the provincial government plac- facilities. Scotia; B. L. Daly, director, Brad-
frey Isaacs. A  resolutio^n supporting °o n rbS n '' in^Se^t ^and convention. Their neat, bright appear- ed the entire burden of the upkeep of Premier Pattullo, in a brief opening i^eak -R. J. director, Brad-
this ‘action was passed unanimousty attacked the independents, G a r S  .pLudUs fSm  K e lo w iT "  shoulders of the address, stated that Vancouver and all ^^11, Sask.; A. E. Warren, vice-presid-
S S  D reD S"^  bv"* certainly take advantage of it Visitors to Kelownalor the conven- " " n LwT  the " ‘ minister of
ISersIlns'^aSd^"
B ^ m S ;^ ^ "L " ‘cSm b1l7^e!S?aL ln1n- S m ^  correspondents municipalities that the provincial gov- Okanagan products. He Thanked M^ ^^  ^ traffic representative, Vernon ^and D. S u n n '^ p r o d S
ager of the Associated Growers and pret^n'cRnf to remes^nt Okana^^^^ their n r S  "®ti ^  convention, added ernment will re-assume forty per cent Jones for the cordial welcome extend- C Gough, assistant superintendent,
A  K. Loyd, president of the B C F  opihiSiT®any w S  Okanagan their praise  ^with sng^ ^^  ^ for Van- of the cost of uncmployables from ed by the city of Kelowna and hoped Okanagan division.
G.A. ■ . ’ ' ’ * ^
B.C. had nothing but the kindliest of ®rit, western region, Winnipeg; W. T. 
finance, feelings for the Okanagan Valley and Moodie, general^ superintendent, Va- 
E. W. Griffith, provincial re- he agreed that other parts of the pro- couver; C. J. Quantie, chief of motive 
Coast lief administrator, has informed the vince should at all times purchase the power, Vancouver; E. H. Harkness,
on Monday evening, and th ; sugges- 
tiorr. met with the city fathers ai'cord.
■The young men of Ketowna request­
ed that five minute parking only be 
allowed at either the Bernard avenue 
or Ellis street side, that the hard sur­
facing on Ellis street be extended to 
the curb and angle parking lanes 
painted thereon.
While the council was deciding whe­
ther five or ten-minute parking would 
be more feasible. City Clerk G. H.
a by-law which al­
ready makes provision for only tive- 
minute parking in front of the post
Messrs Haskins Hemhlini^ and Ror to follow suit. March 31, 1938. that such a fine I'eception would bear Mr. Hungerford expressed the op- officT
Gardom which b y S n S iS t i S  E cS  m ad fat a S  b f £ o d  S S h e S r e e t S i lS '’ “  S<>n-cted _o( Harry _CoWron, Frank the prairies this year. --------------- i"«n .c t th. prov.nc.al pol.ee
connected the growers’ body, the As- manner which becaus? of its Tublicity . They proceed with the issuance of the ne- Rushton, Dugald McPherson, Charles.rapidly being harvested and conditions announcing that there will be
" o a ? f i n i T c ‘’hS?ec:ShT‘’ a S i^ ' ru1rrm cSs'‘ro S e h 'E S ’ .r 'S o S S ’f -  “ f  ‘T L t S .'r ,; on ? f ^  pos\!
bine exists.
W . A. C.
f C. Lt. L v  Jilol>XLll.«w vliC. J - ' V  X ll ^ XC(X J L V/
TTie crop is carry out the form of the city byrlaw.
warnprf fh#a rPB/aVr * x i v# v.». 1 x i-viooaxjr vxv^ v. uiiici i Lo Lu vxubwxtci &xiuw- XVXV./XXUW, X xctiixv J.. vv. jDiuwue, bnuuiu DC vcry lavc
knew t h i n w p r p  qui^mcnt  throughout the province, ing the amount forthcoming to the city W. C. Stevens, Alan Cameron, Tom of Okanagan fruit.
wiong but they had “They are smart looking signs,” since March of this year. Christie, Brenton S. Brown, W. B. Fin- “i cannot sav Wl-
not got what they considered sufficient commented Alderman n  w  n +i,„ ----------1 -dRonnnff nrnc-.vinnt rvF x considcred Sufficient co ented lder an G. W. Suther-
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No Time For Personalities
inakinj' it poijslble for tlie municipalities to put thein- 
.selves on a sounder fSmincial ba.sis. The resolution 
taifO!e.sted tliat all provincial /;rant.s to the niunicipal- 
itiea would cease if this action wa.s taken by the pro­
vince. The iminicipallties would continue to supply 
the buildiiif's and the school boards woidd be inain- 
liiined. Tlie Premier stated that lii.s {'vvernment was 
already workiiiK towards that end but that no dellnite 
aetion should be expectc-d in the near future us it was 
necessary for the jirovinco to lirst put its own house 
in order with the Dominion /'overnment before it 
could aid the numiciiKilitie.s in the manner suj'Kested.
In all twenty-four resolutions were adopted and 
made planks of the party platform. The yatherinj; 
was one of dellnite political sif'iiihcance and, as a re­
sult of their nieetin/j in this city, the /'overnment and 
the party eiich have a better understandin/' of the 
lio.sitions, the hopes and the plans of the other.
KING AND ROOSEVELT OPEN INTERNATIONAL BRIDGE
Durin/.' the jiassiiif' of the two weeks since Mr. 
Godfrey Isaacs made his sensational charges of a fruit 
combine, it has become increasingly evident that the 
Okanagan growers want a full investigation and that 
they are determined to have it. Meetings at Oliver 
and Kererneos enthusiastically suiiported the request 
and in the interval resolutions of the same character 
passed by women's institutes have begun to filter into 
this office. The requests for an investigation have 
been so numerous tiiat they can hardly be denied.
As was to be expected other forces have lost no 
tlr i^e in endeavoring to obtain publicity and to use 
the situation to serve their own and not the growers’ 
purposes. Thus we have the strange spectacle of the 
man who has been the avowed enemy of controlled 
marketing and whose organization fought the Market­
ing Act tooth and nail, now posing as a champion 
of the Okanagan grower. Mr. Basil Gardom has 
rushed into the picture. It is difficult to believe that 
he has suddenly reversed his opinions and now has 
the interests of the local grower;^ at heart. More 
pj'obably he is attempting to insert a side-issue into 
the question and divert the direction of the investiga­
tion or ho sees in the present situation an opportunity 
of weakening the growers’ faith in their own organ­
izations and thus harming controlled marketing. On 
Tuesday the Kelowna Board of Trade told Mr. Gar­
dom that the valley was quite capable of handling the 
present situation and the Board failed to see where 
he could be of any assistance as the B.C.F.G.A. had 
already requested an investigation.
Since Mr. Isaacs’ meeting in Vernon various fruit 
officials have stated that they have known for some 
time of the conditions which Mr. Isaacs revealed. They 
also have questioned Mr. Isaacs’ wisdom in breaking 
the story “at this time,” maintaining it would have 
been better to wait for some other season and to have 
in the meantime conducted an under-cover investiga­
tion.
These men may be right in their opinion. Never­
theless the fact remains that Mr. Isaacs did reveal 
the conditions and they did not. The credit therefore 
must definitely be his. As for the opinion that the 
season is decidedly inopportune for an investigation 
as it will disturb this year’s market—was there ever 
a time which was suitable for an investigation? Would 
not the same objection apply to any time of;any year?
One thing is very evident in the ^ present situation.
It is not time for personal jealousies or antagonisms 
to be allowed to influence the course of action of 
grower, fruit official or growers’ body. The charges 
have been made. It is too late for them to be with­
drawn. The best course of action, then, of every 
person-who has the good of the fruit industry at heart, 
is to forget personalities and adopt the course of ac­
tion whereby the industry as a whole will best benefit 
^rom the present situation. Talk of “inopportune 
season” will do no good now. If the season is inop­
portune we must make the best of it, so discussion 
on this point is better forgotten. There is only one 
definite point for which to drive. Does a shipper- 
jobber combine exist? I f  so, hqs it been detrimental 
to the interests of the growers? There can be' no 
side issues. The manner in which local officials hew 
to this line will be the evidence upon which they will 
be judged by the growers. '
A  Local Success
The Liberal convention is now history and the 
City of Kelowna may now sit back and reflect upon 
the SUCCC.S.S of its most ambitious convention under­
taking. The gathering was the largest the Liberal 
party in this province has ever had with six hundred 
and fifty-three delegates presenting their credentials. 
In addition to this number the various M.L.A.’s, M.P.’s, 
wives, hangers-on and visitors brought the city’s con­
vention influx to well over a thousand people.
For months the pessimists have cried that a con­
vention of this size was a much-too ambitious under­
taking for this city. Last week’s experience proved 
just the contrary for the delegates were unanimous 
in proclaiming that the two-day affair here was the 
most enjoyable and most business-like session the 
party had ever had. The effectiveness of the local 
organization was loudly praised and the entertain­
ment program was lauded. In fact, the delegates were 
so entranced with our city that it was necessary to 
switch several sleeping cars from the earlier train 
on Friday to the late one, that the delegates might 
remain longer in this city and many were disappoint­
ed in being unable to switch their reservations to the 
late train.
The delegates were not in the least reluctant to 
voice their praise. Many had been under the impres­
sion that Kelowna was a town of about a thousand 
people living in shacks. Those making their first visit 
here were astounded to find a modern city. A  com­
mon complaint voiced by the delegates was that there 
was too little time to take in all the entertainment 
and see the city and surrounding country. The Gyro 
race meet was a conspicuous success. The winery, 
packing plants, sawmills and other industries were 
visited by large numbers while the drives through 
the country were well patronized. The Aquatic Club 
was crowded for the water carnival organized for the 
delegates’ entertainment and the remarks overheard 
indicated the guests’ appreciation of the facilities of 
the club and the high caliber of the impromptu •water 
sports. The junior board’s products display impressed 
upon the visitors the variety of products grown 
and manufactured in this district. The fruit display 
also drevv favorable comment.
Delegates freely expressed the opinion that the 
convention was the most successful ever held by the 
party. They w;ere full of praise for the organization 
work of the local committee and had many comple­
mentary remarks for the way the billetting, the trans­
portation and entertainment problems were handled. 
The details, those small and usually unforeseen cir­
cumstances which can make or mar any gathering, 
had for the most part been anticipated and this did 
much towards keeping the local organization running 
smoothly and effectively.
Following a historic speech at Kingston in which he declared that United States would not leave 
Canada unaided in the event of an attack from hostile forces. President F. D. Roosevelt travelled to ly^ 
Lea, a lew miles distar^t, and along with Prime Minister Mackenzie King officiated at the opening of 
the new international bridge linking the two countries across the St. Lawrence. Here the official car 
bearing Mr. King and Mr. Roosevelt is seen crossing one of the spans with thrtwo ifaders s L S S  hanS 
to indicate the amity which exists between the nations they represent.
K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
THIRTRY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, August 27, 1908
The gang under J. Silver building a road up Bear 
creek had a busy time last week fighting forest fires.
The need of additional school accommodation is 
pressing.
The long spell of heat which has lasted for two 
months was broken by a steady rain on Monday. The 
only rainfall records are .90 for May, 1.34 for June, 
.25 for July or a grand total of about VA inches in 
three months.
Receipts for the annual regatta were $1,344.80 
and expenses were $1,321.38, leaving a balance of 
$13.42.
fair of the Kelowna Agricultural and Trades associa­
tion will be published this week-end, promising un­
usual success for the venture.
* « «
Lads who were too young to cross with the army 
to Europe but who have been accomplishing yoeman 
work on the farms are to be awarded with Soldiers 
o f the Soil badges here on Saturday, with Hon. J. D. 
MacLean, minister of education, as one of the chief 
speakers.
■ • • • .
Seventy splendid Holstein cows, property of Ke­
lowna Holstein Breeders’ association were paraded in 
Kelowna yesterday on their return from the Vancou­
ver Exhibition. L. E. Taylor’s Berkshire pigs won 
four of the best prizes in their division.
TW E N TY  YE AR S AGO 
Thursday, August 29, 1918
The threatened mariners’ strike on Okanagan lake 
has been averted, upon the assurance from Ottawa 
that the Seamen’s Guild will be recognized.
* * .
The Kelowna United Church has started a girls’ 
and ladies’ free rest and reading room in the vacant 
store next to the post office.
Deer hunting will open'on September 14 and close 
December 15, with ducks being given the same term. 
The pheasant season is from Otocober 26 to Nov. 8.♦ ♦ * '
Lieut. Phillip G. Atkinson has been awarded the 
much coveted military cross.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, August 30, 1928
As only four nominations were received for the 
election of five trustees to the school board, a further 
nomination is to be sought on September 7.
, • • • •
More than a hundred beginners have to be ac­
commodated next week when school opens.
Prices for McIntosh are; Extra fancy, 125s to 163s,
• $2, ^uucy, $1.60 and $1.75; cees, $L35; household, $1.
Colfixm which can be applied without any pre­
heating is to be used as surfacing on Kelowna streets.
A  Materialistic Success The program and prize list of the 23rd annual fall
The Glenmore Gun club is planning an extensive 
competition at the traps next Sunday as a wind-up to 
the summer season, preparatory to exchanging clay 
birds for feathered ones. .
The Liberal Convention
The British Columbia Liberals have been given 
an account of his stewardship by their leader. Premier 
Pattullo, and received a few hints of his policy for 
the future. The party in turn has given to the gov­
ernment certain directional policies for its considera­
tion.
The convention held here last week was an import­
ant occasion for it was the government’s first account­
ing to the party since the winning of the 1933 election. 
The accounting seemed to.be satisfactory as no major 
rift developed throughout the session. For an hour 
and a half Premier Pattullo reviewed the record of 
his administration and intimated certain plans for the 
future. The latter were |reeted with loud applause.
Certain definite pronouncements were made by 
the Premier. A  substantial reduction, he said, in the 
price of gasoline may be expected in the near future 
and a hint was given that a reduction in electrical 
rates is being considered. The single unemployed 
were served notice that no further disorders will be 
tolerated.
The Alaska Highway provoked some discussion 
but was supported vyithout any serious opposition. The 
opposition melted away when the Premier stated de­
finitely that the construction of this road would in 
no way interfere with the present government road 
program. It was intimated that its construction would 
hasten the improvement Of various main roads 
throughout the province as they would serve as feed­
ers. In connection with highway construction. Pre­
mier Pattullo reiterated his hope that a definite under­
standing can be reached with the Dominion, that a 
definite road program may be mapped out several 
years ahead. It is felt that such a scheme would not 
only permit a more rapid and satisfactory road, pro­
gram but, also, do much to relieve the unemployment 
situation.
Although the convention took the stand that the 
health insurance legislation should be put into effect 
as soon as possible. Premier Pattullo gave no indica­
tion that this action would be taken in the near future.
The convention took a definite stand on the Ori­
ental question, recommending that all immigration 
from these countries be stopped and the deporting of 
all those Orientals who have entered Canada illegally
A  resolution was passed recommending that the 
province take over the entire cost of education, thus
From a purely materialistic point of view, the 
convention was a success. A  thousand visitors spent 
two days in this city and looking at it from a mer­
cenary point of view, the City of Kelowna is the 
richer bj^  some twenty thousand dollars.
Official figures sho-w that the average tourist 
spends about ten dollars a day. It would seem to be 
fair to assume that this figure would represent the 
daily expenditure of each of the six hundred and 
fifty-three certified delegates, the members of the 
legislature, the wives and other visitors who brought 
the total guests to over a thousand. From this point 
it is a simple matter to estimate that over a two-day 
period over twenty thousand dollars were left with 
the various businesses of this city.
While this sum of money is an important factor 
to this city, there is another which is vastly more 
important. A  thousand people returned to their homes 
scattered throughout the length and breadth of the 
entire province .with happy memories of their visit 
to the Orchard City. This factor is alone worth many 
thousands of dollars to this district. It is the best 
advertising s  district can have and it is something to 
win a thousand enthusiastic boosters in one fell swoop. 
It is to be assumed that in the thousand there were 
a few who found something not entirely to their lik­
ing but their numbers were so small that not a single 
complaint reached the ears of the reporters of this 
paper. On the contrary the delegates went out of 
their way to laud the city and the local arrangements.
Many of the delegates were making their first 
visit to the Interior and every one of these expressed 
amazement at the beauty and productiveness of the 
Okanagan and the general modern facilities of the 
city itself. A  thousand people have returned to their 
homes with an entirely different conception of this 
Valley. They know that we have rich farm lands, 
progressive cities, scenery in abundance, unsurpassed 
fishing and that friendly, cooperative feeling that 
makes a city attractive to the yisitor.
The results of this convention did not end, as far 
as this city is concerned, on Friday night. A thousand 
people have a new conception of Kelowna and the 
Okanagan. They will be the better able to under­
stand our problems in the future and will approach 
those problems in a more definite feeling of friend­
ship and sympathy. They will be telling their friends 
about the fine cities in the Interior and the advantages 
of the district from a holiday viewpoint. They will 
be returning themselves and they will be sending 
their friends, While the twenty-thousand dollars left 
here during the two days last week is a welcome fac­
tor, the advertisng the district achieved could be ob­
tained in no other way as satisfactorily and its mone­
tary value is beyond estimate.
A  Co-operative Effort
That the Liberal convention was such an out­
standing success was due entirely to the community- 
mindness of the people of Kelowna. While the meet­
ing was one of members of a, definite political party, 
to the people of this city there was no political sig­
nificance to the convention. Although many of the 
citizens hold political views definitely opposed to 
those of the Liberal party, this did not prevent the 
members of all political creeds cooperating to make 
the convention a success.
There were a thousand visitors in the city. They 
were our guests and every citizen was a host. Liberal, 
Conservative, C.C.F., Kiwanis, Gyro, Board of Trade 
—the convention might have been that of anyone of 
these or of any other political, fraternal or business 
complex, it made no difference to the rank and file 
of the peqple of this city. Kelowna has been called 
“The Friendly City” and the people were going to see 
that it deserved that name. Thus died-in-the-wool 
Conservatives billeted their political antagonists and 
men with definite radical viewpoints drove courtesy 
cars. The Kelowna and District Liberal Association 
was not the host; every person in the city played his 
part and it was only through the whole-hearted co­
operation of the members of every political party that 
Kelowna was able to make the convention the great 
success.it was.
A  splendid example of this feeling of hospitality 
and friendship for the guests within our gates was 
the advertisement in the special convention issue of 
The Courier last week, which extended the greetings 
of the local • Conservative association to the visiting 
Liberals. Premier Pattullo referred to this on the 
convention floor, pointing out that it but exemplified 
the friendly feelings and the community cooperation 
for which this city is noted". It was probably the first 
time in this province that such a gesture had been 
made and but illustrates that, while we may differ 
politically, we can retain our sense of goodfellowship.
Members of the Rotary, Gyro, Conservative, 
C.C.F., Boy Scout and every other organization in 
the city strove to make the convention a successful 
one for the sake of the city in which they live—^with 
one exception. One organization was in a position to 
render much valuable assistance but refused to do so. 
The executive heads of the group were apparently 
unable to distinguish the difference between assisting 
a political party and extending a helping hand to the 
members of a political party who were the guests of 
the city and of every citizen. It is extremely doubtful 
if, for example, the Boy Scouts, a non-political organ­
ization, were contaminated by their contact with the
visitors. This organization rendered valuable assist­
ance throughout the whole of the convention.
With this one exception, the organizations of the 
city all did their part. This spirit of civic cooperation 
is a priceless asset. Few communities have it to the 
extent that Kelowna enjoys. It is something which 
should be guarded carefuUy and fostered assiduously 
as it was this factor alone which made the recent con­
vention a success 'and will make those conventions 
which are now bound to come to this city in the 
future, also successful.
Fault Is Theirs
“Newspapers do not usually distort the news. 
What they do is report the news of a distorted world, 
and should not be held responsible for friction— 
they rare only doing their job.”
Such was the statement, of Professor Vernon Mc­
Kenzie, dean of the school of journalism at the Uni­
versity of Washington, in a public address last week. 
■These words strike right at the heart of a common 
misunderstanding in the minds of a section of the 
public. The average newspaper reports an event or 
an address exactly as it occurred or was given. If 
any elaboration or explanation is necessary the news­
paper does that in its editorial columns. The func­
tions of the news columns and those of the editorial 
page are entirely distinctive but, nevertheless, they 
are frequently confused in the minds of the public. 
The news columns report the event as it occurred; 
the paper’s own remarks are confined to the editorial 
page.
Those people who complain because the news­
paper has reported some action or statement of theirs 
that has caused friction or difficulty should remem­
ber Professor McKenzie’s words. They should re­
call that if they had not done or had not said that 
which caused the difficulty, there would have been 
no trouble. The newspaper simply reported the 
news. In other words, the fault is theirs, not the 
newspaper’s.
Face and Fill
SOME YEARS AGO the Scottish poet Burns said, 
"Oh, would sotnc power the gift to gi’e us. to sec 
ourselves us others see us.” It Isn't often that wc 
have the oppojtunity of seeing ourselve!!! through the 
eyes of others but last week the people of Kelowna 
had just that -opportunity . . . .  Bob Powers writing 
in his Vancouver Sun “Lend Me Your Ears” column 
.said a bit about Kelowna which Kelowna people 
should read . . . .  and so I pass along his remurlia. 
They give a chance to learn what an uninterested out- 
.sider sees ir> our city . . . and in ourselves . . . .
r p m
"They are very proud of their city, these ener­
getic and hospitable Kelowniuns,” Towers wrote, “and 
they have been working for weeks—inespective of 
political leanings to prepare a program of entertain­
ment for convention delegates. And they have good 
reason to be proud of this line, clean city. It Is not 
the biggest city in British Columbia and it isn’t the 
smokiest, but it is certainly one of the brightest and 
cleanest and most appealing. Even the sunshine— 
and they have plenty of it here—has a greater bril­
liance and a more genial and comforting warmth 
than the filtered sunshine of the coast. Then there 
is the luscious fruit—baskets of golden peaches—of 
green and yellow and purple grapes—of plums and 
the famous Okanagan apples. Such fruit as we never 
sec on display at home . . .  I don’t know why. . . .”
r p m
“I WISH THE GOOD city fathers of Vancouver 
could be invited here—not as delegates to the Liberal 
‘love feast,’ but to see what civic pride can do for a 
small city. The main street, Bernard Avenue, that 
runs roughly (Vist and west from the lakeshore to the 
main Vernon highway, is one hundred feet wide and 
paved from curb to curb, permitting ample parldng 
space and four lanes of traffic. Lamp standards ore “ 
placed in the middle of the street and serve the double 
purpose of illumination and separating the traffic 
lanes. But most wonderful of all, the streets here are 
PLAINLY marked by neat enamel signs in black and 
white . . . what a wonderful thing that would be in 
Vancouver where visitors may wander for weeks in 
Kitsilano and Kerrisdale looking for street names...
r  p m
“YOU THINK THE DAY of miracles has 'passed. 
Well, you are certainly all wrong about it. In this 
most delightful Okanagan fruit centre, Kelcw- 
na, city of hospitality and of regattas, the local weekly 
newspaper published a special edition to honor the 
visiting Liberals. The paper is filled, of course, with 
complimentary advertisements—but one stands out 
like a jewel. It is placed, if you please, by the Nation­
al Conservative Party, covers quarter of a page and 
offers its best wishes for the success of the Liberal 
convention. There is hope yet for Canada when the 
Conservatives of Kelowna are big enough to do this 
sort of thing. . . . , •
r p m
WE MAY NOT AGREE with everything that goes 
on in Germany but there has been one announcement 
which will make the great majority of us a bit en­
vious. Germany’s new “people’s car,” the Volks­
wagen, is to cost about $380.00 and can be bought 
upon the installment plan at the rate of two dollars 
per week. Now that is something a bit different than 
can be done in this country. It is hard to say what 
kind of a car it will be but it is claimed that it w ill 
travel oyer sixty miles per hour and that is fast 
enough for any of us . . .  . especially on the B.CL 
roads . . . .  and further it wjll travel forty miles to 
the gallon. We ordinary drivers would welcome that 
but if such a car carne into general use here, it is 
not too much to assume that the gas tax would taho 
an immediate jump to counteract any loss in revenue 
to the government and who would say that the price 
of gas would not jump also? The new car is said to 
be large enough to Carry a family of four or five 
children and the authorities have expressed the h(qpe 
that “most families will decide to have four or five 
children as a result.” . . . .  I have heard many argu­
ments in favor of large families but this is the first i 
time I  have ever heard-it argued that you should | 
have four or five children simply to fill up your car > 
. . . .  Oh well, perhaps that is as good a reason as s 
any . . j '
r p m
“TAKE HEED OF THE tales that dead men tell,”  
is the warning that the Ontario department of high- [ 
ways has issued to the drivers in that province, urg­
ing that persons using the highways “drive and walk ■ 
with care, courtesy and common-sense, if you do not i 
want to become a killer.” . . , . Death has no special 
preferences when it comes to taking life in automo- t 
bile accidents. Just give it a chance to strike .  ^ . . ? 
lapse into carelessness for a moment, overlook or i 
defy some traffic regulation; or selfishly ignore some ) 
driver’s or pedestrian’s rights . . . .  and it will. And 
it will strike before your realize what is happening; 
suddenly and cruelly . . . .  Most drivers of course, 
feel that ‘‘it can’t happen to me.” But we should all 
shove that ego into the background for awhile and 
some serious thinking. Then we may realize that 
we can be killed as easily as anyone else . . . . and 
that we also can kill. Of course ,that is not a pleas­
ant thought but it is, nevertheless, only too true. 
Mangled bodies, crushed under the wheels of motor 
cars tell tales of needless death . . •. . death that was 
the result of carelessness, neglect, thoughtlessness or 
inconsideration on city streets or country highways.
Few people seem to listen to the tales the dead tell, 
however. Perhaps it is because of the horror which 
must necessarily accompany their tales, but more 
often than not it is because the ego in most people 
places them above their fellow men . . . .
r p m
FROBISHER HOUSE IS being torn down . ; . .
That may mean little to some people but to those 
who have a sentimental leaning towards things his­
torical it means that just one more of the old buildings 
which played an important part in the early history 
of the country is disappearing . . . .  Frobisher House 
is merely an old five-story building in Montreal which 
recently housed a shoe factory but it reflected the 
glory of an older Montreal . . . . of a virile young city 
where French and English adventurers more than a 
hundred and fifty years ago swaggered along narrow, 
newly-laid streets that cut sharply back from the • 
broad St. Lawrence . . . .  In 1783 Benjamin Frobishrar 
erected the building, and under its high-rafted ceiling 
he planned the North West Company, which less than 
forty years later was amalgamated with the Hudson’s 
Bay Company. Twenty years ownership of the build­
ing is shrouded in mystery, but about 1846 a Mrs.
A. T. Julien transformed it into a hotel . . . .  Ren- 
novated in 1872, it became‘the smart rendezvous for 
the gay young bloods of the day. Still the centre o f  
attraction, it was visited two years later by a stranger 
of aristocratic bearing who signed the register as , 
“Charles Lorimer”. 'While he went upstairs to his 
room, whispers began to circulate in the lobby. Did ; 
not the young stranger bear a marked resemblance J 
to a certain Frenchman of royal blood? Before the ; 
whispers were answered though, “Charles Lorimer”  
was fourid on the floor of his room, a tiny pistol ball ; 
lodged in his forehead.
“Disinterested search for truth cannot live in an 
atmosphere of compulsion and repression, nor in 
countries where there are efforts of governments to 
impose uniform ideologies u^ld to circumscribe in the 
interests of quite a dominant regime the area of in­
tellectual liberty.”—Dr. Raymond B. Fosdick.
Today there may be developing in the minds ol 
the hundreds of millions of ordinary people in India, 
China and Asia, a longing for a new way of living 
that may one day call for new forms of food, clothing, 
housing and education. "Why hot, wheii only 150 years 
ago the ordinary people of Denmark were bondsmen, 
while today they are frw  and enjoy a high standard 
of living?
I
I
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McInto sh  a r e
SHOWING GOOD 
COLORING NOW
-More About-
GIVES
ACCOUNTING
REVISED FRUIT CROP ESTIMATES
O K ANAG AN  llOllTIC’Ul/rUKAL DISTRICT — AuKiist 27, lUXB 
(Apples. Crabupples, Fears— Duxes. Grapes—Tons and Founds)
__ From Piitje 1. Column 2
would /;o jilic.Md witli tlu' iiiMiraiico 
Cool Nights and Bright Days of plan at the autumn .sc'.ssion of the Le-
Past Tw o Weeks Have Brought ttiHlature.
’ Biiealis Informally
To the Pi'dinier it wa.s ati important 
oceaslon in his career of twenty-two 
yoar.s in the Legislature—hiji first ac- 
eountin/; to ins party in convention 
since he won tiie 10.’):i election, and he 
obviously fell the sigiilcance of it.
He spolce informally, frequently Summerland
DISTRICT
APPLES
19:i7 
Crop
io;i8
Est.
Along Color in Apples
B A R T L E T T  PE ARS O VER
J. H. Hale Peaches arc in Full
Swing with Elbertas Expected ........ ,..................... . — -------
. n/r . 1 , r T I • 4., pausing to interject a juke or a per-
by Month end from Lake Points f-aiiy and in a confessional mood  ^enticton
Kaleden .
Lytton—Chase .................
Sorrento—Salmon Arm
Armstrong ........................
Vernon ..............................
Winfield, Olcanagan Cenlie,
Oyama .........................
Kelowna ...........................
Westbunk ......................
Peachland ..........................
102.090
202,'1.'30
l.'i.un.'i
«77,:i00
!)2,150
Riii.aOO
lO.O.'iO
7li!J,l)00
CRAHAPPLES PEAKS
lie admitted tlie imperfections of Ids 
cliaracter before launching into tlic Oliver and 0.soyoos
Keremeos .............
Cooler niglits and briglit, sunsliiny  ^ ___ _____  ________
days have combined well in most dis- np^ Vting defense of his work 
tricts to hasten tlie coloring of apples, ..j uecepted tlie leadership with mis- 
tlic latest news letter of the horticul- jriving,” he siiid. ‘‘not because I feared 
tural branch reveals. From general jp,. burdens of office but because I 
reports it would seem thiit conditions |^ bat li might have qualities of
are ideal for harvesting, and that the (.haracter that would not appeal to 
fruit is corning along in splendid con- public,
dition. Bartlett pear piclcing seems to ,.j impatient of results,” he con-
be conck ' ' .... .... ’ ' “ ..............
the Valley
Totals
rj0:i,4!)4
1,(14(1,5411
i;i0,774
(1(1,407
.5:17,031
ll)(l,3!)0
5(10,312
73,503
270,100
190,710
405,300
1,401,500
99,000
50,100
551,500
152,575
500.000 
09,500
2.51.000
154.000
5,390,590 I 4,049,235
1037 1 19311 1937 1 1938
Crop 1 E.sl. Crop 1 Est.
5,027 j 2.200 3,094 1 5,000
2,070 1 2,700 2,550 1 3,500
920 1 1,500 170 1 325
03.IU13 58.000 11.804 1 11,000
9,004 13,000
1
11,919 1 11,500
41,070 27,000 50,000 1 52,000
4,245 2,000 5,354 1 0,000
3,170 3,500 5,120 1 0,500
12,014 12,000 49,239 1 54,000
1,209 1,000 10,258 1 20,000
2,032 1,000 04,721 1 70,000
240 75 4,039 1 4,000
404 1 400 33,090 1 37,000
289 1 300 9,508 1 9,000
147,747 1 125,475 275,180 1 289,825
GRAPES
1937 
Crop I
19.30
Est.
The conditions in Egypt arc unsuit­
able for aiqrle growing .and the fruit 
consumed there is almost wholly of 
imiiorted origin. In former times, 
'Turkey su|>plied the bulk of the con­
signments but a large projiorlion of 
.apple imiiorts is now la'ceived from 
Canada, the United States, and Greece.
A good hostess rs one 
her guests feel at home 
wishes they were.
who makes 
even it she
1,500 lbs. 
2,200 lbs.
I
0,000 lbs. 
9,000 lbs.
35,500 lbs. I 35,000 lbs.
05,000 lbs.
950 tns. 
4,000 lbs.
plan to take over 2()0,00() sttuare mill's 
in the Yulum and a similar area in 
the Mackenzie Basin and join tlu'in to 
British Columbia, but he did not an­
ticipate any ‘‘immediate consideration 
05,000 lbs. by Ottawa,”
900, tns. ■
C le a n s  D i r t y  H a n d s
12,400 lbs.
3,500 lbs. 
1,000 lbs. 
20,000 lbs.
3,040 lbs.
0,920 lbs. I 10,000 lbs.
LOlG.^ j tns. 975 tns.
1937 Figures include Shipments, Bulk and Manufactured By-products.
luded generally throughout f(,^ J;ud, ‘‘perhaps I am blunt. An old 
. 'Ihe following is the news fj-jund of mine shook hands with me
today and perhaps I didn’t appear cor-
Mr. Paltullo urged increased Canadian a dollar from the federal treasury, 
defense appropriations. "British Columbia,” lie declared, "is
“Democracy is far from safe in the not going along continuously going
world today,” he said. “Large num- into debt. We are in excellent shape
bers of young men in Canada should in general but wo are not setting ujj
dial enough for he said, “I see you’re go enrolled in the army, navy and air our sinking funds and wo arc borrow-
as stubborn iis ever.” forces as a measure of defense and ing for unemployment relief. How are
"Well, I don't mean it that way, and unemployment relieft not to teach we going to keep on indefinitely bor- 
wcather conditions have prevailed and how far I have met the expectations them discipline and self control. rowing for relief?
several good rains have fallen since of the party lest.s with the pary itself. *‘Young men,” he added, “are roam- “Ottawa, in my humble judgment, is
letter:
Salmon Arm, Sorrento anti Main Line 
Points
As reported August 24th: Cooler
BUILD WAREHOUSE 
ON SCHOOL GROUNDS
Small Storage Building Deemed 
Essential by School Board
BEFORE YOU INSURE -  CONSULT
C O N F E D E R A T IO N  L IF E
HEAD OFFICE ‘ ■ TORONTO
jamMMUtiiiiwMiiii
N. E. DAY, Representative, K E L O W N A
Due to the congestion at the Kelow­
na schools all space which was pre-
the last issue of August the 13th. Al- At least that leadership must have had country with the desire to cir- not bearing the share it should bear
though somewhat late in coming, the some measure of success because not- frustrate orderly govern- in regard to unemployment relief and
improvements in soil moisture condi- withstanding the handicap^ of jhat pre-designed. Thousands not handling the problem in a national ----- . , • * i « thn
...... ...........  “ have scattered themselves throughout way. We are going to keep on fighting has been burned into classroom ,
, British Columbia, but less than 1,000 and eventually we may attain our ob- school board stated at tnc sp ^
- . , , . ,___, meeting held last Saturday aucinoon.
tions will be of benefit to nearly all leadership the parly was returned to 
crops. office.”
Fruit trees have put on fair growth First he turned his attention to the 
this year, and the apple and pear crop problem of the single unemployed, 
is sizing satisfactorily so far. ’The crop 
is one of the cleanest for many years,
viously utilized, for storage purposes. . .  . ----------
and the loss from scab should be neg 
ligiblc; color, however, is developing 
rather slowly and cool nights are 
needed to bring it out. Wealthies are 
being picked at Kamloops, but are ra­
ther
ready at Spences Bridge and Lytton 
in about another week, and will also 
be early at Kamloops this year
have created all this trouble.
“It now devolves upon the Liberal 
"Enlarge Army” party to formulate policies by which
Paying a tribute to Hon. Ian Mac- there shall be little or no excuse for 
kenzie, minister of national defense, the kind of thing taking place. The.se
jcctivc.’
As a consequence, it has been decided 
,, to erect a warehouse building on the 
Coming to the 1932 party resolution grounds as close to the
fLir» iic /i n f  Ihr* rm fir in n l  ^ ^  ■% ___ u r i ll
Work and Wages
in favor of the use of t e natio al 
credit to finance work and wages—the
week in September.
men have received a large measure of ^ry of the Liberal party
fence line as the building bylaw will 
allow and to the rear of the Baptist
public sympathy because we have not election of 1933—the Premier churen.
Plans for a frame construction with
“Finances are peculiarly involved, stucco yarejiouse^ budding
and you can not upset your system in drawn Mr. Miller ,
moment. There is no use taking staff, and the buildmS c
In the pears, Bartlctts are practic- met with the problem as adequately as 
iCKca awxa mo s om are la- Flemish Beauty wc had hoped.”
" Z. SnenneJ- B iS e  and TvttJn o^ the pack- ^ ^he smgle job^ he added,
ing houses. This crop is of good size now going too far. . a u m Jiiiei im l ivuie ------------^  - ,, -
. nr .^ nminnrr., rn.s ve-ir and,high quality. The peach crop is “It looks, he said, as If they were ^oney away from those who have it been empowered to call tenaers
Pkv.-L  of Arm oozing with a rush, and present indie- assembling in Vancouver. We can not ^  ^ it to those who haven’t. and award the necessary contract.
ations are for an earlier seasonal clean- tok^rate long^ the thing that has oc- divided all the money here
Clause by Clause
Then he went over, clause by clause, 
the party platform drafted in 1932, to
buT sma!ur“ .Te;a84“ £ V ‘ w h icrw ffl
and Sorrento is just beginning with 
color rather short. The McIntosh crop 
is showing proportionately better color 
than the Wealthy. Later varieties are 
coming along satisfactorily.
Canneries at Ashcroft and Kam­
loops are now operating, and the har­
vesting of tomatoes is in full swing. 
Quality, however, is not all that could 
be desired.
up than is usual in most years.
With vegetable crops, tomatoes are 
now moving freely to the cannery, 
and onion harvesting is getting under
equally today, sorneone would have it military standpoint, he afnrmea, its 
all in the morning—probably the min- all the more essential it should be car­
way. This crop indicates high quality.
ister of finance.
“They tell me he’s a pretty good 
poker player,” the Premier chuckled. 
The subject of the 1933 monetary rc-
ried out.”
U. S. W ill Help
If we are in a jackpot the Presi­
dent has already indicated, as he did
Armstrong, Vernon, Oyama, Okanagan 
Centre and Winfield
reduce the expected tonnage. A  few , form plans was so wide he said he ^ h ^ t  t^e Ur^ Tted s7at7s would
Netted Gem potatoes have been dug \y 5^ ^"* r cent would only make this comment on it: to me, that the unitea s
and yields appear to be below normal «  the are uunder ^ n t  Nuance, not an
though tubers show good to high qual- gn°” ® ovL X e lft  thL^d idS  do^ ^dlib inflation, but I believe we can
Cutting of the earliest fields of government that didn t do better national credit in a largerity.
fall lettuce crop in the Armstrong dis- than that.”
not stand for Canada to be under the
domination of any foreign power.
“Let us suppose the United States 
found itself in difficulties with an-
As reported August 24th: Since our trict has just started with heads of and^ ^^ ^^  ^ takings that will more effectively meet other power, can we stand alo^ ^^ ^^
last report weather conditions have fair to good quality, and the later ^  ^ the needs of the public without injur- can not do it. ^
tmdergone a welcome change, with fields show ing  a prom ise of high q u a l -  ™^^s we gu d .  difficulties ing the credit of the Dominion.” think we al-
lower temperatures, several showers ity and good yields. in S  i S X  tTis ref“  He declared himself in favor of an within the Eni,pire and I t h ^
and cool nights accompanied by fairly In the field crops, threshing of institute this jj„j„igj.ation policy—“.q sensible one” ways will, but within that latitude we
heavy dews. A  combination of these is almost completed, and yields al- “  <?i>c cim thP nolinv of the LiberaL —and of a program of oil-drilling op- will stand by the United fatal s 
conditions is assisting all crops and though below normal ^how better There erations. The government, he an-. gets into difficulties.
"What’s the good news frc.Ti Pliyllis? 
2 0 0  Sweet Caps! ” t
SW EET CAPGRAL C IG A R E T T E S
"The purest form in which tobacco can be smoked.”
bringing color rapidly to tree fruits, quality than anticipated. o..4v. ,4= _ -int vet ar- nouncea, wouia asK xne i^esiBiaiuie tu xae saiu uc t-*— ■ ----
Following a check in growth from the crop of alfalfa . the early locations nre d c ; . ean ^av to vote money to finance extensive oil plan upon Premier King shortly.
^^4- /x-P Tnlxr -FTni+C Q-ria i-ri-r*! ffaf invx io ■n/^1Xr V\fain<r r»llt \X7lth riVGQ. St 3 solution SO W6 csn S y ___ 44- i__ei/xfkXA /■
d ld k th Legislat r o H d he would press the road
hot period of late July, tree fruits are under irrigation is now being cut. with go'ingTo car^'^thiT'through drilling in 'the Peace River country. '  - j  am inclined to think some of the
. . .  X • *4-i_ af the next session TATe have not ar- F m satisfied, he said, that iThe pest situation is not serious with nexi session, we nave
high the exception of Codling Moth, and ri^ed ^^ a^t ^ pomt/’
again sizing nicely, and the general the promise of fair tonnage, 
crop now promises to be of good mar­
ketable seize, good color and i
quality. The early development at there will be fairly heavy cullage in about the P.C.E. Railway.’
the beginning of the season is continu- many orchards from the depredations f c o r n m e n t  until 11 ca drilling ooerations
ing in earlier maturity of practically of this worm, Fhe convention,
all varieties of fruit. We are now
into the movement of Wealthy apples x , « x a
and Hyslop crabapples, and prunes As reported August 25th: if\s a re- 
will he moving freely almost immedi- suit of bright days and cool nights, 
ately.' There is every appearance of apples are coloring fast. Some Mcln-
we little difficulties will be ironed out 
shall strike oil as they did in Alberta, g^d that this work may proceed,” he
Kelowna
He vigorously defended the govern- 
The drilling operations would _de- refusal to appoint a highway
„  „ finitely prove up the prospective B.C. commission in the face of the party’s
Education Reform qh geld and preserve it for the people demand for it at the last convention,
In education reform the government, of the province instead of handing it i^olding it was unnecessary and that 
he said, had made great progress. over to private corporations. it would have to be respon-,
As to the size of.the Legislature, the Works Program gible to the government anyway.
On e  OF
SCQTLIINIIS
F I M E S - r
W H B 5 K I E S
McIntosh being available for . the first tosh from early locations have been Premier felt the present mmber of Defending the department of labor, “Supposing,” he said, “five million® • . , . ,  ____«X 2 rrUx lx lx. WAOm 227 "ahmif T-lplbl. 1 h P gov- , . .1___ -----3  lx X.4.V. XXM +lx xv XI _ ___ ___ ..IIaIxIx. .pXkx. 4.x,-1/^0 Ct27Cr2Tpicked and exported. This variety is members was “about right.’ ^  The §9^" he. demanded whether the people of dollars were available for roads, every
L O W
WEEK-END FARES 
FOR LABOR DAY
good going Friday
SEPTEMBER 2nd
SEPT. 5thuntil 2.00 p.m.
Travellers’ must commence return 
journey before midnight Sept. 6th
FARE AND V4, ^
For all classes of travel
of good color for the season, but with ernment had no intention of reducing g  Q .^ a^nted to postpone wage laws . part of B.C. would get a share. If a
the exception of early trees it will the -House membership but he _an- ^ htil other provinces raised their highway commission said: ‘We will
probably be ten days before picking is nounced a redistribution bill would be standards. spend all the money on a Hope-
general. introduced in the Legislature m the “ i f  the people want that,” he said, Princeton' road’ Would the rest of the
Hyslop crabapples, Gravenstein and autumn, to “iron put a few anomalies.” -they will have to get another gov- province stand for it?
Wealthy apples, and Italian prunes “Our opponents may say we a^  ^ go- ernment.”"
are being picked. ing to ^errymand,” he said. There The Premier said he would go to
Grapes have started to move and will be no gerrymandering in our own Ottawa shortly' to urge federal C90P-
the volume will increase daily. The interests, but we are not going to gration in a large works program
grape crop promises to be of excellent leave the gerrymandering already planned years ahead so that the gov-
quality this year. done against the Liberal party. ernment here would know in advance
Summerland, Naramata, Westbank “Middle Road” what work it could do. He prom^ ^^ ^^ ^
and Peachland “Liberalism,” heinterjected,“is a  that thegovernmentwouldmakear-
m i d d l e  o f  t h e  r o a d  policy, you can not rahgemenls by which there would be
have reaction, but you can not be money for road construction every 
violent enough to run the ship of state year.
‘I don’t think they would. The peo­
ple who talk about, a non-partisan 
road administration mostly are those 
who want to get into office.”
He advocated, however, the plann­
ing of highway development years in
As reported August 24th: Fine grow­
ing weather conditions prevail. Apples 
are sizing w’ell and showing fair color. 
Bartlett pear picking is over. Flem-
Gas Price Cut
Reiterating a former announcement
: ..
that Dr. W. A. Carrothers, coal and
nn tbp rnrks ” Coming to the currently interesting oil price administrator, would be ap-
He went on to recall in some detail question of the Alaska Highway, the Pointed Pubhe ^ ^ ^
c x q u B 9 , «
fe e tc h
<iu,.
ish Beauty are being cleaned up Hy- 3 j^^^Xm bia’s''''cla^  P r ^ ie r  adm^Ted That ‘‘oTte^ ‘under new legislation, he added thisslop c r a b a p p le s  a r e  r e a d y  f 9 r  p i c k i n g .  British Colummas^ a  important announcement:
‘■We have sufficient information now
Accommodation in tourist and stan­
dard sleeping cars on payment 
of , berth charges. .
Peaches are moving steadily, an^ J. Gov- Ottawa’s objection, he said, is based.
H. Hale will be ready in a few days. its income on questions of neutrality and on mil- to say we anticipate in the very near
Some Elbertas will move by the end ernment no^ to^  it would fall on open itary reasons. But not one word had future a very considerable reduction 
of the month. ^ax 11 Provincial Govern- been said to. him by United States au- in the price of gasoline.
Gravenstein and some Wealthy ap- thorities or by President Roosevelt As for electric power he thought
SCOTCII
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED IN SCOTLAND
BV WILLIAM GRANT AND SONS LIMITED _______
pies are being picked. A few McIntosh D ? m - \vere not invading aboTt the “use"‘'o f'the  ^ proposed .road .BritiW^Colu^^^^ paying “too
have been packed out for special or-
See nearest C.N.R. Agent
, X • 1 +v,x> T,/A+ the income tax field, he stated, British for military purposes,
der. but m general, these are not would not need to borrow “But if it's advantageous from the
CANADIAN NATIONAL
R e d u c e d
F a r e s
for
L A B O R
D A Y
BETWEEN ALL STATIONS
O N E -W A Y  FAR E
A N D  O N E -Q U A R T E R  
FOR ROUND TRIP
G O IN G  D A T E S
SEPT. 2 “
2 P .M . SEPT. 5
if no train Sept. 2, will be sold 
on Sept. 1
ready yet. '
The rain showers last week caused 
much splitting of the tomato crop, 
V-54-38 much loss being taken by the growers
_______ this year. Onion fields are badly in-
______ fested with thrips which will cause
■loss in, tonnage.
Penticton, Kaleden, Keremeos, Oliver 
and Osoyoos
As reported Aiigust 24th: During the 
past two weeks the weather has bec.-^  
very much cooler with a few scattered 
showers. The earlier varieties of 
peaches are just about finished.. J. H. 
Hale should be moving in quantity 
from Oliver and Osoyoos in a day or 
two.
McIntosh apples for export are be­
ing picked: color is better than usual 
for this time of the year. Flemish 
Beauty and Bartlett pears are prac­
tically all picked.
much for the whistle.”
The Premier stood firmly by his
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Ljquor 
Control Board or by the Government o f British Columbia
RETURN LIMIT SEPT. 6
For full particulars, ask Ticket 
Agent, or write .
G. BRUCE BURPEE,
General Passenger Agent, 
Vancouver, B.C.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
JUNIOR BOARD OF 
TRADE APPLAUDED
Kelowna city' council is extending 
its congratulations to the junior board 
of trade of this city for its organiza­
tion work in providing a display of 
manufactured products of this district 
for the Liberal convention last week.
Alderman G. \V. Sutherland request­
ed that a formal letter of appreciation 
be sent the junior board from the 
council and the suggestion was im­
mediately seconded by xA.lderman 
Whillis and passed accordingly.
“And how do you like yoiir new 
baby brother, Dorothy?” asked the 
family friensd,
“Oh, he’s all right.’’ answered the 
child coolly, “but there wore lots of 
things we needed more.”
f i r e
^ DUNLOP FORTwith Teeth-
Edge Traction—Patented by Dunlop 
. .. 2,000 solid rubber teeth to bite and 
grip the road. With 6-ply Cable Cord 
Construction, it provides a degree of 
silent, super-safe driving unparalleled 
in tire history.
DUNLOP —An outstand­
ing tire that blends efficiency with 
economy. Silent, dependable, it gives 
you excellent non-skid features, quick 
stopping power and long life, at a 
surprisingly low price. 4-ply or 6-ply 
Cable Cord Construction.
0
LAD D  GARAGE LIM ITED
Kelowna, B.C.
ORCHARD CITY MOTORS
Kelowna, B.C. D-26
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HAVE YOU INSECTS 
AMONG YOUR BOOKS
-More Aboiit-
A (liiiiimil i VC )iuii:iclii»!il in.';ccl |)csl 
IIkiI often iiKilu's lie ; i p i ' ' '•) 
j;rc;it miiiil>ci>; In Mimmcr nnd nuluiiiii. 
«';:j)eci;ill,y in lu'wly constructed dwell- 
In/I-S, is the Mi-culled boolt-lou.se. Tiiese 
insects .n-e tiny, pule, yelluvvi.^ ,1) or 
yiiiyi.sli while, nml win/;less, usindly 
tneiisiirin;; l('.ss tliiui one-twelflli of iiii 
inch in leiijilh. As their nnme indie-
EDUCATION
COSTS
Helped in Billeting
From l*iu;e 1. Column 1 
fore !i vote could t)c t.ikeii. He iidvo-
cided nil nmeiidmenl tlint the subject 
be referred to the /;overiiineii1, niid Int­
er it could be sent to the various dis­
trict n:;so(nntions for study iiiici vole.
D. J. ,1. Ciillis, M.li.A., popular Mer- 
s|iokesmnii, spoke apniiiiU anyri
ifli'S, they are louse-lirin nppenrnnce. lay-over of tliis resolution, while
bill tiiey are n d related to the Irui i.aiij', Vancouver, one o f tlie most
lice which feed in the blood of ani- pia i^nisinj; of llie youiu'er liiberals, re- 
inals and man. Hook-lice have small, reived siionlaiu'ous a|)idause for Ids 
feeble monUiparts and feed on organic supiiort of llie ori/final motion and his 
matter, 'I'hey mrely do much dama/;e, jand is now beiiif; taxed to a
liowever, allhou;:h they sonietlines oc- point Ion/; jiast wiiere it was .siiptiosed 
cur in suftlciently lar/;e mimbers to p, po taxed.
constitute a nuisance. They multiply P re m ie r  Paltullo sugf;ested that such
rapidly in vvar.n moist jdaces in aiiarl- a resolution could not be digested by
menis and dvvidlin,''-houses, and are 
occasion.dly found breedin/; in im­
mense numbers in straw mat Ir.'sses 
and in furniture stuftln/' of w'/'etable 
origin.
The Division of Enloinolof.y, .Science 
Service, Dominion De|)artmeiit of A/;- 
ricullure, Ottawa, each year receives
.. layman or by cabinet minister at one 
.sittin/;. Tin; /'overnrnent, he said, is 
working towards the end subscribed 
by Mr, Perry, but the province must 
jiut its own house in order with the 
Dominion /'overnment before it takes 
any steps to alleviate the municipali­
ties burden. However, he had no ob-
H
NELSON WOMAN 
HEADS NEW B,C. 
ORGANIZATION
He’s Secretary
1#
m ' J
i l i !
W om en Delegates to Liberal Con­
vention Form  Group to Am al­
gamate Followers in Province
3)
numerous eom/ilainls aboul llie /ires- jeetion to tlie passing of the resolu- 
ence of ttiesc tiny intruders. If llieir tion.
numbers are mocle'-ate, tliey can usu- Alderman Crone, Vancouver, said:
ROY HUNT,
A /irovineial body *1o amal/.;ainate 
women Ijiberals in tliis jirovinee came 
into bein;; in Kelowna on Thursday 
afternoon wlien Liberal dele/'ales and 
other w’oinen visitors met in Hie Or- 
an/'e liall to form Hie H.C. Women’s 
Liberal assoeiatioii. Mrs. Margaret G. 
Oliver. Nelson, lias the honor to be the 
first president of the a.ssociation. .
CoimniHees were formed to draft a 
constitution, handle jniblieity. pro- 
i;ram and legislative matters and Hie 
or/janizalion laid Hie /'round work for 
an active few years in guidiitg Hie 
male members of the tiarty and inter­
est a w'ider ran/'e of women voters in 
I.iberalism.
OH'icers elceted were as follows:
Hon. president, Mrs. T. D. Pattullo, 
Mrs. Paul Smith, M.L.A.; president, 
Mrs. Margaret G. Oliver, Nelson: llrsl
♦ I #
 ^I ^
Ml
A
: ■ j; i.[
„ I
L " ,  h
FRED TUTT
Member of the Kelowna and Dis- vice-president, Mrs. Stuart Henderson, Wliose duties as .secretary of the Ke-
lo Prince George and to find ude<iuate staled that before* Hie I ’rivy Council 
ti ansjioi (ation facilities to tlie Peace decision Hiere was a in oteetioii for Ihe
grower, in tlial Hie boards were m- 
"i'iiis re.soluHon re-alfirms what we fluid to pre.ss too stron/;ly, but now 
all believe slmiild be done,” declared Hie jiroteetion of the Privy Council is 
Premier Pattullo, 'bul by passiii/; it a tiling of the jiasl.
do not expect that tlie extension will At tliis stage Dr. Knox ruled that 
be started tomorrow.” He tiimself Mr. Ciialaway’s discourse liad no beur- 
liad been interested in the P.G.E. rail- in/; on tlie resolution submitted and 
way for Hie p.isl twenty years and was witlioiit furtlier ado Hie motion went 
in syinpalliy with Hic m-eds of Hic Hirougli.
Prince George district in Hiis resin'cl. One of Hie llnal stejis of Hie tonven- 
“'J'lie sooner we /;et liaek to normal tion brou{;ht forward a man who is
Hie sooner vve can |iay back yiir eon- inobably one of the best known poli-
Iraelur.il debts,” was Hie statement of tieiaiis in Canada- Vancouver’s G. G. 
Allen Cameron, Vancouver, in moving ”Gerry” MeGeer. In suave tone.s, and 
that Hu« morl/:a/;ors and purelia';e re- with Ids usual .smooHi How of lariK- 
lief act be eontinued for anotlier. year, uage, Gerry asked Hie convention to 
Tlie resolution was adopted. re-atflrin Us confidence in the appli-
J. Gordon McKay, Nel.soii dele/;ate cation of the principles of Liberalism
and a former Kelowna resident, prals- (o tlie industrial and social economy 
ed Hon. W. J. Asselslitu* for Hie busi- of the jieople.
iiess-Iike attitude he adopted on a sur- ’I'he.se principles were broadly slated 
vey of Hie mining eoiidilions in West as common justice and equality, in- 
Kootenay, and ur/'ed a continuance dividual liberty and freedom of action 
and expansion of the vi/'orous and in- not inconsistent with the general gootf, 
telligenl iirogram of Hie /'overnment orderly and progressive measures' for 
lor Hie development of 13. C.’s mineral the governance, guidimce and vvel- 
resoLirces. believing Hiat in this lies fare of society, individually and col- 
Hie Uir/'est single factor in the future lectively.
jirosiierity of Hie province. "Progre.ss to be enduring sliould bo
An amendment (o the conslitulioii made with more consideration than 
of the B.C. Liberal association provid- is done in some countries today,” dc- 
mg that any resolution airecting tin; dared Mr. McGeor, as lie elaborated 
general policy of tlie party must be on the trends In Canada. The hapn- 
1 eferred without debate to the resolu- iest day of his life was when Rt. Hon. 
lions coniniilU?o, consistin j^ of not loss W, L. Macicenzie Kin/' announced thatally be controlled by tiioroii/'li house- “Our (the iTumicipalities) success uiei Ljiocrai .associauon cxccuiivc, Victona; second vice-president. Mrs. lowna ana uisuici  ^janerai associaiion than sixteen and not more thlm 40 the Bank of CminH'i wnnlH 
cleaning and a sunning and airin/' of means your success.” He told of Van- J'. " Nicholls, Nanaimo; third vice-|)resid- spare hme fairly well oc- members elected in the general meet- institution owned entirely by the peo-
the infested rooms. In all cases Hie lib- couver's near bankruptcy and the C,- ranging for tlio convention, accoin
eral use of a /'ood fly spray containing 150 heads of families on relief in Van- modalion. 
pyreHirtnn extract is an en'eetive re- oouver, besides thousands of other 
medy. Infested f'jniiture may be freed cases, 
of the pests by subjecting it to dry Harry Sullivan, K.C., Vancouver, The resolution passed without discus 
heat U20-M0 degrees F.) nr by fumi- said: "The municipalities are looking sion.
gation. Even when no special mea- to this convention to do something.” Health Insurance
sui s are laken, infestations usually There was but one disturbing foa-
dis ppeer shortly after llie central turc of the entire discussion, when Dr. Another oi the more important re 
hef ting system i.s /nit in
with the arrival of cool weathc.. o, ---  «  -------- --- --------- , , ,
moving an amendment. Dr. W. J. delegates went on record urging
IS, Vancouf/er; sec- 
Vancouver; trea-
ent, Mrs. J. L. Gates,  
retary, Mrs. A. lliing,
------------------------------------------------- surer. Mrs. L. M. Crahan. V|n.: con-
br'idge work, wore all in good shape, stitution cominitAoe, Mrs. A. C. Ross,
Victoria; publicity committi e, Mrs.
. cu)iied in the. past few weeks.
Cochrane. Ocean 
mittee, Mrs. J. L 
gram committee,
Tvyo ,pleasing -functions"W6
operation Jack MacDougall insisted that he had •‘^ o’ i^tions adopted by the convention ved at the convention hall o
t cr a right to speak a second time, after concerned health insurance and the when Mrs. Oliver was preser
nVvionn p  n  w  .T l t  t  re r  r i  the a handsome bouquet of (lower
ing was approved by the convention, pie of Canada, he said, 
wlilch can itself suspend the clause by Governments should think in terms 
a two-thirds majority vote. of public need not private gain, he
Another committee of not le.ss than continued and cited the BC Premier 
with the irovornment to u''*'' ^lan nine members may Hon. T. D. Pattullo as a leader of soc-
X ince the beS Sa^ S  deal with any re- ial justices. He considered the rcso-
iotoria Whicii :to“ live ” he concluded proposing to amend the con- lution just passed by the convention
i£tau^-Wtuui w  stitution of the aspiciation the con- asking that educational costs bo as-
_. _ S ’y intoniio^ of ^
prcserjted with PaV.*?.® the development of oil pos- posals to the cenoral meetim'. “So long as Liberalism can muster
Falls; legislative com- 
White, Vii 
Mrs. Boati
ed the tremendous amount of work 
accruing and asked his listeners to 
bear witli him for a year or so. “I 
will work
'i'
in Urm sibilitics in the Peace River territory ou mny us j^meraiism can muster
and i e  ronvnntinn nnn ro^  fhn ntn.f «^"ie resolution dealing With people of the kind here before me to-Knox, chairman, was adamant in his government to consummate the plebis- or of her assumption of her role as and the convention approved the plan, ameMdmenls‘'to coh  ^ day^^^Mr" P r l m ^ V S e r  vou need
decision that Dr. MacDougall had no cite of the people last year at the pro- the new president, and latci{ another Endorsation of the convention was - -----  ^ rime minister, you need
such right unless the session voted it vmcial elections and the platform of beautiful bouquet was tendeied Mrs. ffivenJo^ ^H^ ^^  the government of Canada or the pro^ Fhial reTolutiJJj Sre^^^^^
to him. The argument waged back party by bringing into eilect a Paul Smith, the onl:^vy,omail M.L.A. T. D. Pattullo m advocating a vigorous ^ip^ial government from holding off- tion e i e S H o t e  S  t h L l «  t^H  
and forth until the audience finally health insurance act. in the governmenr ranks in Victoria, immigration po icy of suitable citizens in the Liberal association except Pe?ry. S e e  G?o^^^^
consented to hear him for three min- , When he arose to speak on heal h-Mrs. Smith’s charming personality of other countries on a selective basis, honorary capacity. H. W. CoL resolutions Smmittee
ules insurance, Dr. Weir was received with wqn for her a host of friends at this adequately financed in such countries. took excention to this elanse on cmirteon^
Dr. MacDougall’s amendment found prolonged applause. Many statements 1938 convention and she was given a The delegates also wished the domin- fhe grounds that it shut out the ioeo" Knox aSd th rS ih e r ro f the K?Iowna 
no support and the original motion by the convention concerning the great ovation when she ascended the ion, provincial and railway authorj- pip-g elected representatives, and mov- and district LiSa^ ^^ ^^ ^
Mr. Perry was passed almost unani- fct were the^same as tho^e made m platform for the presentation. t°eether to formulate such ed an amendment that the clause be people of K elow S  for th e^  ^ "  c i iS
----  a policy. struck out of the resolution. '----mously. the last campaign, he reminded his
*ri r ^  plan but now that the people have ad- discussion qn retirement ages, with favor of British migration as
The first resolution conside^ ^^ ^^  ^ o p t e d  t h e  p r i n c i p l e  i t  b e lo n g s  t o  t h e m  ^delegate strongly^ against__ retire-
listeners. Before it was Dr. Weir's with „  Donaghy. K.C, Vancouvey.
hospitality.
Prince Rupert Attack
Only disturbing feature of the con-
LOW FARES 
TO THE PRAIRIES 
SEPT. 6 TO 13
(Inclusive)
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SALE
Exceptionally low fares, good for 
travel in. coaches, tourist and 
standard sleeping cars, have been 
arranged to all prairie points and 
as far east as Port Arthur and 
Armstrong, Ont. Stopovers al- 
.tuvved at Jasper, .Edmonton and 
Calgary.
the convention was one al^ d is aTso'a pa^^; ^  which he termed “relega- be comln^frU^LcuVu^^^^^^^^ f a S ?  ”V n t  i f  this°fe*"wrs^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^ thV^Uempt by G eo f^
confidencG in the Dominion Govern- ting to the sand heap. .Charles E. cUo nioimpH Ppnrpcpnfp+ivpc fmm fhp ^^hinet, and in this he was supported r^ickerson, Prince Ruoert delei^ate to
™ » l  ond leadership ot Rt. Hon. Wll- compromise n,ust be accepted or. Oliver son of the late Premi^ ^^  ^ Old Country, investigating Canada tor l^ho wanted\\“™a°def
llam Lyon Mackenzie King Through difflculMer he S  Tut T h o K m a T o 'i™ ''.  «  ""1  "'as ”  ion toZ n  ’ s S  be r n c n n l l L “raHsm“?--" oommKee: bmughtthe resolution the convention voiced •• • , . . mvnncpri fn cnr»v» pn pafiv rpfirpmpnf . . .  . . _ . . °  ance in i-iiDeraiism. _j.i_____ t______come a time when compulsion may oppos^ to simh an early retirement winter, and not in the summer ^P-fnr^ciriyi r.f crairaicr, fio°r of the house.
. . .  • + J +1, f ■ nf have to be used as well as compromise, age. He wondered what would hap- qbey would know the climatic wnis ctvioL-or, ft-r, +u ^ chairman, made it
policies maintamecj the true spirit of financial arrangements with the industries of the country conditions. Despite her mild objec- plain that the only way such a
its feeling that. Mr. King had in his
up
Liberalism. The resolution was moved ^e^ical men has been the main dif- m such a case -  ^  tions, the resolution passed. cnn.H tftif resolution could be introduced, ac-
J - A  ficulty in enforcing an act. he .-’ontin- An amendment to refer the resolu- Education constitution were carried: cording to the association constitution,,
conded by Aubrey Peck. . ued, hurrying on to say that most doc- to the sixteen federal constitu- - A  . "  ,  Marketing Act was by a vote of two-thirds of the
resolution anxious to do the right thing cncies and their associations did not Dr. G. M. Weir, minister of educa- The provincial marketing act was convention. Mr. Nickerson attempted
The federal aspect of health insur- find favor and the resolution carried, tion, was again acclaimed for the im- beginning to take a “ride” from to interrupt the chairman on several 
ance had been introduced into the dis- Favoring unemployment insurance as provements made in the educational George Chatav/ay of Ashcroft, when occasions on a point of privilege, but
Byron Johnson moved a 
of confidence in the leadership of 
Hon. T. D. Pattullo and the conven­
tion voiced its unreserved approval of „„ssion earlier in the debate but Dr  ^ national undertaking and the neces- system of B.C. and he. was urged to Chairman W. J. Knox cut him short the latter stood pat and refused to
the premier’s policies.
H. Castillou, president of the Van
Weir asked that this not be consider- amendments to the B.N.A. act, continue the present study qnd act and informed him the discussion was have the resolution presented unless
ed The federal eovernment m'ieht was a resolution introduced by James appropriately to meet the changing out of order. He had commenced a the meeting advocated such a move.' ® ^  Tr^ v..rti-vi»vr/^ vv .*Drs;vs+ vtrVs.rs Isy-v OO 1 +1 Ori C IM +H O lr» + OT*OCfc r»-p f Vi O AT-’ -I' 1_*   ' TJ. __ __ vcouver-Centre association sponsored contributions towards such a Coady, Vancouver-Pqint Grey, who be- conditioris, in the interests of the tirade against the ivorking of the In- ' It was stated by Mr. Perry, resolu
the Alaska Highway construction ye- but would never enter into a Ueved that the question has provincial young people and for the general pub- terior Vegetable Marketing Board. tions committee chairman,; that some
Children 5 years of age and 
under 13, half fare.
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Any C.N.R. Agent 
or E. H. Harkness, 
Traf. Rep., Vernon
V-56-38
solution. He urged that it was m- ^  as well as federal significance., lie good. The reason for the outburst was the 150 resolutions had been deemed con-
cumbent to start some large project standards in Quebec ’ A federal health Before the convention adopted this .The session  ^was informed that the short talk given by E. D. Barrow, trary to good policy to be introduced
to give employment to young men. insurance act would have to be brought Premier Pattullo stated that B. present educational trend allows ev- Chilliwack, an ex-minister of agricul- but these would be forwarded to the
The. highway would open up great Quebec’s "level he thought already adopted the policy but ery child to rveal what is in himself, ture under a former Liberal regime, individual government departments
^  ----------- —+^.11 Health centres established are the in introducing a resolution urging that for consideration.natural resources and stimulate biisi- j^^ jg ^ould not be good enough four other provinces dissented.
ness. He made it quite clear that the for this province. Unemployment best in Canada, it was said, and the “every legitimate assistance and en- Dr; Knox observed that if the con-
construction of the Alaska road was “jt not within the realm of prac- . Whereas the convention approved ’ centres which have be- couragement be given to the agricul- vention allowed this resolution to go
not to interfere with the ordinary road bureaucratic politics, and no the varied program undertakL to ® T h H i  producing, mar- forward it would be voting-ncn-con-
construction program, , urging that it will ever .see it put train and rehabilitate the unemployed M A  A t  a ^  big step it keting and distributing of its products; fidence in the resolutions committee
would serve but as an impetus to fur-  ^ effect,” he^  declared in reference by both g ^ v e rn S s , it st^^^^  ^ this Liberal convention action.
ther construction. as the other roads^Q commended a A ea te r  nrovision  ^ strongly- urges the government to do Mr. Nickerson insisted that the
would be in great demand as feeders. “This is really just re-affirming the employment through “a far-reaching Finance its utmost to bring about the consum- meeting vote and practically to aman
Premier Pattullo stated that b® government stand. If we can come to and co-operative program by both 
would never support the construction ^olntinr, with the rioctnrci whn
Hon. John Hart, the white-haired mation of that aim.” the delegates rose to refuse allowance
of the road if he'felt that it would in  ^ solution with the doctors, who are governments to encourage and foster golfer-minister of finance, and one of Mr- Barrow reviewed the marketing of the Prince Rupert resolution which
ui me ludu iL lie icii mai ii wuum in honestly co-opcfating, we could go a- new industrial endeavor and bv carrv- the most popular of the cabinet minis- ^ct, the decision of the Privy. Council is said to have, condemned the gov-
fu ^ A f i  bead under the present act, which is ing out Comprehensive road-building ters, . was given an ovation for his that it is within the powers of the ernment attitude of confining the beer
throughout tne province, lis  v a s  nop- gg^nd actuarily.” ’ - _ n__  wk^ v-i- n
T R A V E L
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ing to make an arrangement v/ith the 
Dominion whereby the government
plan as well as other useful public ork in establishing and strengthen- province, how other provinces are cpri- business, road contracting and fish:
It may be January or February be- works ” . * the credit of British Columbia and sidering adopting similar legislation, processing.
J c -1 J fore all phases of the act are discussed r  H Carson Kamloops M L  A was was given an impetus to continue his and going still further touched on a “I spent $200 of my own money to
he said, as all classes of people must the' prime mover of this resolution, present policy. . Dominion act and its relative import- come , from Prince Rupert and find if
i f  woSd be protected. Dr. .Wallace .Wilson _ is ^nd ho also wished the national p™b:Under the present system it would j insur- lem of transilnt and single unemplov- revealed the necessity of the continua- ence held in Australia last winter ed. “I find it isn’t a Liberal meeting,
take a lifetime to complete some v e r y ___ _________ ______•' uaiiiaieai, auu ihaiga. uaemiJU/ __-ir +„ v,Sc when aprif'nlt.nri.stc: frnm nil narto nf llnnH rfa-u-”Daxav. schemcs there. Three chief ob- ed be segregated and assumed as a tion of the P.G.E. railway to his city when agriculturists from all parts of Good day.
vital links in the system but the.Alas- ^^h  the doctors which must national responsibility by the federal' as an outlet for the Peace River block, the British Empire advocated cmtrol ~ ‘
with °lnv'n?oSam for r’^ ad constrac- overcome are payment of indigent government, with any program for road construe medical service, financial
tion now being considered. If built. arrange-
Forthwith, white with rage, he grab-
The last convention approved the par- of agricultural products by legislation, bed his hat and stalked out of the con- 
Another suggestion arising from this pledge—to “undertake the^  com ple - Mr. Chataway advocated a test of vention hall, the other delegates as-
XV. TT -X cx X V. ments under this service, and the fee =neaker and “also finding favor with tion of the railway from Vancouver the act by vote of the people, and also suming an air of indifference to his rage,the United States would have no con- ____.emu aisu xxxiuxng luvui wxui ,
. . - . - - __  xi-- __  lor service. tnr convention was one changing the " — ..... " '
He \vished the convention to give logislative powers of the, two govern-trol whatsoever over the road.
There seemed to be a feeling among the government marching orders to go rri'-nts that unemployment shall be de- 
Si  “  Victoria ' and adopl a hcallh r,,-n2y rocSSniSod as .fS aS on aS i-l
, l im .n »c . , « : t - . t  the earliest possible sponsihllity, He wanted all teunici-
pressed that the road could be built time. palities relieved of their financial re­
fer fifteen or, twenty million dollars. *he insurance goes through every- sponsibilities for unemployment.
However, when the question was put gpeai^gr thought, while' another con- vention that the municioalities had 
1 here were only one or two who voted r^rixxvxari h x" _x" , xlrr _
one should be compelled to pay, one Premier Pattullo reminded the con-
fean^^of Vnncotiver^*D^ J^J Gill^^of only the minimum wage to ernment and that most of the sulTsid-Lean, of Vancouver, Dr. J. J. Gillis of everyone pays. ie.s taken away from them by the
sidered it an imposition to ask those tieen treated very fairly by this gov-
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, ly. An amendment that Doukhobors 
be included in this resolution was rul­
ed out as not being of a proper type, 
immigration of Doukhobors liaving 
been stopped some time ago.
Arising from this discussion came a
S6j-aox.
$3.25
Tin's advorti.scmem i.s not pulili.slied or displayed by the Liquor
('oiuroi Board or Iiy tlie Government of British Columbia
Sears of Vancouver and F Fraser of whose Scotch biogue Conservative government had been re­bears ot Vancouver and j:. i/raser ot ^j-oyght twinkles to the eyes of many stored
Burnaoy spoke on the resolution. lambed mit at the calnw thn
Progressive Road Policy government has been paying Dr. Pee- ^**‘*‘ *^‘ ®^
. R. 'H. Carson of Kamloops sponsored bles., She had heard it was $7,000 per The announced intention of the gov- 
a resolution urging a progressive road year, and she intimated that was away ernment to submit legislation a t . the 
construction prograrri. He pointed out too much money.. Dr. Weir replied session of the legislature to estab-
that no one "would deny that the roads that the chairman of the health insur-  ^ public utilities commission was
throughout, the province were a vast ance commission obtains $6,000 per approved by the session, 
improvement over what they were year salary. Complete cessation of Oriental im-
five years ago when the goveriimcnt Dr. J. J. Gilils. M.L.A.. a rnember of ruigration into Canada rnet v/ith 'the 
took office. In 1933 there w ee  only the enquiry commission concerning complete accord of the Liberal session 
606 miles of paved highways in the health insurance, told his audience after C. A. Donovan, Vancouver, in­
whole province. Today there are 1,- there is no question that some sec- ffoduced the question. He also wished 
0^0 rniles. In 1933 only 62 miles of tions of the province need a health in- that steps be taken to remove Orieri- 
the road from Vancouver to Kamloops surance badly. Employee, employer who have entered Canada iliegal- 
to Qsoj'oos was paved; today there are and government; must contribute to a 
365 . miles of pavement, with only 1-75 health insurance scheme and take 
miles remaining unpaved at the end some responsibility, he thought, 
of this year. He pointed out that the He knew that the medical men are 
government’s policy of allowing work in favor .of the principle of a health 
to be done 'on the roads in lieu of insurance act, but one which benefits 
taxes had worked to. the definite im- tho.se W ho need Ht. Farmers, who suggestion that the colonization sys- 
provement of secondary roads while need it most, are not included in the tern be revised so that newcomers 
the four thousand bridges throughout present scheme, he pointed, out. Last pould not be allowed  ^ to congregate 
the province, totalling sixty miles of election the people did not understand m communities of their own.
' ' ■ '■ - . _____ what they were voting for v'hen ask- convention approved of nil i>ro-
■ ' --------  ed to vote on the health insurance, pie- Per methods adopted to ensure refor-
biscite. estation throughout B.C. and recom-
. ”If the people of B.C. could' get strongly that- every possi’ole
.some scheme which would benefit y'f'cans be taken to ensure perpetua- 
those who need it, then I will support the forest wealth,
it,” he concluded. Trade and Indusfry Department .
There was little discu.ssion mi the Both the government and its newest 
."^ econd resolution to be introduced on minister. Hon. “Bill” A-sselstinx^  came 
Friday morning that the age for eligi- in for praise from the next resolution 
bility of old age pensioners be reduced which recommended the government 
as soon as possible and that the regu- action in creating a department of 
lations be modified so as to eliminate trade and industry. The convention 
existing hardships on the aged people recommended continuance of endeavor 
of Canada. The resolution went through to expand industry and increase tour- 
sailing, the convention agreeing that ist traffic and urged that every en- 
this is a necessity. couragement be given to the estab-
Unemployment Insurance lishment of an iron and steel an'l
, , smelter industry within B.C. as early
As complementary to unemployment as possible, 
insurance, the convention favored the Mr. Asselstine was greeted with pro- 
Federal government initiating a na- longed applause as he steppecl to the 
tional compulsory insurance scheme microphone to give an account^-af his 
for retirement allowances. six months’ sojourn as minister of
Out of this. resolution arose a side mines and trade and industry. He cit-
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KELOWNA SENIOR 
FOUR CAPTURES 
KOOTENAY HONOR
Last Sunday your Gossiper had a 
choice to make. And as usual he pick­
ed the worst bet. He went to Pentic­
ton to witness what was supposed to 
be a ball ,^'anie, but which turned out 
to be a complete rout of the Kelowna 
team. Never befoi'e this season did Orchard 
tlie Kelowna ball club turn in ciuite 
such a poor exhibition, in fact it clim­
axed the series of splendid ball games 
which Kelowna has turned in. So, ho 
was disappointed when he found he
Defeats Nelson Seniors; Brings 
Back Coveted Kootenay Lake 
Championship to Okanagan
J U N IO R  D O U B L E S  W IN
KEOWNA BAU CLUB HITS PEAK 
OF HORRIBLE BASEBALL TO DROP 
FIRST P U Y «  TO PENTICTONy
Wild, Uncouth Contest Goes to Southerners by 9-3 Score
TWO REGAnAS KAMLOOPS TEAM RETAINS RIFLE
T  A O im r cham pionship IN GRAND DISPLAY 
s„. .. AT GLENMORE RANGE U ST SUNDAY
day and Hold Club Competi­
tions Sunday
City Oarsmen Make 
Splendid Showing Before the 
Crowded Stands at Nelson
Winning Score in Gilbey Spey-Royal Shield Event Only 
Orchard City Lads Blew up Sky High and Forgot L A R G E  CRjOJVVDS A T T E N D  Three Points Below Record— A Margin of Fifteen
Points Over First Vernon Teamto Come Down— Three Pitchers Used—Boklage Only 
One to Stem Tide
B O T H
Shooting over the watcr.s of ICoot- WH E N  they are good they are very, very good, but when they are bad they are horrible.
Sunday’s Sports W ind Up Sea­
son’s W ater Events jJJND ER  a sunny and cloudless sky on Sunday, at the Glenmore
had mi.sscd llu! water sport.s at Kclow- enay lake with a rapidity and ymooth- 
na which wore really quite entertain- nevs.s which had not been
Mlg.
Members of the
rifle range, the Kamloops No. 1 team repeated their brilliant
 ^ _ _____  . - Aquatic Club staged performance of last year when they captured the Gilbey Spey-Royal
ncM which hhd nol been onuallcd S“ ch can be said of what Larry Carscadden was wont to believe Shield, emblematic of the rifle team championship of the Interior,
through the entire season, tim S o r  his_ pride and joy— the Kelowna baseball team. But Larry  the Liberal delegates and on Sunday and they retained the title by a margin of 15 points over their nearest
here 
was 
As
went up
squad composed of Bert Johnston, At the Kelowna regatta on August 4, 
Maurice Lane, Lcn Leathley and Dex- Ihc Nelson four was superior to the 
ter Lewers, subbing for lanky Dick Kelowna crew and the Okanagan lake
Forgot to Descend
To boil all the details down to a 
few simple statements, the KelownaParkinson, who wasn’t to be found. . . championship went scooting Ijack to went awaTu"n in the nir nnd
President Max dcPfyfEcr with Charlie Nelson where it had rested since 1937, n a n
Friend, Charlie DeMara and Jack It was a much different story at S  J
Treadgold proved too good, but it was Nelson, for the Kelowna oarsmen won nnd f
only Max’s powerful breaststroke hands down and the Nelson outfit, K^lo^na and suddenly realized ,it
LADY GOLFERS TO 
START FALL PLAY
tion and water-ski performances. The attendance was exactly the same 
Many were the laudatory remarks as last year, including eleven five-men 
made by the visitors. teams and six unattached riflemen, a
Sunday’s affair was the highlight of total of sixty-one, which compares very 
the entire season for the youngsters favorably with the total of seventy- 
and oldsters as well. The gallery was seven iit the annual meet o f the B. C. 
crowded with fond parents who saw Rifle Association at Vancouver two
SUCCESSFUL JUNIOR 
TOURNAMENT HELD
which won ahead of Bert Johnston’s lacking team work, folded up 150 
frantic splashing. . . Maurice Lane yards from the finish, 
claims he was fouled . . . that Charlie The Kelowna crew was composed of „,av7n/ton% atr
DeMara set up such a backwash that Bob Hayman, stroke, Malcolm Chapin Orchard
he was swamped. . . . but less partial No. 3, Bruce Paige,’ No. 2. and Bill take Penticton, 
last Sunday and
The tenth annual junior lawn ten-
Opening Competition to Take months ago. Kamloop^ Summerland trict was S 'e d  on thrKL^T.C.^coi^^^^
___ i j  i. T 1 events and otheis who had one and Kelowna each had three teams and MnnH-iv -inH "rnr.oHT.r inci TTi,riifr.r>..
Place This Saturday at Local of the most enjoyable afternoons , of Vernon two. , t S
Course the entire aquatic season. ' The conditions were all that could nlavine^ were- Tmn^ nHlrchnrnMfTh
------- The youngsters started the club af- be desired by those riflemen who pre- Deans Joyce Haverfleld Poddv
This Saturday, September 3, will see with a bang when both the fer a bright light, but the glare proved Lucv Venable-? and Elsnelh vJm u
But they went south the ladies of the Kelowna golf club boys and the girls under twelve sprm- rather trying in the earlier stages to jjg. ’ bnvs- Peter Rnth Pieree
took the most artistic swing into action for the fall season ted the twenty-five yards in two thril- others who favor an overcast sky and Rock. Russell Buck Harry Burks
was supposed to have been a 
game they had participated in.
For weeks past Kelowna has been
observers, including Jennie Andison, Treadgold bow. Nelson had A1 Bush
say Maurice was really trying to make • stroke, Allan McLean No, 3, Ted Ennis s i  _ ld lh. jmun v dluils
the twenty-five yards by crawling a- No. 2, and Art Godfrey bow. shellacking the season. They booted with a nine-hole competition as the bng races. The boys showed badly, an unvarying greyness. While some David Adams Dnvirl ’rhanman Marrv
long the ropes. . . . Jack Treadgold Bjg. ivTargin of Victory main attraction. With a good-sized however, when the three who placed well-known marksmen failed to reach Gervers Jack Ilemmond Alan Franck
won all prizes for creating the most .p, Kelowna inninr HnnWee hn/i i figuring out their plays than membership, it is anticipated that in- m the two races met in a mixed race their usual figures, others made excel- Dexter Petlierew Harrv Shuctr Will
splash. . while. Charlie Friend was junior doubles had al- the man in the moon. terest this fall will reach an even ior the OGOPOGO SWIM Club chain- lent scores and a new record was made stlelf^ 'STcw, any ugg, i
unanimously awarded the alibi prize , over^nlson pni betting greater height than was attained this pionship. The girls finished one, two, when the individual aggregate was bovs’ similes nossossion of
without a quibble. . . Len Leathley Treadgold set ^ ey  take Penticton next Sunday at spring. three to leave the three boys in the won by M. Hoover, o f Kamloops, with t h f  Adams
and Dex Lewers really could swim, so no?t?on n^rr ladies’ club championship will also ran class. Patsy Sargent took the splendid tally of 35, 34. 33—102. ioi- membershio for^ 1939 Vas^won\v
I  am told, but even they could not Just the be decided this fall, besides many both the girls and the mixe^ race. Including his two sighters, he ran a Alan S i c e  Wilf i^^^^^^
make up for Bert and Maurice. . . .  ^ team represents Kelowna this other interesting competitions which One of the highlights of the after- string of nine bullseyes at 200 yards, up aiS  S t e r  P e ttS
* * • i 3 1 n  w i  season, and this writer would be m- take place each Saturday. noon was the directors’ relay when the His team mate, ■ W. d.eL. Green, was Sammond seS-final^ ^^ ^^ ^^  and Jack
At the end of the famous race, Rnsh^^qfrnk? anP pi.ri rraor..  ^ the The opening tea for the fail seasbn seldom-used muscles were limbered up right on his heels with 33, 34, 34-:Jl01. in the .’girls’ singles ‘ nossession of
the losers were disgruntled. . . After j marffin r.f civ lonw+r.' way. . will not take place this Saturday as ^nd the once-prized stroke trotted out High hopes were entertained that the Barton Challenge cun and a iun-
claiming a few fouls, and listening to . .. senior donhlpc raca acrainct ^  h  ^ nightmare garne for any was first planned, but will be held .for exhibition again. President Max Kelowna might regain possession of jqj. membership for next vear was won
Max dePfyfler boasting he was just T u  f f f f  S  - “ “ 1 Saturday, September 10. ‘ e-»" managed to churn the coveted trophy, as there has been jo ” b S le S ld r E ls S t h  W h S
through the water at a little faster a great improvement in the standard of being runer-un with Joan Blakebof- 
. speed than Vice-president Bert John- marksmanship here this season, but, ough and Lucv Venables being semi- 
,  — ----------  ston’s team and the president took from a variety of causes, a number of finalists
dozen cold ones which were tucked v   ^ Harrv Nesbitt of West Vancouver Trophy made of a fun- the local riflemen fell short of their n  S  teams competed in the mixed
awav on ice. . . . from the result it Hayman sub- Young Rudy Kielbiski, who hasn’t P^" ’^ » couple of spools usual average , and the best that Ke- handiL?^om pTStipn being X v
appropriate^remarks. lowna could do was to bracket. equal keen, the team of Joyce Haverfleld
Chapin nosed out Alice Thomson with Summerland-Penticton “A ” for and Dave Chapman winning first
and that of Alan France and
LANDS TWELVE-POUNDER 
OKANAGAN LAKE
IN
S i n g  along or should f  say floal and Malcolm Chapin in the teen men and Kelowna made twelve
«fe  v ° c f l p ? L S  teS^ S -  doubles, the only rowing event changes in its line-up. First of all
lenge^the president’s to a race for a !iartner^^°^‘  ^ A^st-string hurle.r, Sortome, had to
--vhic  ere t c e  P ^  P
wac'nlain to see w^k;^ side was^^he for him. ' hurled a ball in a tight game for more captured fte  biggest fish last weex- and various appropriate remarks,
thirsty one, as Bert Johnston and Mau- .. Gordon Finch made the trip with than a month, was sent in to be sac- from Okanagan lake, hauling in a -
L n e  p ra S irrea ^ t^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  Kelowna boys and combined with rifleed. with Crawford as catcher and ^^e twelve-pounder. Bill Embrey al- ■ a
water and won easily they re- M:cKay of Nelson to give the portly Mr, Yorko holding down short. snagged a seven-pounder on Sun- jyjjgg Thomson’s performance was truly An interesting feature was the reap-
crowd a real thrill in an exhibition of day while many other flshermen re- remarkable as she carn^ wRhin the - - - - -  -- H^rry Shugg
rice 
the
port that it was a fine dozen. water siding. They had the spectators 
1. * . the Lane tro- '^®fching closely as they rode their
Yorko Started It
The decision was a sad one.
winning the second.
port splendid catches. Dee lake was - " i f  w.biiiii buc pearance of the Dunsdon family team The winner of the boys’ consolation
■m- + in good form it is statpd anrf Rpavpr Proverbial hairs breadth of overhaul- of Summerland, consisting of the vet- v^as Dave Chapman Pierce Bu '^k be- 
But that wasn’t all. . . the Lane tro- e w L ' i r h i X s n P P r ^  ® a • i  was as volular as evS  ’ Landfocked oran Harry Dunsdon and his four sons. ^  runnm up
phy was presented to President Max a^d tfok'Tt togTh j ?  “ * tad peg (?om S r a T fS  “  the second S e y e  S o n '  arl ItTfrbeing b S i  .n™® M™ W. H™s,„bbs acted as referee,
in all Style and ^andeur. the trophy Hayman and Malcolm Chapin saclj^ Bedford^ tSded placis with from the depths of Woods lake. of a feature. The hurry-scurry by a curious coincidence, totalled ex- Mrs. W. W. Pettigrew, Mrs. R.' H.
» e r  “  U sisted“  o’ i  “ ?uSni7 sS ;: tiiflnfbut S o t  Ytalio ta "b e“  t w S  t a f  S S r  S  — -^ ---------------— --------------  ' S ' d i a T l  fm aShanJe to d T r v e  . r ' " " * ’''
ably’ adorned with two horrible’ blan- f^by^B^d G?el™^^^^ one their win. It just seemed that no can- SaSloops No. 1 team established a a n f X r  H %  M
ket pins, and sitting on a base of a NP s^nn a ^i! chased himself to centre fleld. for a Leier in oe could reach shore without-having a lead of six points at the flrst distance R e n te d  m id% ?esSeveral
couple of Ashing spool. . : . it took of Nelson, the ultimate winners.. and^  broughtin^Chjpman^to ^ tr y j^ .  [ ‘ f  collision- and being swapped or turn- of 200_ yards, running up a total of 160. Ambers of the club generously con-
Maurice quite a long time to figure  ^ mg over. Even both war canoes shar- Next in order came Vernon No. l  and tributed towards the expenses of the
that one out, but it served the purpose; DIS'ITIICT INVITATION .AMERICAN Frank Chapman went into the box. him
--------- ------------- -------------  jjg threw three balls, was knocked for
a three-bagger and a home run and Boklage let it slip through him, with rimenf
------------  ------- -------  XT +V, +i; V, n V t a r  n l a v p r ’a P e n t i c t o n  gd this fate and the frequent “accid- Kefowna No. 2" with 154 points each; event'MIXED DOUBLES TOURNAMENT He t re  three balls, was knocked for PJaj'Cr, connected into left field, where gnts” added much to the crowd’s mer- c- -— “ a >> i>?n. i^orv,. a ..
the result that a home run was charg-
Summerland-Penticton “A ”, 150; Kam­
loops R.M.R. and Dunsdon Family, 145 
The feature events, including diving each; Vernon No. 2,' 144; Summerland-
TAi , , exhibitions—both serious and comic— Penticton “B” 141: Kamloons No. 2„
their laurels—those of feminine charms in irom leit neicl ana ne turnea in tne But when Boklage arrived in the brought rounds of applause from the 139- Kelowna No. 1 138* Kelowna No.
and supposed to be the weaker sex „i,,b the surprise o f the day as his easy de- box, k  was a different story. He had appreciative audience. 3 132.
have started something and they L T h i s  annual club affair is perhaps as ■ ’ Maintaining their pace at 500 yards,
this"club^g^fta^ofThe''Aquat^^^  ^On Labor Day an invitation mixed was hurriedly yanked.
the male soSes w ill h^ ^^  ^ doubles American tennis tournament As a last resort Boklage was brought ed.
*1 1-----1- 4.1,—  Will be held at the Kelowna Lawn in from left field and he turned in the
A wonderful time was had by all.
would appear to be quite prepared to fhe^noHce ^ board^Jn ^ e  navmorf'^and H a h a d  •+if with the club members as the Kamloops No. 1 bettered their perfor-
carry through. .^_. Malcolm Chapin was nlaiy win l^aa^a i !  I  I l f  . l i p   ^ local mance at 200 yards by three points,
racing in the 200 yards open freestyle enter fheir n^m t^: in li=t carne to a sudden and rather un- the result that the scoring stopp^. and everything is in a spirit of fun. running up 163, but their score was
and eventually won it. . . but oh, what , „ nntifv one of the Huh aom. o^Pocted conclusion. _ 1, j McCahan had a big day on the Pen- Thife regatta is definitely interesting as equalled by Vernon No. 1. Scores of
an effort. . . .Alice Thomson was right ^?44.p- a nominal foe t t iToot nnt" But by that time Penticton had am- tmtem mound, his southpaw deliveries is provides an opportunity to see the the other teams were: Vernon No. 2, 
with him all the way and she forced . poiinle win ho charpon anri all ^ssed than enouglr runs to tuck whiffing a dozen Kelowna Jiatters. He local boys and girls competing in the 157; Kelowna No. 1, 154; Kelowna No.
Malcolm to go to the absolute limit to f—nts x^ll nntifipH whpn miav will and the Orchard was s^dom in trouble and was only same event and thus a comparison of 2 153- Summerland-Penticton “A ” and
win iWaipnlm wac nracticallv ev- h^ n^ts Will be notified when play -Will City lads were more than sick. Bed- touched for six hits, four of these com- their <jwitnminp ic nhtaineri -<iThieh o 1 i  n 4- 4^ ^
hausted’ at the finish and Alice seemed that as many ford threatened to score in the fifth ing in the last three innings after the cannot be gathlred in ? la r g l  regatlS §J!?sdon FaiSl? 147^  ^ Kamloops-R.M
niiite fre<?h the hetfors sav !hat as possible from outlying dis- when he knocked a three-bagger, but game was sewn up. when thev cannot enter the same ev- i at ’ o
wRk iJSSer flfty yards S  S  Ahce ^ i^cts will avail themselves of this op- Eddie Kielbiski, Boklage and Craw- Both teams scored double plays in 0^^  enter the same ev- r „ 142- Kamloops No. 2, 139; Kelowna
ajrould have won easily. . . and then ^e^rTlnd^^iofn fn the in swift succession stood looking the initial frame and thus gave the mSERT. before results' Regatta Story With only six points separating the
the under 12 finals between three and join in the fun. at a slow-breaking third strike and cash customers hope for a. mighty One of the real featnrec the after 4 1 a ^141
boys and three girls, the girlies trim- the bench. close well fielded game, but that pos- nbon was the pursuit race wh£h, after Sm loc^s and VeSion N ?  1 teams at
tions ^ f l  be into the flna?s by Sun- Chapman at Bat H^wevem^s n S  b^foii the Kelow^ f  T  4°^ gruelling grind, the final range of 600 yards, but the
three. . . oh, the shame of it. ^  September 14th. . Frank Chapman, the only Kelowna „a t l lw r s  a r^  willin ° to lay a a tie as neither team Vernon men slumped to fifth place at
• •  • . sticker to get two blows off Mr. Me- g^ke ls th lt the ^eHes^sevene<i nei?  ^ Turn to Page 8, Story 3 .4^ , Mien ib ma n s ri  i  evenea xt other. The race was close - -P^st week has been a f^reat one , .1 . • 1 ■^hp cinppfjv left-handed Pen** o j  ■ j*" gge on tne othei
for sports endeavors. Last Thursday P/oniotmg these races for the Gyro and your reporter will not throughout and never more than a Garth MacDonald, team of Fern Goode,
you may remember there were 
races, and they were of the best the 
Interior can offer. There was a big
‘nigger,” and not the one in the wood- 
pile, either. The best story of the pari- one, to right field and Frank Chapman
program, eleven races in ail, and al- mutuel betting was that provided by the throw-in and
though at one time the schedule was Bowcliffe.; Stub had arrived at continued on home for the
an hour behind time, the finish came the track just prior to the third race. "or tne
at 5.30 o ’clock only fifteen minutes a f -  He, noticed that there w e re  a pile of J  a n ea t l i i t ^ a n d  run  r 4V , « __ ________________ /-.-J hetc: r>n .Taok Ward’s K-ppri Prinnp and Staged a neat nit ana run  E
des had a great deal to do with that, that it this horse won there wouldn’t 
with the help of Vic DeHart and. tJe much pay-off. But Duke Phol only 
others. Jack Ward is taking a lot of had half a dozen bets. He was going 
bows these days for energies expended to place a buck to place but decided 
_______ •_______________________________  not to be a sissy and decided on a nose
could retrieve a slow bouncer. 
Kelowna’s final run came in
-
bet. He. slammed down a two-buck grounder. But that was the
bill and instead of getting a ticket ^^ t^ the raJiy. ^
and a dollar back he received two . the first frame Penticton went
VICKEIfi;
two tickets, and Duke Phol won, pay­
ing off $6.80 for each dollar ticket. 
Just his natural luck, but Stub says 
he has paid dearly in the past for this 
little stroke of fortune.
was muffed in the infield. It 
really Eddie Kielbiski’s ball, bi 
ignored it and Yorko, who tri(
error. A double piay .stoppea jir'entic- 
ton^ s chances for a moment, but Craw- 
I dearly love wandering around a ford let a delivery get by him and 
race track and listening to the vari ous Phinney scored from third, 
tips which go circulating about. Jones double, followed by Phinney’s
LONDON DRY
GIN
Kelowna AB R H PO A E
V. Chapman, 2b 4 0 1 0 4 T
R. Kielbiski. P, 4 0 0 0 2 0
F. Chapman, cf, 4 2 2 1 0 0
Yorko, ss, lb. c, 4 1 1 10 2 3
Bedford, lb. ss, 4 0 1 6 0 2
E. Kielbiski, 3b, 4 0 0 0 1 1
Boklage, If, ]P, 4 , 0 0 2 0 1
Crawford, c. cf, 3 0 0 5 0 1
V. Leier, rf, ...... 2 0 0 0 0 0
M. Leier, rf, 1 0 * 1 0 0 0
33 3 6 24 9 9
Penticton AB R H PO A E
Phinney, lb ...... 5 1 1 10 0 0
Blacklock, 2b, .... 5 1 1 3 4 1
Moore, ss, ....... . 4 2 1 1 2 1
Watkins, c, ...... 5 0 1 11. 1 1
Benway, 3b, . 4 2 3 2 3 1
Baker, rf, ..... ...  3 1 1 0 0 0
Webster, cf, . 3 0 1 0 0 0
Jones, If, .... ...... 3 0 1 0 0 0
McGahan, p. .... 3 1 0 . 0 3 0
Moebes, cf. .... 2 1 1 0 0 0
Harwood, If, .... 1 1 1 0 0 0
Robertson, rf, .... 1 0 0 0 0 0
Kincaid, 2b, ......  0 0 0 0 1 0
39 11 12 27 14 4
yard or two separated the contestants. Jack Bogress, David Leckie.
The teams were exceedingly well Canoe race—Jack Longley and Chry-
matched and at the close of the race sler.
the prospect seernd to, b that they ■ ■ ' .
R U T L A N D  A D A N A C S  
C L U B
ANNUAL WIND-UP
D a n c e
Rutland Community Hall
THURS., SEPT. 1
G R A N D  D R A W IN G
for Electric Floor Lamp and 
other prizes,
T IC K E T S  - 50c
Imperials Orchestra
13-4-14C
sprints indefinitely unless called off.
The results on Sunday:
Club Regatta Results
25 yards, girls 12 and under—Patsy 
Sargent, Fern Goode, Mona Herbert.
25 yards, boys 12 and under—Garth 
MacDonald, George Anderson, Dick 
Roth.
Ogopogo Swim Club cup, first three 
in above two races competing—Patsy 
Sargent, Fern Goode, Mona Herbert.
50 yards free style, men—Dexter
f in e  s i t " 'd 0 w^ ^^  
t o  t h e i r  W ine
lins.
Ladies Auxiliary, 25 yards—Vera
50 yards free style, women—Alice 
homson, Dot Andison, Noel Deans. 
Directors’ Relay—President’s team 
E C. Friend, C. DeMara, J. Treadgold 
ad M. dePfyffer; Vice-president’s
Score by innings:
Kelowna—0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1—3 
Penticton—1 1 2 0 2 3 2 0 x—11
R. Kielbiski, F. Chapman, Boklage dison.
200 yards free style, men and wo­
men—M. Chapin, Alice Thomson, L. 
Taggart.
50 yards backstrolce, men and wo­
men—-M. Chapin, F. Collins, Dot .An-
each opinion is based on a different in the second and the southerners
view of the situation. If you followed went wild in the third to score a cou-
ail the ideas you would become hope- pie more, a neat sacrifice by Baker
lessly lost, and generally I am, any- sending Benway in from third for the
way. But last Thursday your Gossi- fourth run of the game, 
per made money, because he broke In the fifth the game again started 
even. Tliat may be an Irish way of to go haywire, an error by Bedford
looking at it. but it’s terribly near the and two mighty blows by Baker and
truth. The Gyro who was most pleas- Webster scoring two runs. In the and Crawford, Yorko; McGahan and Medley relay race--Team of L. Tag-
ed and at the same time the maddest sixth, Kelowna looked at its terrible Watkins. gert, D. Pettigrew, L. Sanger; team of
, man on the track near the end of the worst, Yorko and Bedford committing Summery— t^wo-base hits, Webster, Dot Andison, E. Ryan, E. Noblg; team
day was Vic DeHart. He had just a couple of horrible crimes at critical Jones; three-base hits, Watkins, Moe- of F. Collins. Alice Thomson, D. Deans,
caught a stablehand holding onto a moments. Three runs, scored by bes, Bedford, F. Chapman- home run, Tandem race, 25 yards—Pettigrew
jockey’s coat and pulling him down Blacklock, Moore, and McGahan Harwood; stolen bases, Blacklock, and Taggart, Alice Thomson and Dot
so that he would weight more, when brought the total to 9-0. Moore 3, Benway; sacrifice hit. Baker; Andison, Ryan and Jackson,
the jockeys were weighing in. Vic Trinlc And Homer McGahan 3 in 9 innings, off 25 yards breaststroke, men and wo-
has had his suspicions for a long time, i j  H- Kielbiski 9 in 6 innings, off F. men—D. Pettigrew, R. Richards, L.
but he had at last caught the culprit Jn the seventh, after Kelowna had chapman 2 in 0 innings, off Boklage Sanger.
in the acf. And was he tickled and tailed a couple, ^ an k  Chaprnan was j  in 2 innings; struck out by McGahan Paddle race, 25 yards—J. Cushing,
T b ic  adtrf4rf;cprTT44Tii I’c r>«K_  ^ 12, by R. Kielbiski 5, by Boklage 5; M. Oswald; G. MacDonald.
!• u J* adyertibenient is not pub- sometiihe. Ihe game, but a former player here bases on balls off Kielbiski 3; passed Pursuit race— T^ie.
lisned or displayed by the Liquor .• • • . „  balls, Crawford 1; wild pitch, Boklage Hurry scurry canoe race: E. Ryan
Control Board or by the Govern- , “   ^ covered base^ll. you have lasted to this time, you four i; double plays, Benway to Blacklock and Rettigrew.
swimming and horse racing, that readers should be exhausted. (Four? to Phinney, V. Chapman to Yorko to
T,pr me 
a l l  th e  t im e
IIS
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AGE & PURITY 
GUARANTEED by 
$10,000 B O N D
.Coast Breweries Lid. 
Vancouver - New'Weatminster 
Vietorln
><l.<8f> ask fo r  
BURTON type 
•'ALE 
‘and 
SILVER 
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tnent of British Columbia. should be enough for this week. If You flatter yourself!—Ed.) Bedford.
Relay mixed, 12 and under— t^eam of 
Patsy Sargent, George Anderson,
This advertisement is not published or cli.splayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govemmeut of British Columbia.
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I
TH E  K E LO W N A  COURIER
Hoiitli Okuiiiif'aii Moiluinriit Works
i i i :a » s t o n i -;h a n d
MONUMENTS
Im ported oiKi nalivi- pfiinite or  
iiKiibIc Snlisfacti<jii puaiuMtofcl 
at prlc(\‘).
Itox OOf, rn itirto ii, II. V .
BENVOULIN
JOSEPH ROSSI
C O N T R A C T O R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
riiouc a‘)«
A lar;;(‘ calluTlii/: of youii); poo|)U' 
nu'l at the liomc of Mrs. A. .Smith last 
Saliird.'iy iiifdit for :i !airpri:;o party in 
honor of hor daiij;Iitor, Marcaret. A 
jolly ovonin/; was s|K>nl in names and 
musie .■md a .presentation of ji lovely 
suit-case was m;ide. Mis.s Smith left 
on Wednesday via C.N.H. foi- VancoLi- 
v<;i‘, where .she will take' a course of 
trainin;; in St. I’aiil’.s Hospital.
-More About-
CONVENTION
NOTES
From Pa;:t? 1, Column 4 
eonvej'sation. Many of the forty de- 
h'/'ales from that district wore- bad;;es 
boostinn for the hi/’hway. Others 
wore; totem pole's proclaimin/' the 
road's advanla/’es. Henry CosUlloti, 
pre'sident of that local as.sociation was 
OIK' of the i)icturesiiue ll/'iires of the
CHARGE 
WEALTHY PRICES 
ARE TOO LOW
Meeting at Vernon Succeeds in 
Having Price Boosted from 05 
to 70 Cents
Char/'in/' that the price of (>r» cents 
per box on Wealthies was ruinous to 
tin? producers, a well attended nrow- 
eis’ meetin/; in the Voiiion Fruit Union 
Hall on Saturday ninht heai'd explana­
tions from the members. of the I3.C.
U.GUIDI&ORSI
Uoniructurs for 
I'UASTEItING, STUCCO and 
M ASO NRY W ORK 
riio iie  4D4-L OR G-'H-L
Sunday ;it Benvouliii Church, com- 
menchiff at .'1 p.m. Sunday School at 
2 p.m„ the morninf' service has becti 
discontinued.
and then recommended that the price 
be advanced to 70 cents.
Elfcctive Monday morning tlie quota­
tion was increased by live cents, the 
Board and tlie sliippers’ advisory coun-
! K ELO W NA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IR E C T O R S ! 
Day Phone, .'i.'i; Night, 502 & 791 
KEI.OW NA, II. C.
There? wa;;
tlie city council members when the 
usual monthly bill, this time for .$99.20. tween here and Vtmion. 
was received from the government for 
Kelowna jjatients in TranquUle sana­
torium. The council continiuid its at­
titude of I'efusing to accept responsi­
bility for these patients and ordered 
the account Hied without any further 
reference.
MONUMENTS
i  Sand Blast Lettering
VERNON G RANITE  & 
M ARBLE  CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
.1. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LT D . 
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
PpmoveS-i!^
rMie stgiaL
Farmers, Attention!
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gibson and fami­
ly of Nortli Vancouver, wlio have been
visiting Mr. M. Gibson, left on Sunday wliole convenliim. ^
night for their home travelling via p ’ ^/oand was late for
‘ , tlie parade on TImrsday witli tlie re-
Mr. and Mr.s. McKinnon of Pentic- that the ofileial iiarly was forced „  .
ton spent the week-end at the home of <'» tlie corner of FCtliel and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Munson. Bernard while the Pipe hand was de-
* • * toured to catch up with it.
Tliere will be a floral service next * • ♦
riiere is a story going the rounds 
—whi.sper it lightly—-tliat the Premic'r
was not too pleased with the condition ‘-''t <igreeing tliat this could be "tried 
of the roads in tlie Interior. Tlie story tiut.”
________________  .says that point was added to his irn- was occupied by C. M.
liardly a comment from pre.ssions by the fact that Ids car siif- Wat.son and .loliii White acted as .sec-
fered a broken sjn'ing somewliere be- •'‘■■fary, but it was aeluiowledged by W.
A. Middleton that he had been chiefly
• responsible foi’ arranging the gather- 
Tlie cabinet members had an excel- ing, and he was called upon as the first
lent opportunity to see for themselves speaker by the chairman.
Just wliy this district i.s so plt*ascd "Tliere has been a very widespread 
over the letting of the contract for a feeling of dis.saU.sfacUon," Mr. Middle- 
new ferry here. The Holdup and the fon claimed. "So we decided to have 
auxiliary service were taxed far be- this meeting.” He asked that W. E. 
yorid their combined capacity and the Haskins, chairman of the B.C. Fruit
convention traffic had nothing to do Board, be called on for an explanation,
witli it. In his remarks, Mr. Haskins laid cm-
• phasis on the part played by the Ship- 
A  hundred and fifty-eight came in pers’ Advisory Council comprised of
b.y the special convention train on Messrs. Montague, Lander, McNair, 
Tliursday morning. There were plenty Smith, and Paul Hayoe. With the 
of courtesy cars waiting to lake those Board, this shippers’ committee had 
who were up into the city. Those who discussed the Wealthy price on the pre' 
rose later, called the cars and were ceding Saturday. On Tuesday there
speedily whisked to the registration had been another session, following
office. which the pi'ico was declared.
A , i-* . “It’s a sort of standard joke,” com-
Bill Asselstine, the latest member mented Mr. Haskins, “that I ’m always 
of the cabinet was one of the most asking for more on behalf of the pro- 
popul^ figures at the convention. It ducers. But these shippers are there 
was Bill this and Bill” that and he supposedly to guide the inexperienced 
was smdom without a group around Board, to tell us what prices should be 
mm. The minister of trade and in- set. Now I ’m going to ask those ship- 
dustry has a tremendous fund of stor- pers to tell you the things they told 
les and delights in telling them. He me when this Wealthy price was first 
was just one of the boys,” being probed.”
Hon. Ian MacKenzie’s speech was Battery of Questions
short and to the point. When he stop- Before the shippers were called on 
ped speaking one knew that he had Mr. Haskins replied to a battery of 
the profoundest respect for the Pre- questions. To B. H. Macdonald he gave 
mier of this province. , the answer that a higher price had
been under review. For a long time
Uc^ herl nr riicnlTirf>/-l bir T Liberal party convention the 70-cent rate had been debated,
hshed or d ispuyed by the L iqu or m six years \vas something of a love George Heggie was told that the deci-
least. Previously it had been antici- sion was not by a resolution. It never 
pated that there would be a bit of ig. G. L. Ormsby raised the suggestion 
trouble on some points but the trouble that a secret ballot was taken but this 
makers apparently stayed at home, was denied by Mr. Haskins. The ship- 
The excitement came from the pers sometimes put down on a piece
Prince Rupert district delegates who of paper the price they think should 
caused a little flurry on Friday after- apply. This is done to form a basis for 
noon but they, were alone in their at- discussion: Art Smith, Salmon Arm,
titpde and the convention would have agreed that this had been the practice, 
none of them.  ^ . but there had been no secret ballot.
 ^ .. ,, J, E. Montaguc explained that the
rediirfinn in +K °  ^  intimation that a quantity of Weialthies available and the 
- - - ^  price of gasoline time in which they must be marketed
"li'li'lr.
'i i i'liiiiiii
iiii.’iii
,...i|i|!':!!!lPriin!lp!i!i;!
‘‘f i l l i p ’
BOYS’ SCHOOL BOOTS
or ir
$1.98
Heavily sewn and reinforced—leather  
solc.s, rubber heels, .strong black leather 
upiiers. Sizes 1 to 5^. Special, pair
Iianco
GROWING GIRLS' SHOES
Of quality for drcs.s or school. All better grades In 
several popular styles-Oxfords, semi-brogues. In 
plain and shawl tongues, black and ytrr
brown. Sizes 3 to II. Special, jiair .........
Fum erton's M e n s *  W e a r  Values
llm
m
O L D
a n d  proud o f  i i !
W H IT E  H O R S E
SCOTCH W HISKY
ZGy.-oz., $3.25 40-oz., $4.85
Distilled and Bottled in Scotland
This advertisement is not pub-
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
A  F I E L D  D A Y
j  ; . ---- unit; lu iiiuxi ui v u iiji<Ax.ivt;tt;u
lmJ^pnni=n,eo before the onset of the Mac deal, pro-
loud applause. There was no doubt vided the basis for price setting.
to discuss improved strains and hybrid field corn, has been 
arranged under the auspices of the Provincial Department 
of Agriculture and the B.C. Field Crop Union at:—
that the anouncement was a , popular “Who’s running this?” demanded Mr.
, , , Ormsby. “Is it the shippers or the
The delegates leaving Vancouver by 
le were given a
Cloarinico of men’s 
short lines in lino 
shoos, taken from 
.regular stock and 
grouped in one 
lot to clear. (Sizes 
C to 11. In black, 
brown and grey. 
Every pair genu­
ine — Goodyear 
welted l e a t h e r  
soles. Value to
MEN’S AND BIG BOYS’ 
DRESS OXFORDS
$9.50. 
Special $4.45
MEN’S WORK GLOVES
Hard wearing muleskin, horsehide' and kangaroo, 
in Watson’s reliable make. to rTr"
Priced, pail .......................  O u C  ^ 1 . 7 5
MEN’S CREPE SOLE WORK 
BOOTS
Pliable leather uppers with flexible (I?0 O O  
crepe rubber soles. Sizes 6 to 11. Special
NEW FALL SWEATERS
Good quality black leather in all new fall wanted 
styles swing toes, square French toes, centre 
seams or wing tips. Genuine bend (DO 
leather soles. Special, pair .................
VALUES IN LADIES’ 
READY-TO-WEAR
Men’s and boys’ new fall sweaters in pullovere, 
zippers, coats, crew necks, in an endless variety of 
styles and colorings. to C fA
Priced from ........................ J/OC
WINDBREAKERS
Men’s and boys’ windbreakers for early fall wear— 
Doeskin with zipper fasteners in assorted dark 
colors. A ll wool frieze in red, green, brown and 
black; in the new Neva-Wet process.
New Autumn sports and util­
ity coats, swaggers and fitted 
styles for misses and women. 
Quality linings, sturdy tweeds, 
fleeces; light and dark color- 
ings.
Pi'iced from .........
NEW AUTUMN 
DRESSES
A  splendid range of new 
styles—frosty white trims— 
sheers, crepes and tafetta, in
navy, brown, black.
Sizes 14 to 20; each $3.95
TW O-PIECE A LL -W O O L
KNITTED SUITS
In neat fitting tailored skirts, 
well fashioned, and new fallii shades. Sizes 34 to O Kpriced at .......  tD’ i  a ^ D44;
F U M E R T O N ’S
"W h ere  C a s h  B eats  C red it
th  “Liberal Special”"  r '' i  “  , you have only the Mar-
sendoff by Steve Brodie and three you have no final control ,, :
hundred sine-le t-k price,” replied Mr. Haskins. “The upheld. ■ ,^una^ea_ single unemployed. The men Several members of the audience in-
seized thd opportuniV -o, embarras; «hia answer had no., sa«a-
Sing the delegates.
SIMPSON RANCH, KELOWNA
Sefit. l o t l l
at 2.30 p.m.
* * * Vince. But you growers have yoitf them, particularly in relation to
By unaninious vote of the entire chance through the Standard Contract. 
convention of more than 600 m e^ S d  would sign that, the situation , Montague said he would vouch
women from all parts of BritTsk c S  would be different.” for Mr Haskins’ statement that he al--
umbia, Dr. W. J.' Knox of S o w n a  the Standard Contract had been ways held out for a higher price,
was returned on Friday afternoon as force would you have agreed on 65
president of the B. C. L i b S  assJeiS ®®nts?” asked W. T. Cameron. sponsibility for this,” Mr. Montague
This election came as a fitting “"^ tie Board could see that any price continued.
Dff. S. E. Clarke
Agrostologist of the Federal Department of Agriculture, 
and C. Tice, Field Crops Commissioner, will i>e present to 
discuss the many improved strains and hybrids being tested 
out, and will give a talk on corn growing.
tion. 7~ * "* it YrTp Th  He explained that despite 
climax to a convention which was well higl^^r than 65 cents was not going to prairie crop, there seems_to
managed, orderly and voted the most *^ ® upheld by the shippers,” said Mr. ^® ®^^® buying power in evidence, for 
successful of any ever held bv fhp Haskins. “What was the good of set- T^^^ent at least. American cots 
party in British Columbia *iug 75 cents, knowing that the ship- ^nd peaches flooded the markets in ad-
* * * ' pers would go beloW? I preferred to vance of the dump duty application.
It is estimated that nearly one thou- see a rate announced that was the 
sand delegates and visitors conv^ged truth.”
and Friday “Why Set Prices?”
M. S. M ID D L E T O N ,  
District Horticulturist.
been that prices were set too high, and 
the Okanagan produce backed up.
August 25 and 26, mak'ing th i bieee“st -rr^ v,' • There are about, 300,000 boxes of
convention ever held in thirOrchard Wealthies, he explained, which does
City of the Okanagan. Probably half audienc?'
terio'^r''be7ore^'^anrfeey^^?eSr?e^^
came a further query from the not compare unfavorably with last
year. But there is no anticipation of
rooms and bathroom.
hall; dining’ 
Three bed-
a good Wealthy export deal, such as
5-lc
their homes with glowine Venorr. of Board could not take severe was experienced last season. Macs are
the hospitality of the citizens of th°s its regulations were up- coming on. In fact September 10 is
city. set in the lower courts, the whole act estimated as the very latest date for 
would- be placed in doubt. Since the the handling of Wealthies.
Privy Council ruling, however, the sit- “if  we had guessed too high on fram-
Living room with open fire place; entrance 
room; pantry and kitchen with power wiring.
D ry  basement and hot air heating. 
REDECORATED 
O N L Y
REC E N TLY INSID E  A N D  O UT
$ 2 , 8 0 0 . 0 0
E ASY  TERMS TO R ELIAB LE  PURCHASER
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
InsuranceReal Estate
sjt- * ■
Fruit displays, manufactured pro- i- • li j  — ■  ---- ° ---- —^  —  —*d— — i  ^ i-
ducts of the Kelowna district the “ ®tion is altered. From now on a more ing the price,” he said, “in my opinion to make a presentation .o
beauties of the surrounding district stringent attitude can be taken. “When it would have been as bad or even Br. W. J. Knox, president of the as-4.1.^    1 _ , . . .  P 1 TirA o 4-1-. ^ 4- _ _ j »  , • . . . .  . .. . .the wonderful bathing facilities, and ® cartel now, we can see that worse than putting it too low.” ' sociation and often referred to last
ail the . other natural advantages oi — ~ —  ^ ^ ^ ----- “What I wanted,” he said at another week as the most popular man at the
this community and the Okanagan conveying delegates from Vancouver, point, “was what I frankly thought convention. The premier stated he
were revealed to the visitors, and a Victoria and New Westminster, arriv- would be in the best interests of my made this presentation as a token ot
large percentage of them were aston- ®^  “  ^ Kelowna at 8.15 Thursday morn- growers.” the esteem' and regard Dr. Knox com-
-More About-
MAYOR 
0. L. JONES
AN EDUCATIONAL FUND
FO R
Y o u r  C h i ld r e n
Systemized monthly deposits 
with 4% compound interest is 
a safe investment for your 
child’s future.
S T A R T  S A V IN G  N O W  - - - 
U N D E R  T H IS  E A S Y  P L A N .
E. M. CARRUTHERS
& SON LTD.
Agents for:
The Yorkshire Savings & Loan Ass’n.
i.shed at the enthusiasm and progress good time for the opening of The Wealthy deal has not been good mands with the convention delegates,
shown by Kelowna. the sessions. It left on Friday evening to date. There hasn’t been a big sup- and also for the work he and his col- From Page 1 Column 5
. ^  * * * at 11.30 o’clock carrying with it a PN available, and prunes and peaches, leagues in Kelowna had.dnne to.stage tee fo llow  Charles’ G
The credentials committee reported group of happy Liberals, who have very hard to secure, are needed to the convention. Braywood Bob Wilkinie
6d3 registered and accredited d®l®gat- become firm friends of Kelowna. make up the mixtures. A lovely bouquet of flowers was Fordyce, Ernest Holmes Harrv^^rt!
es at the convention, which held its a h . , , ’  . . Reading from the Calgary Herald, presented to Mrs W T Knnv -fnr i-ia,- livan K C  Allen GhnmVioT-c. r* tvt •r*'
sessions in the United Church hall. At but one cabinet minister was Mr. Haskins showed that Duchess were Assistance S d  hlln ^ George Davidsdn
least 300 more persons visited the city convention, Hon. A. selling there at $1.45. This, he said, dis- ^ ™ "® ®  R pAAeU S l e ^  q^e^Aef
during the convention as a direct re- Kemaming at the capitaP counted the stories of tremendous pleasing^ interludes added to fy  chairman T  ’
suit of the big convention attend to important matters which spreads. “They’ll never make monev enjoj^ment of the convention and ® Bonald
g convention. could not brook delay. at that rate!’’ he comment^ ^^e
Every possible attempt was made To a,_____ .-.a-./a,.*  ^ , , “There’s no question the grower will ^aBernoon “Dick” Stanton, one of — ................  ay morning session
enTeTtXTAeSe^5eA '’'r^^ the registration office, Mrs. Isobel s o l S 's e l h n r n f  T . the^  Vancouver S r e  de?eSes“  ho ^on. Ian Mackenzirminls-
hand at all times at the registration chambion nffipA nf i!srxv-» j*___j ciicimpion,o ce at TVTcT ear, T\/Te+erc. ' 'J — a' was in charge of fruit dis
of the Empress theatre. ’TourroFthe contributed _ by a large number
entire district and tv,e Okanagan fruit shiping houses.
1 rfV»4-l.rt mdustrial area More, than 100 orders were placed by
It won’t get you any more.”
delighted the visitors. The horse rac-
I
the delegates attended the business ea^ly apples.
price, resolution sang two solos. On Friday voice, presented the conven-
. morning Signor Emilio Gallo rendered a message from the Dominion
Dump Duty Discussed two Hawaiian guitar solos. government.
. . .A , , n Mrs.Olivcr, of Nelson, ’ who was Renews Old Acquaintances
P^ ®l^ S^es °f fruit, and ^acdonald^ he said that he presented with a bouquet of flowers He expressed his pleasure at attend-
B. C. Women's Liberal Association, re- valued acquaintances and to have tha
Mr. Macdonald then presented flg- her' lfte — -* n>»™ent_ol privilege of paying a tribute to one o«
the junior - e s  t„ s w l h a r e ; ; ^ ' ! .  wSl^rd l a l j r a ^ T a M r ^ o r  the
i t I r L S ’n o T b l ia W  r x ™  “ ? 5  in ability.
session. Thursday afternoon Mrs. 0. “ “ “ '  . . .  use at present.
BuH, Mrs. R. B. Staples, and Mrs. At the old post office. j,a.,aaaa uacs uci. 
in were hostesses at a tea at board of trade, with the assistance of the low
ine Kidorado Arms. ' the manufacturers, arranged an at- ton fruit, it can ot be laid down TTn “ " “r  icfnafiv . a -a , — —
n ■c’ -a u* -J * . tractive display of manufactured pro- prairie markets more cheanlv than the dear. Mrs. Oliver also integrity aiid desire to serve, the peo-
On Friday, besides the drives, the ducts pf the Kelowna district. It is Okanagan stuff The dumn would an Bibute to the late Mary Ellen pie and uphold the principles of Lib -
visitors were treated to a minature estimated roughly that more than 2,000 pear to be nrotective hid d dncfAt grandest women eralism, there is no other man like
regatta apanged by the Aquatic associ- persons visited -this big display, ’ ad seem to go doesn’t the Liberal party has ever known.” him,”
A A-., A,._A a Ottawa’s policy, explained Mr. Has- Tribute To Press tendeff
Turn tn Paffa 7 tsfnrvr Q ^  lenaea me 1932 convention in Vancou-
urn to ir'age ! btory 9 dp. Knox, on Friday morning, paid yer, the Liberal government had won
-^-----"More About j- Bibute to the press covering the con- two elections in this province and now
vention, and Bruce Hutchinson, feat- has the ablest cabinet which ever ser- 
ure writer of the'Vancouver Province, ved the province, he stated.
,, ------ -- V.A 1.41 AO 4^ 4^  ^ V4X0^ 4AC4^  ^  CHA
ation and thus gave them a small idea many persons have stated that it was 
of the immensity of the annual Kel- one of the highlights of the conven- 
owna Regatta. ^  ^  ^ tion. So popular was the display that
Dances were staged* at the Aquatic ' the
club on Thursday and Friday n S s  was in
the first night being under the aufpic- A  demonstrators assisted
fvi7an,r,« iv,r +uaa ______ _ numbcr of persons living right in this
w S ‘"«L'S 'c‘ r  S r  c = „ i . y S u „ S l „ o ; ^ ^ 3 0 ™ a „ y
board of trade. Some ente'rSTnmlnl afthelr ba°?kd?5
program features which were Staged
by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Tyrer and as-’ “We have ma*de*a * thousand -new
1OILPAINTINGS replied. The Vancouver Province, “As a representative of the Dominion Sun and News-Herald, and Canadian government, our keynote will be to co- Press were represented at the con- operate and assist the finest province 
vention, as well as The Courier. in the Dominion of Canada,” he con-
■------------------ ------------------ ,j. Joe Harwood, is a Character well eluded.
From Page 1, Column 3 known throughout the Okanagan as ---------------------------- ---------------— —
an ardent Liberal suftiporter. Joe was sion hill in Vernon,” he declared.sociates at the Bowery Night dance of friends” is a statement whiah ha<! vention are performing a function in F +1^  i ^  JOe was
the junior board earlier in the year been made many times since the con- ^^opBng the Liberal principles for the  ^ , ^^® '^^vitation from Howell River
were repeated at this affair. vention opened as it was anarent that benefit of the people. ■ ® short resunie of his trip to London a for^the next convention to be held in
• • « i.;!: T that _ y®»r ago for the Coronation. “I would that city was received with applause
The special train from "Vancouver going _ G ift To Dr. Knox not give the whole of Europe for one but the Liberal executive will deal
, over the top with a distinct bang. In a few moments Premier Pattullo foot of my little house and lot on Mis- with that subject at a later date.
> . ■I
' 7
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FAREWELL PARTY Hundred Crowd
AT GLENMORE k a . d  i c r. -Knox fviountain rark ror rirst
HATES
Eiiiit tw«‘iity-nvc woi(iH, fifty cents; 
additional words om; cent each.
If Copy Is accompanied by casli or ac­
count is paid witliin two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
five cents will be made. Tlius a 
twenty-live word advertisement ac­
companied by casli or j)ald witldn 
two wcH.'ks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum ciiarjie, 25 cents.
Wiien it is desired tliat replies be ad­
dressed to a box at Tlie Courier 
Office, an additional churtie of ten 
cents is made.
Eacli initial and t'roup of not more 
tiian live lltjures coimts as one word.
Advertisements for tills column sliould 
be in ',1'lie Courier Office not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
1938'S E P T E M B E R 1938
FOR SALE
SUN mon|tiii-s Wtl)
.JX.-----
4 5 6 7
11 12 13 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28:
TIIU nil SAT
JLA
Q D  
15 16 17
Diarnatic Club Makes Presenta­
tion to Mr. and Mrs. W . E. 
Marshall
On 'l'iu-.s(l;i> of la.st wi'eli, the llra- 
matie CIuIt lield a farewell jiarty in 
the sciiool ill lionor of Mr, :md Mrs_ 
W. E. Marsliall amt their dauj'hter 
Norma. Over fifty people weie in at­
tendance and a vt'iy enjoyable even- 
inj; was sjient in danciiif; to tlie strains 
of ill! orehesti-;i composed of violin, 
drum and sa.xajjhone Jind witli Mr. 
Hub llayman at llu! iiiano. Durinj; 
Hie eoursi' of tlie evi.'nin/f, on behalf 
o' "
Annual Gyro Horse Race M eet
Klcven Rfices Keep Interest of Big Crowd Throughout 
Afternoon— Point to Point Race is Real Thriller—  
Vernon Horses Cop Most Prizes of Meet
TW E N T Y -F IV E  hundred persons, mostly from the Kelowna dis­trict, crowded the accommodation at the Knox Mountain park 
on Thursday afternoon of last week to enjoy the running of the first 
annual race meet sponsored by the Gyro club of Kelowna. O f these, 
lh(> club Mr. Tyrcr pro.scutcd (ho some two thousand were paid customers and the rest sneaked over
/'uosfs of lumor with a boautiful pic- thy fence.
Uiro of Kelowna. All joined hands ’ -............................................ ...
Eleven Fjust Kaces
23 
2930
2 4
and san;; "For (lu>y ;ire jolly ;;(jod fel­
lows."
* >»« ♦
Nadine Moubray is si)endin;’ a few 
weeks with I'elalives in Peniicion.
Tlio.so from liere .wlio attended the 
races last week, were sorry to see Jack
Eleven fast races wore carded on tliis 
first meet for more than fifteen years, 
tlie most tlirillin;^ spectacle of all be- 
in/' tlie point to point race, which made 
the sjieetators gasp witli its slieer dar- 
in/.f and speed. The horses, all ten of 
them, were just speelts way up theWard’s "Keen Prince” /'et such a poor waji up
start in tlm onlv rac.e in wlnnP H mountainside at the start of the r;ace,
R‘(ENI'TIEW Modern Kiin/;e, WashingMachine, Cream Separator, Truck 
Scale, 1 to 2,000 lbs. Sold on easV terms. 
Trade-in accepted as part payment. 
Phone 712L4, Rutland Sales Service.
4-tfc
NOTICE
D U. MATHISON, dentist.
Block, telephone 09.
R IBELIN p h o t o  studio for your Ko­
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient
caps
Willits’ place by a neck’s, length♦ ♦ ♦
49-tfc iiuine left on Tuesday for
few days stay at Naramata.
PLANS MADE 
TO ORGANIZE 
S.P.C.A. BRANCH
Prevention of Cruelty 
Animals to be Represented 
Here
Stops are being taken to organize a
in J .r.AV.,1 nni,, 1, . n . owned by W. P. Beamer of Omak
■ . .  ^  ^ Wash,, establishin/' a good lead down
tlie hill and keeping it until the judge’s
stand was passed. Brown Jug, owned branch of the Society for tlie Pre- 
by Eddie Kreuger, Penticton and Ska- vention of Cruelty to Animals in this 
hii, V. Gabriel’s horse, also from Pen- city iind a meeting for this purpose 
Mrs. G. C. Hume was a tea hostess ticton, won the second and third prizes has been called for Friday, Sept. 9th
F o il  SALE—30 foot Cabin Cruiser in
perfect condition. For appointment ______
and trial run. Phone 157. 2-4c service, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 p.m. on Friday afternoon last in honor of for both down the hill and on the level in the Orange Hall at eight o’clock.
-- ------------------------------------- — ;-----  Ask for our FREE enlargement card. Mrs. W. E. Marshall. Over twenty to the finishing post. The S.P.C.A. is possibly one of the
F o b  s a l e —36 h.p. Four Cylinder 33-tfc. ladies were present, and a pleasant An outsider breezed home ahead of best-known organizations on this
Aultman Taylor ga.s tractor engine ----- ------------------ - -------------------  afternoon was spent. Miss Mildred the field in the Kelowna derby but it continent and for many years lias
without wheels or gearing. Burns- low p o l l  A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing, Hume favored the gathering with a was only by a head that George An- been doing invaluable work in making 
Apply Box 122, Vernon, f  Heating and Sheet Metal Work— yolo, which was very much enjoyed. dersOn’s Duke Phol, from Vernon, de- the lives of our dumb animals a littlegrade fuel 
B.C.
E BUY, WE SELL all second-hand
2-4p phone 164 or .559L.
SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
feated Jack Ward’s Keen Prince in one more livable.
. . i  k^e feature races of the afternoon. To the uninitiated it may seem im-
-turned home on Friday night, after- chico Lindo, another Vernon horse, possible that gross acts of cruelty are
Furniture, loose months at showed a clean pair of heels to the committed upon animals in a civilized
24-tfc ^  covers cut and made. All kinds Hatlr^, Que. They were ac- geld for half the mile and an eighth,country but the fact remains that,
of repairs. Chesterfields made to order, ^ ’“mpanicd by Mrss Florence Parker course, but then faded badly and end- even in these enlightened days, such
irriii’R’ >«Tf»lviACH Disorders Write or call, A. E. Homewood, Glen- tibcrbrooke. ed in the ruck. Duke Phol took over acts arc commonplace. It should be
n invvHnr O^C wood Avcnuc. 4-2p ,/T • A1 T^ - r Tr i ^ad 3 good lead ovcr Keen Prince remembered that cruelty is not per-
WILDER S Stomach P . Mi. Alex Kinnear of Vancouver left .^ vjth a quarter mile to go. But the joctrated in the open but in the priv-
w
Co., Ltd.
R
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture |JPHOLSTERING
Mr. pnd Mrs. Albert Pearson,
and $1.00. Pleasant to take. Brown’s 
Pharmacy, Kelowna.
WANTED
ORN—At Kelowna General Hospital gallant Kelowna entry pounded down acy of the home or farmyard where
on August 24th to Mr. and Mrs. J. of h s sister Mr^ G W^ H Reed His creeping closer and closer the delinquent feels reasonably safeT -• In sisier, Mrs. Lr. w. H. Reed. His to the leader, but being unable to quite from detection.
young son Harry, who had spent the close the gap. Tableau Vivon, O. H. r  has been definitely establishedB. Laidlaw, a son.
V IOLIN and Viola Pupils now being months here, accompanied Smiht’s pride from Vernou, was third, that where a branch of the S.P.C.A.
enrolled for instruction in above, * .t, * Duke Phol paid the highest odds of operates there is less likelihood of
E x p e r ie n c e d  packers wanted for gjgQ private lessons given on all band jy/r gnd Mrs Wm Talbot and Mrs race, a straight bet be- brutality to animals as the fear of
a full season starting with Me- instruments. Particulars can be had Talbot Sr. of Vancouver are visiting for $6.80. prosecution acts as a deterrent.
Intosh'Red apples. Rotary Bin graders, from Mr. Guild. Phone 380L. 5-2p gf tge home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ire- Prairie Horse Wins All lovers of animals are invited to
Apply giving previous_ experience to . land, and renewing old friends. ’ Lyalta Rose, a prairie horse brought attend the organization meeting of the
J. F. Heap, Keremeos Growers Co-op- I^ELOWNA Boys Band. Boys wishing * ^  specially for the Kelowna races by local branch,
erative Association. 3-2c, to join the band are requested to Among those who attended the pic- o  w  Roberts Vernon horse owner,
---------- -^------ 7------- c---Z—7~q77~c *' nieet Mr. Guild at the Knox Hall, Rich- nic in Summerland last Thursday -won the second race over five furlongs,
W ANTED—Storage for boat, fe ^  ter Street, on Friday, Sept. 9th, at 5 were Mr. and Mrs. Hartwick and Dick, defeatine Flaming Youth entered by 
by 26 feet. Give particulars and p.m. Fees are very reasonable, and in- Mr. and Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. and Mrs. Vie DeHart Kelown
price to Box 227, Courier. c X J i. ■ X J X ■— ---------------- ° ----- ’ ----------------  Mrs. Vic DeHart, Kelowna. It was a5-lp tendmg students are requested to come Wilson, Mr. E. Snowsell, Mr. S. Pear- close race but the prairie thoroughbred 
forward at once to facilitate teaching, son and Tom Pearson. - —
W ANT to Buy— Shetland pony, instruments, etc., can be discussed on 
Must be gentle. Box 229, Courier, afjpve date. For information phone 
'  5-2c 334 or 380L.
Mrs. C. E. Williams is a patient in 
5-2c the hospital.
-More About-
BOARD OF 
TRADE
WANTED—LADIES’ BICYCLE orhand sewing machine for good 
coat, brown or black, .size 38. Also 
five lacquer boxes, $1.00, Box 230, Cou­
rier.
NOTICE
had a distinct edge. Flying Ace, O. H.
Smith, Vernon, was third but well back.
Another feature race was the fifth, 
over six furlongs, which found H. Is-
There will be church service again ohor’s Great Joe, Vernon, prove too , x, tWill ut; ciiuicii svivice again . "  H. Wilmot’s Good relations with a shipper as the only
From Page 1, Column 1
on Sunday morning after a holiday of strong for Mrs. T.
tw’o months.
_______ _ "POUND DISTRICT ACT’’
rwi-iahlp Pursuant to the provisions of Section 
Immediately -  Capable ‘^Pound District Act,’’ Chapter
^ 220. R.S.B.C. 1936, notice is given here-
ily of five. Good wage^ PP y ■ appointment of John W- Bar-
Pritchard, Westbank, B.C. 5-lc ^  ----- --------
W ANTED
middle aged housekeeper for fam
-More About-
9 GROWERSCHARGE
Measure and Joe Mycon’s Ginny Mine, honest ones a grower can take whose 
Flaming Youth and Chico Lindo had returns are below expenses. There 
a great race in the seventh, for Interior has, he said been many rumors about 
half-bloods. Flaming Youth being .the kis position that are half truths. and 
winner, King Jubilee, owner by Val- wholly kes. x u
air Brothers, Vernon, was third. ' .^^asil Gardom bears a desire to hurt 
Aftep the victories Of Great Joe and the Associated Growers whenever he 
Duke Phol in the previous races there can, said E. J. Chambers and in addi- 
was great speculation as to the result tion is taking the opportunityjo tear
--------- — — --------—------ ^  of the ninth race, the one mile open, down organized marketing, -rhe As-
From Page 6, Column 5 an entire entry of Vernon horses, sociated has no in terlo^ng of inter-
The location of the pour^ premises j^ jns, is to place no dump duty on until Great Joe was the decided winner and csts, with interests p^judicial to the 
in cmithprn Okanagan where Si^division of District Lot Okanagan is ready to supply. This Duke Phol, who had been backed quite grow ls either in Canada or the
S r  help L p i  ?  d"  p a TtI S 'l S ' ' "Light work. Apply Box 228, Courier.
5-lc
W
rell of Westbank, B.C., as pound-keep-
- -fr__ _ . , , • _1,. er of the pound established in the vieAN TED -A  good plain , cook, clean
and economical, able to make location of
bread and put up jams. For bachelor
MALE HELP WANTED
. . buyer can figure about when the duty Locks was in second place until at the That Godfrey.^Isaacs had asked him
Acting Minister of Agriculture, applied, and stock up on cheap last turn the Valair brothers’ entry information vvith w h i^  he hop^
American stuff in advance. faded badly and was overtaken and make trouble, for the J^uiL Board,
That the growers should be prepared passed by Ollie Smith’s Tableau Vivon. was a statement by O. W.^Hembling as 
to continue the “cent a pound or on Curly Locks was lucky to stay in third k® deplored^ the launching nf the
Department of Agriculture, 
Victoria, B.C.,
August 23rd. 1938.
S TART NOW
weekly
EARNING $15 to- $25
in spare time. Sell to 
and acquaintances
TIMBER SALE X23997 the ground’’ principle, was N. F. Tun- position.
charges which had the result of warn-
bridge’s statement. “We should know The local races attracted great atten- Mg those charged and of giving, them 
There will be offered for sale at |f fj^ jg jg going to be the price,’’ he de- tion and were a popular part of the opportunity for the destruction of 
Personal pubRc Auction in the Royal Anne Ho ■ - . —  ...........  ,
ANIMAL LOVERS!
You are earnestly requested to 
attend , a PUBLIC IVpiETING in 
the Orange Hall, Kelowna, on 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 9th, at 8 o’clock, 
to consider the re-organization of 
the Society for Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals in Kelb^vna, 
under a new scheme. 5-15-lc
friends and acquaintances ^o i ^l3 g ti  i  t  l  - clared amid strong applause. - “Then program, especially the ladies’ race, . . . x j xt. x xi,
Christmas Cards and colorful Box fgj^  Kelowna, B. C., at 12 o’clock noon needn’t go to the cost and trouble with saddle horses, Monica Banks on Haskins interjected that the
Assortments. Modern high quality the 16th day of September, 1938, of picking.” . ‘ Fleetie Bell owned by. Mrs. Vic De- Fruit Board was gathering evidence
cards, wonderful values. Samples I'fs. pjo^tjer Sale X23997 on Kelowna (Mill) ^j-t Smith said that it was weaken- Hart rode a great race and was able George A. Barrat concluded 'that
An early start, makes success cer am. Qj.ggj-^  g^I goo M.B.M. of Fir and jog to start out at a certain price, and to withstand the challenge of another, charges should have beeii launched 
Write now. Greeting Card Publishing yellow Pine Sawlogs, and 5,600 Hewn then drop it when the stuff backed up. fine rider Mrs. C. E. Davis, on her Sil- through the proper channels. He had
Co., 103 Princess St., Winnipeg. V pjj. Ties. This had influenced members of the ver Tail. Satin Glo,. owned by T. Tread- discussed the situation with Mr. Mc-
'_______  Three (3) years will be allowed for committee who agreed to 65 cents. He gold, was third. Gregor while in Ottawa and hoped to
___— -------  removal of timber. said he was not speaking as an indiv- Peachy, a Westbank horse owned by secure evidence sufficient to warrant
Provided anyone who is unable to idual, but with regard to the decision j. W. McDougall, came in ahead of the charges. -i a' -/i
attend the sale in person may submit a of the committee as a whole. field in the half mile for boys, 14.2 Ho one present favored lending am
sealed tender to be opened at the hour -w. A. Middleton asked if there would hands. H. Capozzi’s King was second Gardoin’s attempt to interject kim-
of sale and treated as one bid. be any chance of cutting do-wn the vvith Alec MacFarlane’s Midget in third self and his charges into those ameady
Further particulars may be obtained packing and handling charges, seeing position. The local cow pony race with lodged and Mr. Bennett asked^the in-
from the Chief Forester, Victoria, B. that the price has been set so low. But stock saddles and over five-eighths of. vited guests to withc^aw while the
C., or the District Forester, Kamloops, there was no answer to his query. g mile went to T. Treadgold’s Satin- executive of/the board discussed the
B. C. 5-2c When W. C. Ricardo asked if there Glo, with Jack Bell’s Ginger from Ok- situation as it had been disclosed. ^
would be a'chance of holding the Macs anagan Mission second and Wally Ben- it was moved ^  n. A.
back to help the Wealthies, Mr. Has- nett’s Goldy third.
kins answered that this principle can Only one race of the day was not Trade, after listening to the full dis-
never be carried out. “We can’t hold crowded to capacity with entries, that cussion and explanation, ,go on record
anj' variety back to help some other being the first race for Interior owned endorsing fee action already taken 
one.” Maturity is the only factor that two-year-olds, which only attracted ky the B.C.F.CJ.A. m demanding^^a
delays relfeases. three entries. A. Smithers’ Britannia complete investigation of fee charges.
He agreed that the farmers should vvas first with Red Cap, owned by Gor-
BRITISH COLUMBIA INTERIOR 
VEGETABLE MARKETING BOARD
NOTICE
to REGISTERED PRODUCERS in 
DISTRICT No. 5
TO—
ALEXANDER MeINTOSH LxAWSON. 
late of Vancouver and Kelowna, 
British Columbia.
TAKE NOTICE that a Petition bear
Winfield, Okanagan Centre, Rutland, cut down their trees rather fean take don Postill of Vernon second and Bill well versed in the traditions and fam- 
Joe Rich, Okanagan Mission, some of the returns offered on some Duggan’s Tony in third place. ilies of those early pioneer days here,
Kelowna, Westbank varietes. Premier Pattullo’s Parade ^ T h e  public^appreciates the efforts of
• _____  “We might as well tear them out,” . x i r>f the Gyro club and particularly the ad-
The annual meeting of the REGIS- said Mr. Tunbridge. “Where’s the bot- x.^meet JlaJ vantages they are givii^ to youth, he
TERED PRODUCERS for the purpose tom? Another year we may have to the  ^Royal^Anne Hotel
of electing three (3) delegates to're- take 40 cents, or 30 cents, and so on ^ e n  PremieTT “d  Pattull^was bo^ ^^  ^ improve Knox Mountain Park^^nd 11.r. x.nrv,ir.cr down.” whcn Premier 1. JJ. pattuiio was DOOSX recreation centre for
ing’ da'te the 29th day of August, 1938. S f e e  hi* the o L a n G E ^ S l l I O. W. Hembling was of the Opinion oL'*time^ran *^t£ough The^ the youth of fee north
his boon filed in the Supreme Court of KELOWNA. B.C., on TUESDAY. OC- “ ’f  ” » f  Canyon up into the Cariboo, and w p . StT^^ ’rk t e S e ”
driven down to Knox Mountain Park. With, some further references to Ke
de-
British Columbia by Ena Isabella Law- XOBER 4th, at 8 p.m. x x x x,
son of Vancouver, British Columbia, ALL REGISTERED PRODUCERS all the growers must get together on . , jjon G M. , , v, -x ,-x xv,
praying for a Decree feat fee marriage are urged to attend this meeting, at this, he pointed out. _ -Weir minister of education and Hon rmon
solemnized between her, the said Ena which a Member of the Board will be That the American apple crop is only • minister of agricul- Hon^^G^M We?r Ti^^Ho^ K  ^C Mac’
Isabell Lawson, the Petitioner, and you, present. The B.C. Interior Vegetable 50 per cent of norrnal was a point em- W^ir ^nf Hon K. C. Mac-
fee said Alexknder McIntosh (King) Scheme requires that producers regis- phasized by Percy French. In view of ^ure. Dave Cha^^^  ^ cluD, Ronald spoke shortly, while
Lawson, at Vermillion, Alberta, on the ter with the Board and defines a Regis- this., he declared,, the opening price on LeSon S  band with ' Tom 1
12th day of November, 1914, be dissolv- tered Producer as any OWNER (in- Okanagan Wealthies was far too low. Westminster, add- intSo?^ ^ o v iS tS
ed on the ground of your adultery eluding any person as holder of the Should Eliminate “Trimmings” jng a further skirl to the pipes, led the m e^ w L ^ a ve  d^Se £eat ^
In default of your appearing the last agreement to purchase any land) Gordon Robison said that the label, procession from Bernard avenue to the mer vears fe racing alive
Court will proceed to hear the said of one-quarter acre or more of land iri f^ce, corrugated board, and other park, while Sam Miller in his 1904 Metz xufg communitv W R Barlee Re­
charges proved and pronounce judg- the area to which the Scheme relates, "trimmings” should be eliminated. To car followed closely behind. Felix Ca- hert Lamblv R A ’ Coneland and H. C.
ment your absence not-withstanding.  ^ upon which land the regulated product this Mr. Haskins and some of the ship- sorso and Mike Edson rode in front of q pollett were kitroduced to the big
THEREFORE TAKE NOTICE that is grown for sale, and who has regis- pers replied that the contracts call for the stage coach, which was driven by crowd
you are required within twenty-one tered with fee Board. this service a t -35 or 40 cents anyway. Qus McDonnell. Chas. Gaddes and iri the oldexhibitionbuilding Gvret-
(21) days from fee date of the last pub- “LEASEES” while n  ^ RE- jt was subsequently decided that it Ralph Brown, two Gyros who had a tes'had a busy time serving ^’ea To a
lication of this Notice to enter an Ap- CISTERED PRODUCERS under the vvould be a mistake to cut these extras, great deal to do with the success of large number of persons. Crown and
pearance either in person or by your Scheme are required to register with out. tfic meet, rode behind the coach. ’ —  ^ '---- '— ’ - ---- -”  ——
GORDON’ S  GROCERY
PEfllHES
95c per crate
The highest quality freestone peaches at the lowest price 
in years. Tree ripened and ready to preserve now. 
Limited quantity, so order early.
UME JUICE KRAFT MIRACLE
MONTSEIIRAT;
pint bottle ................
MONTSERRAT; 
quart bottle .............
49c
89c 8 oz. Jars 16 oz. Jais 
32 oz, Jars
WHIP
.....  2((o
35c 
55 c
GRANTHAM’S 40c 56 oz. Jars 85cCORDIAL; per bottle .. Per Gallon .... $1.95
CANTALOUPES
Last week for local cantaloupes; C  
Extra large, each ... .................
or 6 25c
G o r d o n ’ s  G r o c e r y
PHONES -  30 -  31REGULARDELIVERIES PRO M PTSERVICE
M r s .  A .  J . P r i t c h a r d
. . L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., '
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory
(A ll Grades)
Pupils prepared for the examinations of the Associated 
Board of the Royal Schools of Music, London, England, 
(The Royal Academy of Music, and the Royal College of 
Music) and for the Toronto Conservatory of Music.
Pupils also prepared for Musical Festiyals.
T H E  F A L L  T E R M  commences on Tuesday, Sept. 6 th.
Studio: 270 Richter Street, 
Kelowna
P.O. Box 294 Phone 517
I N T E R I O R
E X H I B I T I O N
at A R M ST R O N G , B.C.
SEPTEMBER 12 TO 15
HORSE RAGES 
RODEO
S E P T E M B E R  
14th and 15th
14th and 15th
DANCES
14th and 15th
Come and see a brand new layout of 
B A R N S  and R A C E  T R A C K .
UVE STOCK, AGRICULTURAL AND 
MANUFACTURERS’ DISPLAYS
M ID W A Y  —  R ID E S  and S H O W S
Come often and early, you cannot possibly see it all in half 
a day aind there is no better four bits worth offered
anywhere.
F A R M E R S ! Educate yourselves by seeing the judging 
starting Wednesday morning.
FLASH! BOX LACROSSE "
The first game in the Interior Champion Play-offs bet-v:>een' 
T R A IL , Kootenay Champions, and A R M S T R O N G , Oka­
nagan Champions, will be jplayed in the Armstrong Rink , 
after the Exhibition and before the big dance on the night 
of September-the T 5th. What a day! W hat a day!
. 5-2c
his exhibition. steward, Bert Ellison; starter, Laurie
In the evening, the Gyros wound up Carswell; assistant steward and pad-
ciu ic im x^x jwxxx oeiii-uu.- ull- icMUiicv. xw i he P n n n anrhor i?ames received a small olav day with dances^ at the Aquatic iudge Vic DeHart-^ track qiincf-
Solicitor at the office of the District the Board their names and addresses p_ -y_ LeGuen entered the discussion At the track, Premier Pattuiio spoke v,nt most nersons were too busv nlac- Club and I.O.O.F. Hall, both, of which • o v,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Bri- and the acreage under regulated pro- to say that he was one of the growers over the loud speaker equipment, in'- their bets or viewing the^orses attended. It is anticipated
tish Columbia at Vancouver and there- ducts. . who would prefer to sell all their J^rniig fee people how mufe he had fe^he Paddfek to pat - iI h thaU the Gyros will clear close to $406 x®^ “
after to make answer to fee charges Those persons not m receipt of re- -Wealthies at 65 cents rather than half enjoyed his ride to the park. He ex- to other attractions ’
Novelty Events Please
s a is u   f t o  c t f i-  t    l t  - t >a  t t    f t  e^ ' V £ ;  tog ' i;';i; tr'e  " tow ta; uTe'^hSa' S t t e  G y«a“ w flt Ston xS toh ilh  ItS ee^ e^ ^
I SaK paddock to pay much attention grew; public, address system, Bert• i, ----^ j i i i . on me aay, even aiier some capiiai ex johnston Mat Hafitjen
in fee said Petition. gistration forms may obtain same by at 70 cents. nressed keen interest in the old days ix x penditures to the grounds are taken Jonnston, iviat Hass^.
P. S. MARSDEN, writing to the Secretary. B.C. Interior After some further discussion Mr. Kelowna and showed that he was Novelty Events Please into consideration. Chairmen of committees follow: race
Solicitor for the Petitioner, Vegetable Marketing Board. Arm- Montague made the suggestion that the • ________ :------------------------ Paddy Acland was in charge of the Officials in Charge of the racemeet events, Cfias Gaddes; refreshments,
403 Rogers Building, strong, B.C. price might be advanced and tried out. wards, moved by Mr. Middleton and two novelty events, and he managed program follow: racing officials; pre- Jack Ladd;'advertising, Chester Owen;
470 Granville Street, Registration forms duly completed He named 70 cents as the figure. This seconded by Mr. Heggie, asking that these in expert fashion.The big crowd siding steward, Chas. Gaddes; placing printed program, Vic DeHart; gates
Vancouver, B.C. should be returned to the Secretary of was agreed to, among others, by Dolph the price be raised. enjoyed to the full his bending and judges, Ralph Brown, H. C. S. Collett, and police, Jack Galbrjaith; ticket sales.
The date of the first publication of the Board prior to the date of the Browne, who informed the gathering A  further motion, brought, forward costume races, added fillers between W. R. Barlee; honorary checking judg-.Chas, Shaylbr; seating, Stan Simpson;
this r i^ Mce is September 1st, 1938, and meeting advertised herein. that he had held out for 75 cents at by Mr. .Ormsby, recornmended that the the races. Harry Hayes, expert trick es, Robert Lambly, Dr. BoyOe; racing games and concessions, Lloyd Day;
the date of the third and last publica- By Order of the Board, the discussion when the price was first facing of the Wealthies be eliminated, rope artist from Armstrong, amazed, secretary, Doug Buckland; manager dances, Ivor Newman; reception com-
'lion thereof will be the 15th of Sep- E. POOLE, set. but this was declared lost by the chair- the spectators with his adept rope mutuel department, Reg Rutherford; mittee, Stan Henderson; first aid post,
tember, - 1938. 5-3c 5-2c Secretary. A motion was adopted shortly after- man, for want of a seconder. tricks. He was roundly applauded for treasurer, Harry Mitchell; parading Drs. Underhill and Henderson.
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BUILDING MAnRUUS
t»i JffUfcii-Cbst
< R O O F IN G  ='=
A bin selection of all 
types. Gumanteed roof- 
iiuj at very low prices.
L U M B E R
3 # ^
For interior and exter­
ior use. Also sideboard, 
wallboard and llooring,
M IL L W O R K
Windows, sash, entrance 
and interior doors and 
other quality millwork.
S U P P L IE S
A complete stock of all 
the best building sup­
plies at a real saving.
W H E N  Y O U  S P E C IF Y
SIM PSON’S
L U M B E R  A N D  B U IL D IN G  M A T E R IA L
You are assured of getting the highest 
quality at reasonable prices.
LUMBER SPECIALS WHILE THE STOCK LASTS 
UNQUESTIONED REAL VALUE
No. 2  C O M M O N  FIR , 2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10 
and 2 x 1 2 ; all leng-ths from 1 0  P  O i l
to 20 feet; per M .......................
S T A IN E D  P IN E  B O A R D S , Q -6  A  A llj
all length.s and widths; per M.
No. 2  C O M M O N  S H IP L A P , in fir, spruce, 
pine or cedar; 6  and 8  inch CT
widths ; per M. ....................
N E T  P R IC E S  —  N O  S A L E S  T A X  
Prompt Deliveries.
S .  M .  S i m p s o n
LIMITED
P H O N E S : G E N E R A L  O F F IC E , 312; M IL L  O F F IC E , 313.
HON. G. M. WEIR 
IS CRITICAL OF 
LOCAL SCHOOLS
-More About-
KAMLOOPS
TEAM
From I’ace 5 Cohumi 7
T , r T-.1 . A • that di.stancc w li i le  Kamlooiw) niain-
Lack of Elementary Auditorium t;,jiu>d their position at (he head of , ....  ..........
a n d  Commercial Courses Not the colum n witli J5». Tiic otlicr .scores requirenients o f  (he rillenien in (lie re-
Assoeialion, received (he t’jitries and 
j)o.s(ed (lie results of (Ik; shooting vitli 
coniniendable proniptness upon a linge 
card mounted upon aii easel. Volun­
teer register keepers tallied tin; scores. 
J. K.' Conway was in charge of the 
sweep entries, wliile other members 
gave assistance in details and Cajitain 
C. Hawes ext;reised general supervi­
sion.
J. A. S. Tilley ministered to the food
Pleasing to Education Minister were: Vernon No. 2, 15«; Summeiiand- frestiment bootli at riOt) yards with an
_____  Penticton "A ” and Kamloops Il.M.Il., ample sujiply of “hot dog.s,“ samiwieli-
While attending the Liberal conven- Vernon No. 1. PU); Kelowna es, tea. eotl'ee and soft drinks.
lion in Kelowna last week. lion. G. “ • niiiiier
M. Weir, provincial si;cretary and hlJ; Summeiiand-
minister of education was conducted ■I’eaitieton 13 , 137, Diinsdon Family, Ijieie was a lar/;e
over tlie Kelowna .schools by Dave Ki'lowna No. 3, 133. eluding .several
Chapman, chairman of tin; Kelowna ^mnloops No. dinner. Jield ii
attendance, In- 
adies, at the aimual 
the evening at tiie
school board. Dr. Weir expressed h Vernon No 1, 40(i; Vernon No. f^okien Plieasanl Cjife, wiUi C. Hawe.s. 
pleasure with Uie newly-deeoruled '^^ ‘•k)wna No. 2 and Summer- Captain of (lie Association, in ,(lu'
Junior hiidi biiildiiir/ and ihn imnmal land-Pentlcton “A ” , 4r)4 each; Kam- eliair.ju ior igli building a d t e ge eral
condition of the ground.s, but noted ^Her welcoming the visitors in eor-
olher features which did not meet terms, the chairman proposed the
with his approval. Family, 427; Kamloops No. 2, 417; „nly toast. “The King,’’ wliicli was
Lack of an auditorium in the ele- f^ -^'l^ w^na No. 3, 401. duly lionoured, and tlien called upon
nientary school was frowned upon by Trophies and Prizes '• *>o*nber of Uie guests by name for a
the mini.sler, and he expressed sur- KamlooiJS made a complete sweep of lernarks.
prise that the taxpayers of Kelowna .,u trophies. The Haug Cup, for Brief speeches in congratulatory
had not insisted before that there be individual grand 'aggregate, was won, vein wore made by Lieut,-Col. D. Vi-
u eomniereial course equivalent to ,jy j-iated, by M. Hoover, who also took cars, D.S.O., M. Hoover, W. deL. Green 
those in other high schools in the pro- Princeton Brewery Cup, for high C. 11. Lee, all of Kamloops; Hurry
, score at 200 yards, with a possible. H. Bmisdon and George Garlrcll, of Surn-
ChaiiTOan Chapman cxplnined that gjy received a miniature cup for merland; Fred Anderson and W. H. 
crowded conditions m the schools pre- high score at 500 yards, with a possible, Adams, of Penticton; W. Shugg, D. Ad- 
vented the installation of a commer- and W. deL. Green won a miniature at ^md G. C. Rose, of Kelowna and 
cial cour.se, although the board rccog- ooo yards with 34. Green also captured J' G. Cunningham. B. C. Game Com- 
mzed the noec.ssity for .such action. the Canadian Legion Cup lor highest mission, Vancouver. All the' visitors 
f he school board has in mind a gen- combined total at 500 and COO yards spoke in very appreciative terms of
eral program of building and renova- with 34, 34—C8. the handling of the shoot by the range
non at a cost of $45,000, and Hon. Mr. Shoot-olfs were necessary for second officer and of the marking and gen-
Weir intimated once more that the prize at the various distances, W. deL. crnl arrangements,
provincial government would be will- Green winning at 200 and 500 yards, Speaking on behalf of the lsHie« 
mg to advance one-lRird of that am- and the veteran Fred Anderson, of Mrs. Harmeling expressed regret that 
ount as a grant, if the city would go Penticton, at 600 yards. the p^^Tted I d f c ?  temn nn
ahead with the project. He also stat- Sweeps were held at each distance, materialized so far but she vnH
ed, however, that the school board the ontrv fees being divided into three hnnoc; nf ^ Ishould not delav too long or the gov- • tTt . aiviaea mio imee hopes of organizing one for next sea-buuum iioi ueiay too long, or tne gov pnz.es. No extra firing was done, the son.
ernment might not be m that pasition scores being reckoned from the two Mrs W H Adams of Pontiplnn
forever and later it might be difficult fighters and first three shots on score, giwn aYol^^ of apSl.sl> Talk
Results were as follows:to come to the same agreement for fi- k p s iis    f ll - _ ___ x , • j, , ,
*^^Mr*"ch ft - 1  200 yards: 1, $4.00, M. Hoover, Kam- her assistance'weekly'at the local ran^
N-„Kennody. 24; in register k e e S S U 't l ^ c T m ^ H fit was the school 3 ^ $150, \\r. deL. Green, 23. ing in the pit.
Trophies for local competitions heldboard’s earnest desire to have the 500 yards: 1, .$3.50, G. Gartrell, Sum- iropnies for loc
Sukkfy a T S S e 's o 't h ^ r S e  K e l "  " I ’ during the seLon were presented to
ng schools S d  continue to be ^y G. C. Rose, Honorary
as accreSted sch3s hnt thgf * Captain of the Association, as follows:as accredited schools, but that the eOO yards: 1, $3.00, E. Work, Kam- Buloch Lade Shield nnd rnini-.f,7re
without the 24; 2, $2.00, A. G. Laird. 23; 3, cupS W; E L fm L l iL
Kad f" City, which 1^.00, Fred Anderson, Penticton, 22. Hawes G W Hammond Mrs w ’ F
had not been forthcoming this year. go many ties h a d >  be decided by S a S in g ,  H. 5  H^ug L  RenTls.
CONSIDER BAKESHOP PERMIT that firing was not c ^ -  Individual Aggregate: 1, miniature
TT „  ^  pieted until nearly seven o’clock, but cup, C. Hawes- 2 miniature cun W
H. F. Duggan appeared before the this was unavoidable and could be re- E. Harmeling. ' ' ’
Monday asking for a medied only by the installation of ad- Kennedy Cup and miniature: D. E.
permit to erect a new bakeshop at tlie ditional targets, an improvement that McLennan,
southwest corner of Richter and Coro- may be carried out next year. A ll of- 
nation avenue. The council informed ficial arrangements for the shoot 
him it would accept the application worked smoothly and efficii.mtly. W. 
and would inform him later, after Shugg, loyal friend of the target game, 
committee session, if successful. again rendered invaluable service as
E. W. BARTON IS 
CHOSEN SCHOOL 
S^RETARY
Trustees Have Difficult Time in 
Selecting Men from Six Appli­
cations for Vacant Post
E. W. Ballon, for fifteen years scc- 
retiiiy of tlie Kelownii board of trade, 
was selected as secretary of the Ke­
lowna school board at a special open 
meeting of tlie trustees on Saturday 
afternoon. Ht* rejilaces N. D. Mc- 
Tavisli, wlio resigned recently ufler 
inore than a decade of public service 
in tills capacity.
Mr. Barton’s salary will be .$40 per 
inonlli for (lie balance of the year, and 
lie will provide all . olfiee facilities. 
Tlie school board secretary is apiioint- 
ed annually at the first pf each year 
by tlie new .school board cho.4en at the 
annual civic elections. School board 
meetings will now bo (;pnductcd in tlie 
board of trado rooms.
Six applications were received by 
tlie board and opened on Saturday af­
ternoon at the special meeting. Ap­
plicants were Gordon D. Herbert, A. B. 
Woodd, Len Richards, H. Preston, Ro­
bert Cheyne and E. W. Barton. Mr. 
Cheyne’s application was only advanc­
ed under the proviso that no suitable 
applications were received by the 
board, and he stipulated that he did 
not wish to contest witli any men who 
might be considered suitable.
It was with the greatest difficulty 
that the school board came to a de­
cision as to the appointment, as most 
of the applications were considered 
excellent and many of the men apply­
ing would provide splendid service to 
the trustees, it was felt.'
Mr. Barton’s application for the po­
sition at a salary of $40 per month 
with office accommodation provided 
was cheaper to the taxpayers than any 
other petitioner and his office falicities 
were also considered to be among the 
best. The previous salary paid to Mr. 
McTavish was .$700 per annum.
Pridham Tyro Cup and miniature:
D. E. McLennan.
Rose Handicap Cup: G. A. Wyman.
Spoon for highest individual score 
in Gilbey Spey-Royal competition: W. 
R. Maxson.
A pleasant social gathering was 
brought to a close witli the singing of 
the National Anthem.
Turn to Page 12, Story 3
F O R  H IG H  C L A S S  JO B  P R IN T IN G  GO  T O  T H E  C O U R IE K
RESCINDS DANCE LICENCE
J. W. Myers, who recently applied 
for a dance hall licence for his new 
cafe, Snow White, requested the coun­
cil oh Monday to withdraw the ap­
plication, which was done.
range officer, combining urbanity with 
firmness, as is his wont. Comparative­
ly few appeals were, made against the 
marking, which was under the exper­
ienced direction of D. Addy, as in 
former years. D. E. “Muckle” Mc­
Lennan, the popular secretary of the
^axiin^l MM-St
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W E  A R E  C O M P L E T E L Y  E Q U IP P E D  T O  C L E A N  
Y O U R  S E E D — F L A T T E N  Y O U R  O A T S  
— C H O P  Y O U R  g r a i n :
Bring it in now to us and our modern 
up-to-date plant will do the rest.
A G E N T S  F O R :
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE
Free C ity D elivery The House o f Service and Quality Phone 29
^B^ Our Jirationed^ C^  ^ Card—Good Throughout British Columbia dnJ Most of the United Stated
A T  S T A N D A R D  S T A T I O N S  . . . A U T H O R I Z E D  D IS T R IB U T O R S  . . .  S T A N D A R D  O IL
F O R  S A L E
New Stucco Bungalow at Okanagan Mission, situated on the Lake- 
shore, convenient to store, school and church. Contains two bed­
rooms, living room, bathroom, wide verandahs, kitchen, electric light, 
domestic water. Large lot, 125 ft. by 350 ft . Immediate possession.
For further particulars apply Real Estate Department
OKANAGAN investments CO. LTD.
A G E N T S :
PHONE 98
Rose and Simpson Sub-divisions.
PHONE 332
Okanagan Loan & Investment Trust Company
Having been appointed Agents under the
National Housing Act
advise those who wish to avail themselves of the benefits of 
this scheme to coni^ult our Real Estate Department to obtain 
an approved Building Site.
Nothing can compare with a home of brick for beauty, 
comfort, economy or permanence.
W m
B U IL D E R S  S U P P L IE S
Established 1892
S O N
IN S U L A T IO N  —  C O A L .
Phone 6 8 .’
i‘
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBKE 1. JO.IO TH E  K E LO W N A  COURIER PAGE N IN E
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  Better Place in Which to Live and Work
A  Ucrit-N uf Letters fruiii DIstingiliillicd Cuiiadluu.H on Vital Frobleiiia 
AfTccting tiu! Future W elfare uf Canada
Specially Wriltcii foi" Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association
PLAN BIG FALL 
FAIR AT PEACHLAND 
ON SEPTEMBER 8
S O M E  O F  T H E  G O O D  T H I N G S  O F  L I F E . . .
Dear Editor:
In respt)nne to your letter, 1 should 
like to say that the ofilcers of the Can- 
a(iian National Railways are always 
conscious of the ini])ortant part the 
wi ekly ni!wspapers play in Canadian 
affairs and that we fully appreciate the 
keen interest the members of your as­
sociation fake in the wi'lfare of tlie 
Natit)iial Railways System. We have 
noticed witli satisfaction that you have 
extended this to Canada’s newest en­
terprise, the 'I'rans-Canada Air Lines.
I hope that the weekly newspapers 
will continue their valuable worlc of 
fostering a spirit of unity throughout 
the Dominion and encouragiii'g Canad­
ians to work fo4' steady improvement 
in conditions by avoiding useless con­
troversies which can only tend to re­
tard the nation’s progress. Above all,
I hope you will carry on your discour­
agement of those pessimists who seem 
to have no other cordribution to make 
than the forecast of disaster. The 
things to be advocated today it seems 
to me, are the avoidance of anything 
which might cause sectionai, radical or 
any other form of strife, and the posi­
tive qualities of sane optimism and 
hal'd work. These, I think you will wishes to your membership and 
agree, are Canadian characteristics. It yourself, I am, 
is not enough to recognize them and be Yours faithfully,
proud of them, we must maintain and g j  UUNGERFORD
Chairman and President,
regards and all good
Capt. C. R. Bull, M .L.A., to Open 
Function Which is to be Held 
Under Wom en’s Institute
Plans for the Peachland Fall Fair to 
be held September H are being made 
by the executive of the Women’s In­
stitute. 'riie Fair is to be officially op­
ened by Captain C. H. Bull, M.L.A. for 
South Okanagan, and a good prize list 
has been made up. A.s well as the 
uiiual displays of fruit, vegetables, 
llowers. needlework and home cooking, 
prizes are being given for fourteen dif­
ferent classes of children’s work which 
lias been done under the supeivision of 
the teachers. The judging for this 
work is to be done by Inspector A. S. 
Matheson.
* « i»
An ample supply of storage water is 
still available in the North Fork dam 
with the measurement six and a half 
feet on August 27. The trustees of the 
Peachland Irrigation District are con­
sidering doing a certain amount of im­
provements to the system this fall and 
arg planning to call a meeting of the 
water users to talk it over. Because of 
the continued illness of Captain S. A. 
H. Brew, his resignation as seefetary 
of the Irrigation District was accepted 
and C. F. Bradley is acting in that ca­
pacity until a secretary can be ap- 
IJointcd by the Board.
PRE-COOLING AND 
COLD STORAGE USES 
GIVEN EXPLANATION
to
extend them. 
With kind
Arnold Ferguson was a delegate to 
the Liberal convention that met at Ke­
lowna last week.
♦ ♦ >)i
Mrs. E. Price of Vernon is a guest 
Canadian National Railways, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Bap- 
------------- - --. tlst.
in plums, prunes and peaches classes, Mrs. L. Dent and Mrs. E. McKinnon 
piizO’ Nabob hamper, contributed by of Edmonton were guests at the home 
 ^ Ltd., Vancouver. of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Fulks recently.
74: Best box of apples in show— » * *
Trophy contributed by Royal Anne E. Ross and L. Bartee-and son Billie 
Hotel, Kelowna. left on Tuesday for Alberta.
75: Collection of Delicious, McIntosh * * ♦
------- Red and Jonathan, 5 of each: Prize dance held on Tuesday evening
B C F  G A  and Fruit «?petinn contributed by Buckerfield Limited, by the Athletic association was well at- £>. V,. X-. VJ. tx . ana rru it  oection Vancouver. tended with a big crowd enjoying the
Have Been Active in Obtaining 76: Packed box of apples, any vari- music of Si Hopkins and his orchestra. 
N ew  Prizes for Entries pack only: Prize, $ 1 0  Visitors were present from many out-
______ cash, contributed by a friendly Van- side points.
0 * 1  couvGi* firin' ■ ♦ +
trfe^Tu tTxhfbit^° girls: Best presentation „ left on August 19tree iruu exMibit front the greatest basket must he amritreti ar>H avWii-,it Penticton where she will remain
distance, to the best presentation bas- ^  by boy or girl 15^years or under" balance of the packing season,
ket, arranged and shown by a boy or <tm * » .
girl, 15 years or under, for the best  ^ ® ?°*^ *^ *^buted the Vernon After a short holiday spent at the
collection of Delicious,' McIntosh Red Lumber Co., Ltd.. Ver- home
SPECIAL AWARDS 
FOR FRUIT DISPLAY 
AT INTERIOR FAIR
DICK POWELL — the kid from Mountain View, Arkansas — who sang and saxed his way to fame on 
screen and radio — seems to be on top of the world here, with o youngster to ploy with, a pipe to 
smoko, o couple of dogs, and the much publicized California sunshine! The little tod is Joan Blondell's 
son and he was adopted by Dick not so long ago. The stork arrived at the Powell-Blondell home recently 
with a playmate for young Norman ond she has been christened Ellen. Dick Powell's next starrinq 
vehicle is Warners’ "Hot Heiress/’
LOGGING AND LUMBERING INDUSTRY 
LEADS WAY TO TRADE RECOVERY
GARDEN GRAPH
Liberal Government Assisted In­
dustry to Open New  Markets 
in United Kingdom and South 
Africa
Summer Book Review
non. Mrsand Jonathan .(plates of five apples 4. _ - • i ....
each) arid for twelve other displays addition to these specials,, three Vancouver.
in addition to. increased prize n^oney
in the 68  regular tree fruit classes w ill 5^ and 6 6 . Class
be offered at the Interior Provincial 64 is for
-------  . This week as we promised, we shall
le o f  her father T McT aimhlin Logging ' and lumbering; long the review two of the more recent books 
D  K i r k b v  left ’on backbone of British Columbia industry, published. Next week we hope to tell
^ ^ have led the way to industrial recov- you about two'more.
“I  Like British Columbia”
Mrs. J. Howard left on Thursday for 1933 at the tail end of the depression. ^  unni- f„n
plate of McIntosh Red grown. Vancouver where she will spend a ^ b e  l o g  o u t p u t  h a d  f a l l e n  t o  $3 9 ,0 1 0 ,0 0 0 , An
S w an  Lak e .  S2 and .“bI ! .jV.r.i'f +i'rv,c manv loeeinff camn.s and .■sawmills had viiaiity ana written in tnat looseExhibit on at Armstrong September and $1 ; Clr.-^ s short time before leaving for h^r home niany logging camps and sawmills hadi:.xniDuion at Armstrong in Edmonton closed and the minimum wage laws scampering style which would suggest
L  B c I c  A and increased by Smith, Davidson and , * ^,ere openly evaded. in many cases.
■" Wright contribution; and Class 6 6 : Miss Vera Taylor and Miss Edith Ma- Lack of world trade had hastened this Mrs. Cash can claim to be.committee aided bv ffenernn<! dn..a vviiguL uuuujo uuu, u i_i ss do; v ex  u iviisb xiiuiui ivi - x^ uK. ui uriu ir ae
tionq frnm’ Hnzan ™°st points ill box 01’ Crate exhibit son, who spent a week with Miss C. desperate condition.tions from a dozen firms and indus­
tries interested in
Besides being an evidently successful
c o r r
Douald Matheson Cup and $6 . Cowdell, left on Friday for Vancouver. The Pattullo governmerit recognized wife and mother, she has experienc^ 
the tree fruit de- w;v,..avc * *  ♦ _ tri.. Kac+ rv.afi,a,q bfe all the way from being a publicity
MUUCH
second $4, and third $2. Winners 
must have at least three boxes or 
crates on exhibit. Entries will be re-
velopment in the interior of British 
Columbia. .
In all, thei’e will be 80 classes and j x e x i. o
Chairman .A. K. Loyd, of the fruit up to • September 3
section committee, hopes that the at­
tractive prizes. which have been step­
ped up considerably for this purpose, 
will bring more and. better entries, 
even from such distant poirits as the 
Kootenay and Creston areas.
The following new specials not con­
tained in the printed prize list, are 
announced by Mr. Loyd:
65: Most'points in plate exhibits: $10
Summer Care for Lilies
Experimental Farms Service E x ­
pert Tells of Development o f 
Storage Practices to Ensure 
Steadier Flow of Products
’I’ive development of Die use of re­
frigeration for fruit pre.servation has 
bei'u very rapid during Die jiast de­
cade due to xhe increased deiiiaiid of 
the consumer for a jiroduel of first 
class «iualily. In addition Diere Iras 
been a steady increase in fiiiit pro­
duction throughout the world and this 
has led lo an all-year-ronnd demand 
and the need for a uniform supply, 
thereby avoiding gluts with eoncur- 
I'cnt low price levels, stales C. A. 
Lave.s, grauuale assistant in fruit stor­
age, Experimental Station, Kenvllle, 
N.S. Large quantities of apples and 
pears are shipped lo the markets o£ 
vhe United Kingdom each year from 
Canada and refrigeration jjlnys its part 
not only in the holding of tho.so fruits, 
but also in their transportation.
A  distinction mu.st be made at the 
outset between the two mol hods of 
cold storage, the first designated aa 
’■jnc-cooling” and the second us "long 
liolding.’’ Pre-cooling refers lo the . 
iapid cooling of fruits down to a tem- 
Ijorature of approximately 40 degrees 
F. within twenty-four liours after har­
vest and is particularly applicable to 
pears, plums and the early dessert 
varieties of apples. Experiments at the 
Experimental Station, Kentvillc. ha /e 
shown that packed barrelled applea 
may be cooled from 70 degrees F. to 
40 degrees F. in twenty-four hours at 
a room temperature of 2 0  degrees P. 
with moving air. Such a process pre­
vents the rapid ripening of freshly 
picked fruit by removal of what is 
known as the “vital heat.” It may be 
safely stated in this connection that 
even though pre-coolcd fruit may be 
subsequently exposed to relatively 
high temperatures during transporta­
tion, its condition on arrival is far 
better than that of fruits not subjected 
to such treatment. .
The term “long holding” necessarily 
speaks for itself, but this method of 
cold storage is full of pitfalls and has 
thus been the source of much inves­
tigation by the Experimental Farms 
service. Three experimental cold 
stox’age plants are now in operation, 
at Ottawa, Kentville, N.S., and Sum- 
merland, B.C. The main object of the 
experiments being undertaken is to 
provide the public with better quality 
fruit out of season. Quality of fruit 
in storage is dependent upon a great 
many factors and not the least im- , 
portant of these are those concerned 
with the growing fruit upon the tree 
such as soil and seasonal conditions 
and the stage of maturity at harvest 
time.
It has been found that storage qual­
ity is much affected by the kind and
MISSION GROWN-UPS 
TOO STRONG FOR 
JUNIOR BATSMEN
.. that the best method of allevlatl.ig the
The congregation of St. Margaret’s unemployment situation and strerieth- expert for the B.C. Teachers’ Federa- ____ _____ ................................
church enjoyed a picnic lunch at Deep ening the economic position of the pro- smoking eigars and shooting _ need_ special care du ri^  the amount of fertilizer applied to the
Creek following the Sunday morning vince was by increasing export trade. , , . . . x- x- summer. _ ’The soil tj-ge Excess nitrogen is detrimental
service. government, assisted by the in- Her book is in part a collection of m which t_hey grow should be kept respect, whereas a moderate
* * * rfii f^Tv apfivplv rmcHpri fVip nf i*Gnfiiniscen,ces Biid glimpses of esxlieir cool 3nd slightly moist. I f  "the lily 300110311011 of nitrogen ohosoliOFiis
lumber f n S y  m ^rL??  pr^ince and in part her roots are shaded by the foliage of
returned home on Sunday night after The result was an increase in water- ™pressions of B.C. today. D unng^e other plants growing nearby or if they ^as always given favorable results, 
a four day trip to the^Cariboo. shipments from 663 miliioi war the author hobnobbed have a ground coyer growing over seasons in which there is an excess
Miss Sheila McKay and Bill Follett board feet in 1933 to 1,203 million in ^  ^  mternmei^ camp hem it may  ^prove to be enough pro- rainfall and little sunshine are notiviiss oneiid ivxgrxay ana jam r oiiett inpranco nf Ri aan+ Tha Vernon. Later, and remember the tection. When the lilies stand by ponfi„piva +n Pond kaanin^ in ^toraPewrote supplementary junior matncula- an increase of 81 per cent. The . .. jnHu,,xrv was not than avan what themselves in full sun then the soil oonaucive to good keeping m storagetion examinations at Kelowna last increases in trade were particularly tf . loaustry was not men even wnat tnemseiyes in luii sun, men me sou likewise very dry periods follow^ 
week. Kelowna last countries where t^ is today, she lived on a fruit farm about them should be well mulched, g^ by heavy rainfall.
the provincial government conc.mtrat- ooar Naramata. The general theme of Granulated peat, or even grass clap- The tendency to harvest immature
added/ri^ mugh'^ conteT^ ^^ ^^  Only one Innings Needed by Old- R. Longley of Bexhill who is travell- ed Es efforts,’ United Kingdom and “Oka?San‘'^with srown^'"''^'__ ___ J I X ^ mff around the world, was a eiiest at South Afrira. Ovpr th^ Qamp npnod ^o*aiiuy beexiib to oe, ^Kanagan, witxi Ab snowxio,- rMr, XX.-C 4-^ CuKdiio Fo  t o orl , s  guest t o t  fric . ver t e s e perio  the Garden-^raph, by the development of internal
er Players to Subdue Young .be home of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ren- shinments to the United Kingdom in- thy faults I love thee still. New when cutting lilies for indoor decora- breakdown knov.;n as core flush. This
apples is vei’3’' soon reflected in stor-
Cricketers in Friendly Game
the o e of r. a d rs. . . e - s ip e ts to t e ited i gdo  i breakdo  k ov>^  as core fl s . T isDavidson and Wright Limited, Van epuver, making new totals in prize 
money of $10 for first and $5 for sec-
Packing House SneciaL Best box cricket match was played at Oka- crossing to Vancouver, and plans to re- the log output had risen to the record building on foliage to manuf^ture food for the ener apples which are not allowed to
‘ V S ’X i i n M i J e  .ook „  taken
Core flush development is also in-
frew last week. Mr. Longley travelled creased by 146 per cent and to South are rnentioned, and also the tion or when the blooms have faded, disorder is very marked in the imma-
across Russia and visited Japan before Africa by 236 per cent. The value of the leave about half of each stem a n d t u r e  Meintofeh apple. Similarly Wag-
__ _ x„ TT________ ___J „  1___X____  xi-_ 1-^ ...x._..x X- x,__ ____ J neonle of NARAMATA are building on foliage to manufacture food for the ________ _____________ __x Z.
At the same time the government has
Vice-President
"°6l?a?kTS^HoKe^Spe?^^^^^^ Be”s t ''S :‘ " S S '^ o ?  %he‘  ^firsTton^^^^ insisted^^a^th^ workmen^ experi- i f  cut back just as the blooms begin .................... ................................. .
T-.-J m— , __  , iiinior +oom iiroc: nx^ + r.,.i+o o+ fTiii thciF gucsts, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of this revival. In 1933-34 the whole coast, which to anyone iq fade,, many lilies will produce fluenced by fertilizer treatment and
structure of the minimum wage act blooms pgain later in the season. by storage temperature. Strangely
was revised and new standards set, thentic note. A  tribute is paid to Van- * * * enough, iiowever, certain storage tem-
which were vigorously enforced by in- The newer dwarf zinnias, now av- peratures may be conducive to core
spection system.- whirti Mrs. Cash likes best, in sjnte of ailable in a wide variety of colors, flush in one variety but not in an-
Another outstanding .achievement • • • tells the amusing story of how are especially desirable to use in well- other. For example, the Fameuse ap- 
was the development of the young ^ ball roOTa full of people rose to toeir (jx-ained spots fully exposed to the sun. pie is susceptible to this disease at 40
rrien’s forestry training camps during opening bars of Handels ___________j--- -------^ degrees F. and resistant at 32 degrees
the summer of 1935 and 1936, in w h i c h  Vh^reer you walk, thinking it was . _ ■ wpIV nff whereas the reverse is true of Mc-
it was shown that much n e c e s s a r y  the National Anthem, and m ^  office Both genttem^^  ^ Low temperatures such as 32
work, could be accomplished through inevitable pun^on Whiffen Spit. In the but wheieas, Mn^^ are desirable from the point
the employment o f  n e e d y  y o u n g  m e n ,  n^ive when your reviewer first liberty ^  control of fungal decay,
and one hundred cents on the dollar thought, alas, to be ^p^ ^^  w h i c h  to buiy h if 1 :alent.^In ’^ he problem therefore with apples is
The book as a whole conveys an in
of McIntosh Red, Trophy presented by junior team was not quite, at full Edmonton 
the Kelowna Hardware Limited, plus strength, but started the second innings 
$10 cash. a bit more freely. The fielding was
69: Best plate of . apples in Classes keen, and Fraser Morison in particular 
5 to 12 inclusive—Red Delicious, De- us wicket-keeper did not let much past
licious. McIntosh, Jonathan. . Wealthj% Lim. The pitch on Mr. H. Dunlop’s 
Rome Beauty. Winesap and Newtown; meadow was in excellent shape and 
SIO worth of Tree Bands and Tree, the refreshments were a much appre- 
Seal, contributed by Shanahan’s Lim- ciated part of an enjoyable match, 
ited, Vancouver. 'The score follows: Grown-ups
70: Best plate of pears in Clas.s'cs. 25 R. Ford, run out ___ ___ ;. . 6
to 28 inclusive—Bartlett. D’Anjou, A. Painter, ,b C. Wilkinson . ........  12
Flemish Beauty and Howell-^prize, Morison, b C. Favel ....    10
case of strawberry jam in glass, con- H. Dunlop, b Wilkinson ...............   2
tributed by Canadian Canners (West- Middlemass, b J. McDougall ....  19
ern). Ltd., Vancouver. R. Browne-Clayton. not out ... .... -. 13
71: Long Distance Event: $10 cash Extras ........... ................. .......... 3
to first prize winner in Classes 5, 6, —
7 01- 8—plates of Red Delicious, IDe- ‘ 65
licious, McIntosh or Jonathan; to ex- ■ Juniors
hibiti-r from the greatest distance. „
Contribution by Oliver Chemical Co. b Mid^emass .... 2
Ltd Penticton BC J. McDougall. b Dunlop .... 2
72’: Individual d'isplay. not exceed!.ag J. u ?
20 square feet floor space, of tree and  ^Monson,.b Middlemass 1
vine fruits arranged in plates, baskets h Browne-Clayton . 1
lintonq K. Thomson, b Browne-Clayton  0
73: M ^t points scored by exhibitor S ’ ?■ . E, Dunlop, b Middlemass ...;............ 1
—— ..... .................... ..... — ■ ------- M. Cousins, b Painter .................. 0
M. Gillis, c and b Middlemass ........ 0
F. Morison, not out .....................  0
could be obtained. Trails and Are , x. , • to avoid low temperature types ot
lanes were cut and the conservation The book as a whole conveys an in- _ nrprinmimnre^nf female/ breakdown, and at the same time pre-
projects developed, to the advantage terestmg and accurate impression of toough not a p^ ^^  ^ vent rotting of the fruit.
of the government, and the young men B.C. in its light ^ d  shade, and_ there nic +xj7n VinmarHeH daimhterc nf There are several types of storage
were fitted for future jobs in logging . '^iSS^^hons that a more piquant . . .  - , disorders and the control of these is
ramns Side of life IS to be found also. A  self- desperate and increasing age, and the _ extremelv comnlex when it
The social value of this experiment book”,_ it is to be re- ^  ^  ^ ^  each variety reacts
was probably as great as its value in gretted that the writing betoays too will be condemned for the rest of h e r  specifically in storage to the major in- 
work accomplished. This demonstra- much ol this same quality. It is Spoi - aving er spin v / y  s fiuences of temperature and stage of
t i o n  t h a t  t w o  o f  t h e  g r e a t e s t  p r o b l e m s  ed by unfortunate cliches and hack- focat^. x , -  "maturity at harvest. ,
in the province youth’s unemploy- neyed tricks of style, it carries to an w;ith Mr. Spring are his mother, his .
ment and forestry developments—could extrerne the habit of pushing relative cousin Hettie who reads Professor ; ------------ ^ ^ ----
bo used to solve each other has been clauses off into sentences by them- Housman’s poetry and even worse, my MUST GET $200
>=uch a marked success that the Do- selves, and in other ways takes inex- dear, and as a frequent visitor the thor- . : .
minion government has under consid- cusable liberties with the Kirig’s Eng- oughly gold-digging Phyllis Barlow, The city council on Monday evenmg
oration its extension to other provin- Rsh. We leave you with a sentence to Victor’s fiancee. rescinded former motions concerning.
Extras
. ■ • 14
Juniors. 2nd innings: C. Favel, b
Dunlop, 7; F. Morison, b Dunlop, 0; J. 
McDougall, c Morison b Dunlop, 0; I. 
Dunlop, b Middlemass, 2; D. McDoug­
all, not out, 2; M. Painter, b Middle- 
mass, 2; 13 for 5 wickets.
A  dance was held by the Coriimunity
G. H. TUTT
Vice-president of the South Okana­
gan Liberal Association.
SEND DELEGATION 
TO U.B. C M. SESSION
ces m Canada. ’The increasing use ol puple over: _ _ Into this skilfully drawn picture of appearance of the
BC.’s vast forest areas by the tourist, boathouse. A  d ilapidat^ suspended animation come S a x o n  f^ow s m Kelowna under Canadian
the spdrtsman arid other recreationists _the time Jack had gnd The Hermit, to precipitate Legion auspices and_ pass d < '
. accentuates the need for their de- finished with it. it was  ^snug, besides a set of terrifying complicatioris. In
velopment and wise administration. being near enough to the sea to take some get their man and f  Rcence fee of $ 2 0  per day, provided
That the government is fully cog- a header out of a window. , ^on’t, but although t h e  f a c t  isn’t f^at a gross revenue of $-00 be re-
nizant of the .present forestry prob- Some of the illustrktions are quite 3tressed, one has a comfortable feeling Canadian Legion for
lems is evidenced by various public good. ^  that virtue is rewarded after all. cnaii a e
presentations recently. The need for
purposes.
progressive conservation measures has “Nightingale Wood” The book is an amusing comedy ofmariners, giving the author a chance to that the characters of the story believe
Hall association on Tuesday Aug. 23, Kelowna City Council to be Re- and protection 
With music by the Mission Aces.
been stressed and provision macto, in Stella Gibbons. Chiefly about those p6 ke cheerful ridicule at the platitud- to be Really Significant, and there are 
.so far as finarices permitted,‘to bring j-ypgg qj mental difficulties which, we jnfius thinking of English middle class many quick, vivid pictures with a 
them into effect through increased e:  ^ are told, ladies of advancing years snobbery. It abounds in such interest- startling economy of words, 
forts alon^ the lines of forest research pfien have to cope with. The story j^g devices as the capitalizing of words  ^ PIQUE.
PETER DAWSON LTD. SCOTLAND
This advertisement is not ptib-
_  revolves about two main households,
Tlic department of lands, under the ijjgi qj j^r. Wither whose name qual- —
. presented at Nelson Convention capable .guidance of Hon. A. Wells |ggg him, and that of the young Victor
Capt. and Mrs. C. R. Bull and family —----- . Gray, has , pursued its ordinary rou- Spring who name performs a similar
returned to their Belgo home last Mon- Mayor O. L. Jones, Alderman G. A. ijjxg with complete satisfaction to all __________^__________ ■ ____ _____ _
day after spending several weeks in McKay and.City Clerk G. H. Dunn v/ill concerned. During the Pattullo adrnin- „  , rin+cn Vnrip 'B’nv fhp
the Mission at the lakeshore residence, form the Kelowna contingent to the jstration the following new develop- ma^innl land and
of Com. C. W. A. Baldwin. Union of B.C. Municipalities conven- ^ nents were made: one new Public
» * » tion to be held in Nelson on Septem- beach two new cemetries, four new be used more pr fi ab y^at p
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Kuipers and fam- ber 14 and 15. the council decided on coal and petroleum preserves, forty- t K ^ S ^ v £  mamificent ^ and
ily left on Sunday by car for Revel- Monday evening. There is a possibil- five new sites for wharves and navi-
stoke on a holiday for a few days. ity that Alderman Whillis will also gation aids reserved for the Dominion £f^''rfvers and
. . .  make the trip for this annual sessiori iovernment and eight parks and tour- Jails
Bob Davis. Giffoi'd Thomson and which is the most important one in jgt resorts established. .lakes. . fPe Sarne
Buster Hall wont up to Dee lake last !he year for all B.C. municipalities. Of particular interest in the last to anything in tne prov e a -
Sunday for a few days’ fishing.. The city of Nelson extended its category is the reservation and devel- '^^S is notably gooa. it na ’
5 ,ooUnss he ci, 7  o£ Kelowna in a the rweedsmuir part In  tte
was a visitor to the Mission from Tues- read at the councii meeting.
day to Friday of last week. On the day followihg the municipal
of 5,400 square miles between Bella age.
Miss Ruth Green of West Vancouver formal communication which was central part of the province, an area ing no retracing steps or waste mile-
______  an the northern branch of the
- - - convention, Septembcr^ie, the Kelo^w- municipalities powers to expropriate C.N.R. and cross the parkland to Bella -
S. A. Ramsay, of Vancouver and Cal- na delegation will attend the first ses- land for airport purposes will be a Coola om the coast or vice versa, ouen
shed or disphiycd by the L  cj^ uor g^vy, has return^ home after visiting sion of the newly-formed B. C. Avia- major topic. The Council plans to Th is advertisement is not published Of displayed by the UquOT
’ Control Board or by the Govern- his son, R. W. Ramsay, at Okanagan tion Council, and it is expected that at press for legislation along this line, at be of advantage to both Britisn Lo ^  5, ------  , t. /.jt
T"^  - _ 1 « 1 ^  .II*   At-’-. L.  ^ 4-Ti% /■» Lf T C»1 Q+X"ment of British Golumbia. this meeting the subject of granting the fall session of the B.Cl. Legislature, lumbia and the tourist. Control Board or, the Government of British Columbia.
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•I'o relieve the motioUmy o£ .silling:, Ilia overluslin/? sent.’ ”—Clioir Festival 
the cuidlence are- asked to rise duriaK ProKrainitie.
Iho renderiijfi of tlie Chorus. "Fix’d in How very confusini!;!
Another Busy Bee
LAST O N  E T O  
THE PADDOCK 
PP-ODUCES THE 
M O N O G R A M  
G I N
Mam-t
: LETTERS TO THE I
:  EDITOR :
*  «
W t l i  F iS H  C E T  C A U G H T . . .
, M 0 M 0 C R A M ^ '2 < f ^ KLolm
EARL MURCHISON
Secretary of the South Okanagan 
Liberal association, who was a busy 
mail during the Convention last week.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government o f British Columbia.
Temperance Lecturer: “There are
over forty public-houses in this town, 
and I ’vc never been into one of them!” 
Voic(' from Audience: “Which one?”
k'tiiiiininiiiuiTtiriiniiiiiimirirniin'iifnniiiniinnni'MHMUwfiHUiiiiiuniiHiiii i^iiminiiiimimtiuuumi
T A X  S A L E  o f  L A N D S
VERNON ASSESSMENT DISTRICT
The TAX SALE OF LAND S for delinquent taxes will be held 
in the Court House, Vernon, B.C., on Thursday, September 15th, 
1938, at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon.
Lands, upon which land taxes and school rates are delinquent 
for the year 1934, will be exposed for sale.
A  list of properties to be offered at Tax Sale can be obtained 
by applying to the Provincial. Collector, Court House, Vernon, B.C.
The Tax Sale List will be published in the British Columbia 
Gazette prior to date of sale.
R. M. McGUSTY,
Provincial Collector
® You can enjoy a new sense of security 
when you know that you ride on the 
safest tires your money can buy! And 
that tire is the one that carries the famous 
Goodyear diamond tread . . .  for 23 con­
secutive years the world’s first choice!
This big, husky tire gives you the 
all'weath€5r, centre-traction, diamond 
tread, the most popular non-skid design 
ever developed. Underneath this famous 
tread is a carcass of Goodyear’s patented 
Supertwist cord, the closest thing to blow­
out prevention that can be built into any 
tire. It provides maximum durability . . .  
greater service life to all Goodyear tires!
T H I S  INFALLIBLE  L I F E G U A R D  
C O M P L E T E S  T H E  M O D E R N  T IR E
The only sure protection 
against blowouts is the 
GOODYEAR LIFEGUARD 
— an invulnerable reserve 
tire that replaces the conven­
tional inner tube inside your 
casing. When a blowout 
occurs the LifeGuard keeps 
enough air under you to 
carry the car to a safe normal 
stop without the slightest 
lurch or swerve.
NOW, by adding the matchless 
blowout protection of LifeGuards 
to the already superior advantages 
of Goodyear tires you can secure a 
combination of utility and safety 
not to be had elsewhere . . .  at 
any price!
Drive in today ♦ . . let us put 
the year’s biggest tire buy on your 
car i  ^i without delay! ^
PENDOZI STREET
SHOP
PHONE 287 KELOWNA
Kelownu, B.C., August 22, HKUI. 
To the Editor,
TIu! Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
As the weather is getting somewhat 
eooler and tlie summer holidays are 
about over, it is about time we were 
making a start on the Naramata road 
and this time see it Ihrougli to the fin­
ish. Any district should have more 
than one way out to civilization .rough­
ly speaking. Sometimes we have had 
about a foot of ice on the lake which 
is a medium-sized job for an ice 
breaker to take care of, let alone a 
ferry with a wooden hull. I have seen 
the ice breaker James Whalen at work 
breaking through ice in Thutjder Bay 
near Port Arthur. They would shift 
the water ballast aft, sinkintt the stern 
deep in the water and raising the bow 
up high, and smash through 10-lnch 
ice quite easily, but they were heavily 
reinfoi’ccd in steel all over. Of course, 
it will be unnecessary to keep one here 
so therefore we need more than one 
route to the south, and i£ I am not 
badly mistaken, some of our friends 
from across the lake are dependent on 
Kelowna for medical help and cai'e 
while convalescing. So let us hope that 
our towns to the south will forgive us 
when we are working hard to get more 
than one way out.
The Naramata people will then have 
better access to our sports. Also it 
would be just too bad if the interest 
was allowed to wane and the I’oad to 
stop where it is, when we have gone 
so far. I would like to hear, througla 
our good Courier, what somebody else 
might say about this project. I would 
like to give our readers the last four 
lines in the chorus of our Naramata 
rpad song. Pettman’s orchestra have 
the music in temporary possession at 
the Aquatic. It reads thus:
“Onward then ye brave ones with a 
cheery song^
Why go we so slowly for the end is 
ri63ir
Let them have the ferry, a highway 
we can sing.
And soon we’ll sing the victors’ song 
in toiling every day.”
■Thanking you for past favors,
I am sincerely yours,
WESLEY SEARLE,
Box 372, Kelowna.
start the investigation. 1 believe it’s 
the only time. What do they want to 
do lo give the combines a chance to 
take the amounts of fimm from the lU.'Dt 
i< turn.*5V Don’t worry, they have been 
building that up all along. I am, 
Yours truly,
V. R. McDONAGlI.
THANKS r o  KEI.OWNA l UOM
H.C. LIMEKAL PllESIDENT
ANN SHERIDAN — Titian from Texqs -  indodei among her outdoor 
sports — tennis, swirpming, oquaplqriing and horseback riding —os 
well as angling. Her next oppearbr  ^on the screen will be m 
Warners’ "Broadway Musketeer^ ’*^  ______ _ .
WANTS COMPLETE 
INVESTIGATION
R.R.1, Kelowna, B.C., Aug 29, 1938.
Editor, Kelowna Courier:
I would very niuch appreciate your 
allowing me space to make public some 
observatons which I have in mind.
I  want at this time, when everyone 
is talking about the alleged combine 
and asking that it be investigated, that, 
at all growers’ meetings they press for 
a general investigation including the 
whole industry, more especially of 
course, from the marketing end.
I suggest that the specifically named 
firms may not be the only combines in 
operation. I also hold a strong opinion 
that there are other angles in the in­
dustry which are not to our best in­
terests. I have in mind several angles 
in connection with our presumed con­
trol, but realize that to bring some of 
them to the public eye might be con­
sidered treason and punishable by 
hanging, so will touch on only one or 
two which are well known and for 
which I can furnish evidence if neces­
sary.
One of the weaker features of our 
distribution is our utter lack of busi­
ness like merchandising. A ll thriving 
industries (even the theatre) believe in 
the principle that the customer is al­
ways right and must have what he 
wants, when he wants it and as nearly 
as possible in the condition in which 
he wants it. We, on the other hand, 
take an arbitrary stand and tell the 
customer he can take it or leave it, but 
it must go out in a standard package 
with standard trimmings, etc. There 
can be no argument but what this is 
a great error.
While in Vancouver last spring I 
made it my business to check up on 
this and I found we are losing entirely, 
a market for many cars becouse of our 
arbitrary rulings. I will point out one 
instance which keeps us from having 
several weeks’ distribution in most of 
the better stores. I know .many will 
ridicule me for suggesting that the ap­
ples from around Sardis and Chilli­
wack and Fraser River points have 
any bearing on our distribution, but I 
say that lack o f ’control of that tqnnage 
together with our arbitrary control rul­
ings, keeps us practically off the coast 
market for three weeks, which is never 
made up as the citrus fruit takes its 
place. Those apples are delivered in 
Vancouver for around 50c per box. The 
better class stores do not handle the 
goods but can’t possibly buy our Cee
grade Macs at 90c to $1.10, pay freight 
and compete so they just do without 
and push citrus fruits instead. The ac­
cursed and outlawed Quebec crate 
would be a reasonable solution here. 
The distributors complain of not only 
the fact of the higher price for the ar­
ticle, but point out as well that it costs 
them money to unwrap the fruit which 
must be done before filling the win­
dow space.
The much abused Aaron Sapiro gave 
us, years ago, the best advice we have 
ever had bn merchandising but we ut­
terly ignored his advice. Among other 
things he advised at all times to study 
the wants of the customer and sp near­
ly as possible to nieet them.
I am told that the demand for bur 
fruit is exceptionally good this year 
with plenty of orders and good collec­
tions; yet we find disastrous prices be­
ing set. It seems strange if  the’ price 
for primes must be set at 55c to com­
pete with the American product which 
must pay a duty of practically one half 
that amount; or, less than packing 
charges plus duty. Then take Hyslop 
Crabs at 65c. There can be no excuse 
for such a price: The tonnage is es­
timated at less than last year and wb" 
certainly have no fear of competition 
from the U.S. Just as many would sell 
just as freely at 75c and leave the 
grower something.
As I wrote in The Courier when we 
first started the “cent a pound” cam­
paign, when apples have a price to the 
grower we will prosper and not before. 
As things are today, if we get a few 
cents more for our fruit it goes in sal­
aries and expenses to our representa­
tives and in litigation arid if growers 
would only stop to consider they would 
realize that nearly all major litigation 
of infringements of board and associ­
ated rulings have been unsuccessful 
and they have paid the costs.
If the shipper paid a. price for the 
fruit he would make a much better 
job of selling it than, has ever been 
done under our controlled methods, 
even the' one-desk deal. Today they 
just laugh at us and tell us the fault 
ligs with our grower control (a dandy 
skirt to hide behind).
After all, when the whole situation is 
boiled down, what does our control 
board do other than spend the growers’ 
money having a good time, and operat­
ing a cartel. The latter, properly han­
dled, is no. doubt a benefit but the cost 
is out of all proportion to the service. 
A  cartel to handle say, 2,000,000 boxes 
should be'^  handled for just a couple of 
thousand dollars and the above- amount 
is greater than the amoimt of domes­
tic produce actually handled under the 
cartel. Just one question: Can anyone 
give me even a poor excuse for putting 
Hyslop Crabs in the cartel with a 25% 
release? The time for their marketing 
is today. In conclusion, let me say, 
(in case I may be misunderstood) that 
I am heartily in accord with having an 
investigation under the Combines Act;
in fact it is imperative. I also believe 
that Lewis Duncan is the man to make 
the investigation. But for heaven’s sake 
and our own sake, make it big enough 
to show just what is wrong with the 
industry and then let us take the ad­
vice and make something of it. The 
last investigation under Lewis Duncan 
was probably a record for efficiency, 
yet we gained little from it. I, person­
ally, don’t believe we even broke up 
the combines for any length of time. 
Some suggest that it is a bad time to
Augu.st 30, HKIU.
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Now that the Liberal Convention , 
has become a matter of history, and 
has proved such a wonderful, sucecs.s 
in every way, may I, in the columns 
of your paper, thank tlu: Citizens of 
Kelowna, who, by their generous help 
in all mimncr of ways, iila.ved so large 
a part in creating that hucccs.s.
It would be difficult to munc indivi­
dually all those who helped, but 1 
would like to mention the following: 
The fruit companies and private per­
sons who kindly donated fruit for the 
exhibition handled .so splendidly by 
Mrs. Rv Stillingflcct.
'The Women’s Auxillai’ics of the Ro­
man Calholic Church tmd the United 
Cliurch, who. by giving thoii- .services 
in furnishing meals for the dclcgjlcs 
in the I.O.O.F. Hall, prevented any 
confusion in feeding so large an in­
flux of people in our city.
The citizens of Kclovyno, who offer­
ed their homes to house the delegates. 
AUliough many more homes were of­
fered than were actually Jiccdcd, the^ 
knowledge that they were Jivailablc' 
was of the greatest relief to the hous­
ing and registration committees. Any 
shortness of housing wou’d have been 
the most serious of any possible set­
back to the success of the convention.
The aid given by the mayor and city 
council, the boards of trade, both sen­
ior and junior; the hospit'ality extend­
ed by the various clubs of the city, 
the entertainment put on by the Aqua­
tic Association.
The very generous use of motor- 
cai’s by so many people, and finally 
the arduous and efficient work , of the 
various committees during the past 
six weeks.
To all the aforementioned, and to 
any whom I have inadvertently omit­
ted, may I express my warmest thanks 
as the president of the B.C. Liberal 
association. As a citizen of Kelowna, 
may I say that I am proud to claim 
membership in such a community- 
minded body of people, and I feel sure
that in the«years to come we will reap 
the bounteous harvest of a job well
done.
(signed) W. J. KNOX.
The CAKE
SHOP
“Be there a man with soul so dead—  
Who never to his wife hath said.
Oh, for a loaf of —  '
MALT AND MILK BREAD
Made exclusively from a 
recipe compounded by
FRED BURR, Sr.
Bernard Ave. Phone 116
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and ffom Vancouver
* ■■ -VIA
Greyhound 8:00 pjn. 
Bus 10:10 p.m.
No. 11 ...... 10.30 pan.
No. 11 ...... 10:00 ,a.m.
Dine leisurely 
on Train 3 after 
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pjn; 
8:05 p.m. 
8:25 pjn. 
8.45 a.m.
PENTICTON — Daily Service
Iv. KELOWNA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m. ......   Bus
Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 a.m....... No. 12
ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 8.05 p.m. -... No. 12
VIA SICAMOUS Parlor Car
Daily Except Sunday between Kelowna
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 p.m.
Iv. 10.25 a.rn. 
ar. 6.50 a.m.
Iv. 7:15 p.m.
KELOWNA 
SICAMOUS 
SICAMOUS 
VANCOUVER
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHATLER—City Ticket Agent—-Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—rPhone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
S C O TT 'S  S C R A P  B O O K ' By R- J -SC O TT
U NCOKVlCrfio
PR.l$OgEFL"5 
(M vlAPAK 
V/EAR. 
BASKEf^IlKE
OVER.'
HEAP'7 
•lo
Prevent
RaoocjgrfiOKl
TO THE 
FINEST 
BEERYOU 
BUYCAN
\
-r f lis  PLA.NtI ' o NI.Y B-LOOM$ 
Af=<E.R.A.roRBS'rElRE tlA.5 
SWEP< OVER. l-r% ROO-7% —
)-f VJR.OW5 PAsR-licuXARI-Y IN rillE. 
MOUN-fXlN$ OF CA1_\FORKiX
"fHE I
4>rORACE PA trE R V  I 
IS "TjAE -UESUirT I 
oP MOREdtlAN 5 0 ,0 0 0  
EXPER.iM.E>ffs during;
YEAR'S oF WORK 
By -iftoMAS EOlSoM
- I t lE R E  
l-S
I P^ECULA-fiogl 
AS-To
1 WMy AND 
HO'W PoS-fM A R K  'WAS
USED —  -YHE CEN-Te R D ESl^ri 
IS A  B E.ErtlV E.-r—
7-28 FOUND ReceniLv. I'T' WAS
I? »  osep in new haven, 
COKKEjcrrTc-UT, IH 1838-30
^com ;C M t i»m . king fSAWRO sVNDiCAxi
A-
0  A R K 
BEE
^ > E X P 0 RT
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Con­
trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
?
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THUItHDAY, SEI’TEMMI’U I. IIWU TH E  K E LO W N A  COURIER PAG E  E LE V E N
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
•Xi(pi[<M( u.)| I! uo j>»AMo;nn!yv -loj Mr. Lcii DuM oiil in  of Vaticouvor
uo (;.»[ (.niiiod i.’in.’id  ssiiai wa.s a viialor in Kt’lowna durinj; Iho 
• • • liib i 'ia l c'oiivoiition.
Mr. and Mr.s. W. Einnion.s of Soattlo • * •
wore* tiio jpiostK of Mns. I. Purldnuon Mi', and Mrs. K. C. J’l'tc rH of Kd- 
for sovoral daya during; tlio past week, inonfon were vi.sitor.s in Kelowna over
the wei’lt-end. *
FORMER KELOWNA 
GIRL IS MARRIED H in t s  O n  F a s h io n s
« ♦
II. C. Mae McKenzie of Winnipe/' 
wa:i a visitor in Kelowna last week 
on buaine.s.s. • • V
Mr. and Mr.s. E. It. Bailey and family
.sjient the week-end at llevel.atoke.« « *
Mr. and Mr.s. Maurice Meikle sjient 
a few days’ lioliday at tlie coast dur­
ing the jia.st week.* * *
Miss Betty Hulme of Vancouver, 
wlio was the guest of her aunts, Mrs. 
A. E. Cookson and Mr.s. Rex l-upton 
during the past six weeks, leturned 
to Iier home last week.* 4> 4<
Lome McMillan of Kamloops wa.s 
a visitor in town over the week-end, 
returning on Sunday.
Mr. C. W. Johnson, accompanied by 
his son C. Albert, whom lu' joined at 
(Jolden, B.C., left Tuesday, via C.l’.R. 
on a two months' trip thi'ough the 
.States. 1I(> intends to visit relatives 
in Minneapolis and a son in San Fran­
cisco.
Vera Hester Macro Becomes the 
Bride of R. D. Salathiel of N ew  Mew Color Alliance Feature
. ____  of White Linen Suit
Parker Street United Ctiurch at -------
Sarnia, Out., was the setting' for a Tliere are lots of days yet in wliich 
lovely late summer wedding on Sat- to wear a smart white linen suit like 
urday morning, August 27, at 11.JO tlie one sketched. The neat coat has 
o'clock when the Rev. J. N. Gould un- four crescent pockets, two at the liips 
iled in marriai'e Vera Hester, only and two inside the yoke, which is 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Mai'- formed by a fold of the material that 
ro of Vancouver, B.C., tb Raymond D. terminates in the neck-band. A new
by LISBETH-
S  A F  E  W A Y
1
I'rlccM KfTeclivo Frldsiy, Haturday ami Tuesduy—Seplcinbcr 2, 3. I»
SPECIAL
NOTE
IMchsc phone delivery orders on Friday—w«’> can­
not ac«'ept teh'plione grocery orders diirini; 
Kutui'day.
Salatliiel of New York city, youngest' color alliance is found in the magenta
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Salatliiel crepe tic that slips through the neek-
of Scar.sdale, N..Y. band and lies in a bow. The buttons
The bride, wearing white satin with are magenta crepe. The skirt has a 
Miss Kate Riddell, all of Kaslo. re- lace and carrying a bouquet of Talis- wide box-pleat elfect in back and
turned to their homes on Monday lily-of-the-valley, was front.
given in marriage by Harry Palmer, -------
of Siirnia, and was attended by Mrs. Style Wlilins‘ie.s
Lyndon S. Salatliiel of Pontiac. Mich. ..i,,;,,, rr .. i ir n , ,
Following the ceremony, a recep- ’'Cl'th Head, Hollyw<,od dress de- 
tion was held at the home of Harry ^hjnei. contends that capes are coming 
Palmer, Ontario .street, after vvhich
Mr. and Mm. Salatliiel left by motor f well willi all tins free-
te tour the Eastern States. For trav- «et js .so set on.
Ml', and Mrs. C. W. Webster and
of I 
on
after spending a week as the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. G(mrge Anderson.• * •
Mr. C. V. Charters of Bramton, On- 
l/u'io. was ;i guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. 
P. Maelican early this week.
Mrs. Harold Miller and little daugh­
ter, of Toronto, who have been the 
guests of Mrs. Miller's mother, Mrs. F.
elling, the bride chose an ensemble of 
green with tan actessorics. On their
Miss Eileen Curell will leave shortly 
for Vernon, wiiere she will join the 
stair of tile Associated Growers.
A surprise shower wa.s held at the Ksside in New Yoik
R. E. DeHart during the summer, re- pome of Miss Maybel Edwards, com- 
turned to their home on Saturday. plimenting Miss Irene Smith who is L'luded Mr. and Mrs. 1 nomas baiatinei j„ ;if, occasional dress.
* * * leaving at the end of the week to at- Scarsdale, N. Y. j  , r • * *
Miss Texas N. Daknoy of Seattle is normal school in Vietoria, The former resident of
Contrasting sleeves arc
many of the new dresses.• * «
for
seen in
Fringe is used skirt trimming
holidaying at the Willow Inn.
SAVE TIME
Because you can use “JET” Stove 
Polish on a hot stove, It’s much- 
handier. A ll stores. Kelly Doug­
las Ltd. Jobbers. 5-lc
shower took the form of a treasure 
hunt, which was much enjoyed by the 
guests.
Kelowna and is quite well
Tweed travel coats for early fall 
known have unitsual collars of fur. The im­
ported materials arc fine, soft and
---------------———-— --------------------- flexible.
Mi.ss Jean Harvey who has spent * * *
IVV.*..-xl.V
MILK- 
PILCHARDS
"Alpine” Brand; 
tall tins ..............
tall
tins
SPAGHETTI- 
BOIL. DINNER 
FLOUR 
SOAP-
L ib b y ’s ;
1 5 ^  oz. tins
“Jiffy” ; 
Va lb. tins
"C inderella’ 98
P. & G . ; 
(lim it 6)
$3.45 
6 19c
OXYDOL L arge  size; per pkg. (lim it 1), 19c
FIG BARS 17c
M rs. Hampson
R.I.A .M .
will resume her tuitions In
Pianoforte, Singing, 
Harmony and 
Theory
on —
THURSDAY,
September 1st
Pupils prepared for all grades of 
the Royal Schools of Music ex­
aminations (Royal Academy of 
Music and Royal College of Mu-. 
sic, London, England)' and for 
musical festivals.
Studio: 133 Harvey Avenue
Telephone 401-L 
5-lc
P.Q. Box 928, 
Kelowna.
LOCAL ARTIST’S 
DISPLAY AHRACTS
WINFIELD
Mr.s. W. E. Bartlett of Vancouver, the pa.st year in Nelson and California New travel topcoats in tweed are raglan sleeves, large pockets, new col-
who wa.s the guest at the home of Mr. has returned to her home in Kelowna, extremely swanlp with perfect man- Inrs and other details. These are the
and Mrs. W. J. Rankin. Manhattan.  ^ tailoring, beautifully cut details such sort of coats that may be worn for-
returned home on Saturday. 'T- Cooper left on a holiday on as stitched and slot seams, inset or ever, as they are practically undated.
* H. * Saturday to be spent in Golden. - - -------------- _— . ----  , ...... — , ,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Lewers of ^
Vancouver are visiting in Kelowna NI*"®' N. Pilsbury of Vancouver is
thic: wpplc the house guest of her daughter Mri<
IN ♦ * R. Prosser at present.
Mrs. J. W. Knox, Mrs. C. R. Bull and . ,  ^^  ■*. *, * „  . .
Mrs. Roy Staples were hostesses to Miss Janet Craig left on liiday r:\e-
the Liberal lady delegates last Thurs- >^ 1^ 8 ioi’ Vancoiiver to enter St. Paul s 
day afternoon at a lovely tea at the Hospital to tram as a nurse.
Eldorado Arnas. The beautifully ar- p Toronto was a busi-
ranged tea tables were presided over j Monday and
by Mrs. O. L. Jones and Mrs. H. V.
Craig, while the serviteteurs included * * *
Mrs. James Douglas, Miss Mary Bull, Mr, c., F. Earle and son of Victoria,
Miss Mary Rattenbury, Miss Pat Ham- have been visiting in Kelowna,
liton, and Miss Mildred Hulme. About returned to their home on Tuesday 
one hundred and fifty guests were evening, 
present and greatly enjoyed the pic- ' * ♦ ♦
turesque Eldorado. Miss Kay Smith of Trail was a vis-
itor in Kelowna over the week-end.
C. A. Whitelock. manager Cunard • •
Steamship Company at Vancouver, “Truck” McDonald of Vernon was a
SHORTENING “Jewel” ; (lim it 3 ) ;  per lb ....................... 12c
M U S H itO O M S — Fresh Picked; per lb. ...‘...................  25c
T O M A T O  K E T C H U P — Clark’s ; 12 oz. btl. ............. 15c
C O F F E E — -“ H igh w ay”, lb. .... 18c “A irw ay ” , lb .....  23c
Mrs. Page-Powell with her son and 
■ntmwr -^w-K “  friend of Vancouver are the guests
ll/ ll Il'lJ I I llVIlVir I\ i  ^rs. B. Munro. Mrs. Munro h#s 
lVHJVjJ.1. l l l l lJ l™  1. just recently returned from a trip to
_____  coast points.
r' ■ ♦ ♦ , ♦
Fannie G. Ogden’s W o rk  on V ie w  Mrs. Wm. Petrie returned last week 
Royal Anne— Gems of the ® visit to the Old Country.in
Okanagan Mrs. Northcot and nephew of Van­
couver were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
The exhibition of water colors now John Edmunds last week, 
in the Royal Anne Hotel is the work ™ ?
of the local artist Fannie G. Ogden, , T . R e v .  Barrett with his wife and 
n n nvTrc pprrv riiinn 1 Children returned to their home in
She^eceived her training principally Chilhvackafter^^
was a business visitor in Kelowna this visitor in town for several days last in the north of England under the tui- ' '  ^ i^ms.
week. • week. • tion of a teacher-artist of renown. Rev. Wright of Oyama returned
Mr. a„d Mrs. » .  X H B r „ „ „  of Van- . Mr. H. P o ^ ^ s S / i ; ' J i r n a T i  “ shrentered Durham University s'e^Tc’e V i l^ e  "’^ in 'SS l
couver are guests of the Willow Inn was a business v (Armstrong College) for a further Anglican Church,
this week. Tuesday.
Little Eva Edmunds has been a pat-
♦ * # course in life studies and anatomy.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. DeMara and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon (Shorty) Lew- Finally she was privileged to take a Vemnn Wocir„-tal W  «nrr,P
Mrs. Frances Walker left on Sunday ers of Vancouver are the guests of Mr. special course under Mr. T. R. Ablett, “  Vernon Hospital for some
on a motor trip to Wenatchee and the Lewer’s parents, Mr. and PJrs. T. R. founder and principal of the Royal ’ . * ♦ ♦
epast. ' Lewers this week. Drawing Society in London, under Mrs. W. R. Powley returned recent-
* * * , ' , ,  , * * * ^ . V- whose training she was awarded the ly from a short holiday at the coastMrs. C. W. Connors and daughter, of Mr. Earl Ward was a visitor to Van- ^he Society-a qualification snort noimay at tne coast.
Helena, Montana, are holidaying m couver and Trad last^  week. which is recognized throughout the Mr. and Mrs. Harold Butterworth
Kelowna at present.  ^ Guests registered at the Willow Inn world as that of teacher-artist, of Penticton spent Sunday visiting
Miss Eva M. Seward of Ealing, Lon- this week include: C. Spencer and J. This artists’ portraits are perhaps friends at Winfield and Oyama.
don, England, is a guest at the Willow D. O’Neil, Kamloops; Dr. and Mrs. R. better known than her landscapes and Excellent weather is making ftne
Inn at present. L. Pallen, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Rodgers, garden scenes, as they have been ex- McIntosh and also the
. Vancouver; Mrs. F. R. Young, D. War- hibited in Vancouver, Montreal, and i^^er gpples.
Guests registered at the Royal Anne London, Ont.; Mrs. A. L Lem- Kelowna from time to time, but these ' • * *
Hotel this week include: Mr. and Mrs. and family, Vancouver; J. S. Shir- pictures no'w; on display are interesting Mrs. R. P. White with Mary and 
A. C. Peck, Vancouver; C. Wright, Kamloops; C. P. Thomson, Swift as souvenirs of the beautiful Okanagan Nancy is visiting with the formers
Winnipeg; G. S. McKeen and son, current; R. Roberts and C. Lee, Kam- -Valley, mother, Mrs. Ashley, of LavSngton,
Vancouver G, Ewing, Seattle; Mr. loops; D. MaePhersdn and W. A. Hogg; gardens portrayed speak for for a week returning Friday.
and M^. R. Cox, Mission;^^^ Kamloops; G. Mowat, Victoria; A. themselves—not only from the stand- ---------- ---- — —^  ---- -
bard, Montreal; Mr. and Mrs. R. B. g Victoria; D. O. Vicars, Kam-
C A N D Y  S U C K E R S — Reg. 5c .................... ..........  3 for 10c
E N G L IS H  T O F F E E — A sst’d. ro lls; per lb ................ 25c
“ M A X IM U M ” T E A — O. P. B lend; per lb...................  45c
•D A D D IE S ” S A U C E — 7 oz. btl.; each 19c
P O R K  and B E A N S — A ylm er 2 i^ ’s ................... 2 tins 25c
J E L S -R IT E — per btl.................. .............. ....................  18c
S A U S A G E — Swilts, Burns or H edlunds; 1 lb  tin ....... 23c
A S P A R A G U S — Salad tips and ends (2 ’s sq.) tin    15c
G. L . Oi M A R M A L A D E — Bmpress, 32 oz. ja r .... ..... . 30c
M IX E D  P IC K L E S — -Fraser V a lle y ; ja r ........ ............  29c
C O L G A T E ’S F L O A T I N G  S O A P — 3 bars ................... 9c
C A S T IL E  S O A P — ^(long bars) ......... ...... .......... . 2 for 25c
M£A T DEPARTMENT
S P R IN G  C H IC K E N
For Roasting;
per lb. ................. • 'v L
B O I L I N G  B E E F
r . . . . , . :  . . . . ; : . : . . lOc
P R IM E  R IB  R O A S T
(Bone out); 
per lb. .......... I..... . .. .
PUBLICITY DRAWS
J^ADIES, Q IRLS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A  PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results. . ■*
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New ‘ York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any sphooL 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
O AO  W. Hastings. Trin. OOO'T 
O U O  Vancouver B. C. ■
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C.
Schools.
Long, Indianapolis; Mr. and Mrs. J. G. "nd Mrs A  Leighton Na- ^ vx an, uuu yx dx-
Eggleston, Los Angeles; Mr. and Mrs. rangement in beds, lawns and flowers
Alexander, Seattle; L. L. Adams, _______ ... _________
Squamish; C. H. Johnston, Nelscm, Mr. gj^ j^ daughter, Helena, Montana.; Mr. ,
We Reserve The Right To Lin^t)
P U R E  L A R D
In bulk;
per lb. ..... ..... .
D R Y  S A L T  B A C O N
By the piece;
B E E F  R O A S T S
Sirloin and T Bone; 
per lb. ........ ...............
Safeway Stores Ltd.
\da s owners, whose beautiful
grounds inspired the artist to produce ATTENTION HERE
and Mrs. J._ Bogette, Robbins Range; Gerrish and daughter, Nel-
Miss B. Gable, Vancouver; Captain 
and Mrs. M. McLeod. Penticton; M. J.
Flanagan, Montreal; Miss Rosemary 
King, Nelson.
coast, but on picking up on of the AGAINST ADVERTISING SIGNS
Complaint from Mr. Seale was re-There was only one oil painting ex- Direct result of the Liberal conven- Vancouver papers he read such glow- 
* « * hibited at the Royal Anne Hotel, but tion could be observed from a letter ing accounts of the v/arm hospitality ceived by the council on Monday re-
Mrs. I. Parkinson was a visitor in Mrs. Dunn’s studies in oil painting, received from Vancouver by the coun- of the Kelownians and the wonderful garding two business advertising signs
Penticton for several days during the both portrait and landscape, showed cil on Monday. It was from a prairie sunshine and fruit, that he and his on property of J. R. Coatsworth ad-
past week. considerable artistic ability. Her pic- man, now on a railway pension, who wife have practically decided to come joining him. The council agreed that
S. J. Hungerford, of Montreal, ^re- * m * tures exhibit to a marked degree care- has been searching for a small pro- to Kelowna. He wrote the city coun- such signs should not be displayed as
sident of the Canadian National Rail- Dick Parmley of Penticton was a ful training in the old school of art, perty and house in which to settle for cil asking for more information. The prominently in the. residential district
■^ays, was a visitor in Kelowna on visitor in Kelowna last Friday. her portraits showing a keen percep- the rest of his days. He was at his letter has been forwarded to the board and will ask Mr. Coatsworfh to re-
Saturday. 'Trai^lling with ^  * y *r; *A itk e n s  of R e -  wits end to locate such a place at the of trade for reply. move them.gerford were: W._E, Warren,^_Wmni- Mr. and Mrs. J. (:. ./Utkems ot Ke_ .g ^
peg; Mr. H. Dickson. Winnipeg; gina were visitors in Kelowna over■A ft  ^La ' — W V 1 V * —
dow, which are reproduced on theMr. W. Moodie. Vancou'ver; Mr. S. the week-end. Morrison, Vancouver; Mr. G. Quantic,
Winnipeg, and Mr. J. Thornton, Win­
nipeg.
4c 4^
Guests registered at the Mayfair' canvas with effective faithfulness. 
Hotel for the Liberal convention were: Two of her portraits, one of the late
* * . Frank Clark, Prince George; Mr. and Ven. Archdeacon Greene, and the
Mr. and Mrs. George Simpson of Mrs. W. R. Jaynes, R. R. Christie, Gus other of her father, the late Dr. Ogden,
Saskatoon, who have been the guests Legge, New Westminster; T. W. Chris- ^ e  well-known to people in
of Mr. and Mrs. S. M, Simpson during tie, Port Alberni; Samuel Foster, A. Kelowna, who have been unstinting 
the past few weeks, returned to their B. Findlay, Vancouver; P. - C. Hiles, in their praise, recognizing their ar- 
home on Tuesday evening. Vernon; James Kerr, Carmi: W. A. tistic execution and also as excellent
• • * Cryderman, Oliver; Dan McKenzie, W. portraits. The coloring is pure and
Mrs. Holman, accompanied by her Moore. J. H. Harman, J. G. Gould-, mellow and their warm background,
daughter Mrs. J. Carter and Shirley, E. D. Barrow, Chilliwack; Geo. so admirably handled, throws out in
left for their home in Winnipeg on Davidson, Port Alberni; J. A. Grum- relief the living likeness of the sub- 
Saturday evening. They have been mett. J. E. Rice, Vancouver; L. L. Ad- jects. Again, the painstaking atten-
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Me 
Kay during the summer.
S A V E
O N
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
Discount
O N  E V E R Y  D O L L A R  S P E N T  O N  S C H O O L  
S U P P L IE S  (Texts Excepted).
STOCK UP FOR 
THE YEAR AT
P .  B .  W I L L I T S  &  G O .
LIM ITED
•T H E  R E X A L L  D R U G  S T O R E ’
Berhard Ave. Phone 19 - 188
IT ’SREAJlFDOD
OUR  
BREAD 
IS  ABODY
builder! I ®s«
ams. Squamish; Louis LeBourdais, tion to minute details is very evident.
Quesnel; Currie H. Jackson, T.^  John ------- —------------------— '— -------------
Byones, Alfred Barton, Vancouver; R. toria; Mr. and Mrs. Cartwright, Re'v- 
R. Burns,, Oliver P. Anderson, John elstoke; Mrs. L. E. Hill, D. C. Capper- 
Young, John Wilbur, Trail; E. C. Hen- ton; Wm. Byers, G. E. Pryor, Oliver;
niger. Grand Forks; Dr. and Mrs. J. Joe Bush, ,W. Huck, C. C. Hall, Van-
J. Gillis, lyiiss Sheila Gillis, Miss So- couver; L. L. Lamm, Calgary, R. H. 
phia Steffern, Merritt; J. L. Turing, Miller, Vernon.
Walhachin; T. V. Haddock, Ashcroft; ■ ■
D. W. Strachan, M.L.A., Dewdney; ----- —  ^ —----------—------
Thomas. Laing, Vancouver; W. Han- 
berry, Vancouver.
Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Gray have had 
as their guests during the Liberal con­
vention Mrs. R. L. Oliver, Nelson,
vice-president of the national Federa-
tioin of Liberal Women of Canada, and 
president of the newly-formed pro­
vincial Women’s Liberal association of 
B.C.; and Mrs. L. M. Crahan, Vancou­
ver, formerly of Nelson, who is pro­
vincial treasurer. During their stay,
Mrs. Gray entertained at tea in their 
honor, invited guests including Mrs.
Stuart Henderson of Victoria and Mrs.
Alex Carrie of Nelson.
Guests registered at the Mayfair 
hotel during the past week other than 
delegates attending the Liberal con­
vention were: G. Wyse, the l^ Jisses M. 
and N. McMillan, Kamloops; C. H.
Swanson, G. C. Stennings, Sandy San­
derson, L. R. (jhenoweth, C. Rogers,
A. McCall. J. R. Martin, Vancouver;
H. M. Eddie, Sardis; P. R. Pike, Leo.
Valouch, Vernon; F. Hindley, Kam­
loops: G. A. Dick, Vernon: L. R. Don- 
ey, G. B. Harcourt, Dick Kreher, Van­
couver; Mrs. M. Hatick, Chancellor;
Mr. and Mrs. C. Caputo, Trail; W. J.
Copeland, Lumby; Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Sutherland; R Parkinson, A. Cumm­
ings, H. H. Gillis, Vancouver; G. W.
Farquharen, W. Vance Green, M.
Hover, E. Work, H. C. C. Ely, P. L.
Swanell, Kamloops; G. E. Logan, Vic-
scHOOL IS St a r t in g  \
Y ou r children need that 
extra energy. Give it to 
them through —
B R E A P
PHONE 121
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
A  N E W  H O M E
SI
In order to provide a ne’w service to our many customers, we 
have opened a furniture department bn the rnezzanine floor of 
our large store. W e extend a cordial invitation to the public 
of Kelowna to view the latest designs in home furnishings 
attractively displayed.
COME IN  A N D  LOOK AR O UN D  !
Sbme real bargains are being offered during the
OPENING SALE -  SEPT. “  10*
Easy terms gladly arranged.
LUXURIOUSLY STYLED SUITES
Occasional Chairs, Mirrors, Lounge Chairs, Lamp 
Stands and Shades, Rugs, Linoleums, Davenports, 
Beds, Springs, Mattresses, etc.
See the very latest in home furnishing on the newly equipped
Mezzanine Floor of the
BERNARD AVE.
H A R D W A R E  C O . ,  L I D .
P H O N E  44
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-More About-
THE CHURCHES
T H E  UNITED  CHURCH OF 
CANADA
f l t i i t  IJnilriJ, .-oriicr Uicblcr St. siiil llcrim rd 
Avenue
Siiiiuuiu' IWliii.stor: Rov. F. W. 
PiiUlson, M.A.
(.)i7;;mis(, find Choir Lt?ador:
Cyril S. Mo;iHop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
11 it.m ‘'Cliri.st and Him CriioH)fd.” 
7.30 p.m. “Tilt; Youn/{ Man who 
Mltifiod it.”
At 7 iJ.ni. (hi; dmreh or/'ani.-il, Mr. 
Cyril MoH.sop, will ('ivt; a “Twilic.ht 
Oi'i'aii Rt.'cilul.’’
TRANS-CANADA
WESTBANKERS
C H RISTIAN  SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. llcm nitl Avc. nml Kertriuii St.
This Society i.s a hrancli of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.ni.; first and third 
Wcdiic.sdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Sattirday aftertiooiis, 3 to 5 p.m.
RELEASE ANOTHER 
FIFTEEN PER CENT 
IN WEALTHY CARTEL
Raise of Five Cents Per Box has 
Not Solved Distribution to the 
Prairies Shippers Report
Another release of ftfleen per cent 
in the Wealthy apple cartel was au­
thorized by the B.C. Fruit Board on 
Wednesday, bringing the total release 
to forty |3er cent. Last Monday’s raise 
of five cents per box, the outcome of 
the Vernon meeting on Saturday, has 
not halted distributiop at all, it is said. 
The practice of some shippers of ex­
ceeding their cartel and then buying 
fruit from other shippers to place them 
in good standing is deemed by the 
Board to be a bad practice and must 
be stopped, G. A. Barrat announces. 
In future, any shipment in excess of 
the percentage released will be deem­
ed a violation of the regulations.
Varieties of apples included in the 
early sundry group cartel maturing 
earlier than Wealthy with a rninimUm 
size of 2^ inches may now b6 mar­
keted.
Wealthy and early sundry variety 
prices are as follows: Wrapped, 90c; 
cee, f  and j. 70c. Prune prices have 
also been raised five cents from 55c 
to 60c. effective from Monday, August 
29. It is expected that the prune deal 
will not be materially affected by this 
price rise.
Price for Bartlett pears, cee, 193s to 
210s has been set at 85 cents.
Minimum size for Wealthy apples is 
set at 2:^ inches in diameter and they
From Page 1, Column 0
"At the j)n‘.scn(. limi; we are carrying 
on witli two fliglits daily, one in day- 
ligld. the olhei' at night, ’llie mail 
got;:; through on tlu‘ day flight while 
(iie ni/flit (ligiit I.s for experimental 
pnrpo.se.s and tniining. Not utdil we 
are ab.solutely sin e of our sdiedule and 
all operation.'! iiiid wlien tlie line is 
complete in all rc.spects wilt wo com­
mence carrying passengers."
'I’lie only Inaiidi line wliicli is re­
ceiving tin; idteiilion of tin; Air Lines 
managi.'inent at tiu; j»resi;nt time is 
tlial from Calgary to Edmonton and 
this is because it is expected tliat tliis 
will be the main line to tin; Yukon 
and Alaska. Tiu; (luestion of branch 
line fet.’ders will be left for the most 
part to smaller companies. ’I’liis aj>- 
plies to such dl.stricts as the Okan- 
a;;an.
Interested In Fi iill
E. H. Head, tiu; director from Am­
herst, Nova Scotia, was Intensely in­
terested in tlie Okanagan fruit and 
tile packing plants here.
“You may not realize it," he told 
'I’lie Courier,” but in Nova Scotia near­
ly .seventy-five per cent of the apples 
we eul come from tlie Okanagan. 
Notice. I said, t'lia.se we eat. ’I'he ap­
ples of our district and those of yours 
do not compete to a large extent as 
in actically all ours arc sliipped in bar­
rels and hampcr.s to tlie Ilritish mar- 
ket. Your iiacking is certainly far 
su))orior to ours, Wo eat Okanagan 
apples in .season and then after hte first 
of April we eat New Zealand apples 
whicli are packed in boxes and who.se 
jiack is pekhaps just a little superior 
to your own.
“Nova Scotia and the Okanagan 
have different miirkcts and grow dif­
ferent varieties and so do not collide 
to any great extent but make no mis­
take 'about this. The whole of the 
Maritimes is anxious to see you peo­
ple on the prairies and in British Col­
umbia prosper. We know that if you 
prosper we will too. Wo have nothing 
but the kindliest feeling towards you. 
We remember that we are all Canad­
ians.”
Mr. Read recounted the experience 
of one Nova Scotia grower who had 
specialized in the Cox Orange variety 
of apple. It is a type which brings a 
profitable price. This particular grower 
realized a net profit of $12.50 per half 
barrel! or about a bushel and a half.
CORRECTS I'RICE MISTAKE
V. Jt. McDomigh. wliose letter on
frCTI? M I7W I V W F n ^  fruit marketing appears on page ten of 
JITCi 1 £i L t l  Tf JLI-riJ this issue, has written pointing out an
______ error wliieli lie inadvertently made in
A • 1 vir eorrespotulonce. Tlie price of ap-
Mr. and Mrs. A. Currie who W cie  pi(>y <ielivered from tlie Fraser Valli;y 
Married Last Week, Honored to Vancouver sliould liave read 75 cents 
by Friends instead of 50 cents as in his original
eojiy.
must have ground color characteristics 
of the mature apple, regardless of red 
color, or ten per cent red color regard­
less of ground characteristics.
Only spot picking of McIntosh for 
exports has been reported throughout 
the Okanagan but general picking will 
be in order throughout the Valley next 
week, it is considered.
PHONE GORDON’S 178 & 179
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
,s0
FRESH RED SPRING SALMON 
JELLIED HEAD CHEESE 
SHOULDER ROASTS of 1938 SPRING LAMB 
BONELESS OVEN ROASTS OF VEAL 
DEEP SIRLOIN and T BONE ROASTS of Beef
Mushrooms, Tomato.es, Celery, Lettuce, Onions, 
Cucumbers, Potatoes, Cabbage
IC E Manufactured from the City water supply. We will be pleased to take care of your requirements.
1938 SPRING CHICKENS
Ham, Bacon, Cooked Ham, Roast Pork, Jellied Ox Tongue. 
Veal Loaf, Pure Lard, Weiners, Bologna, Butter, Eggs, Cheese
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179
A pretty wedding of inlercat to both 
Itullaiid and Weslbank took place at 
llutlinid United Cliurcli on Sunday af­
ternoon, August 21, at 2.30, when l.u- 
ella itulh, .second daughter of Mr. ami 
Mr.s. Ceorg.e Cru.'i.s, of Rutland, wa.s 
united in marriage to Arcliie Lloyd, 
yoimge.st son of Mr. and Mr;i. D. A. 
Currie, of Weslbank. Rev. A. C. Found 
lierl'ormin/' tlie ceremony.
In a iloor-lengUi gown of erepe-de- 
ehine, witti nialcliing |)ielure-lml, tlie 
bride carried :i bompiet of gladioli, 
and entered Hie cliureli on tlie arm of 
lier fatlier. Miss Dorolli.y Cross, cou­
sin of tlie bride, acted as bridesmaid, 
Tiu; /'room was supported by his nep- 
liew, Vincent Currie, of Weslbank. Mrs. 
Willis Sclioll, of HuUand, played the 
wedding inarcli, and during Hie sign­
ing of Hie register, Mi.ss Glorin Eulin, 
also of Ilullaiid, sang.
A recejilion at Hie home of Hu; 
bride’s parents, followed Hie ceremony, 
and later in Hie afternoon Mr. ami 
Mr.s. Currie left by cur for a short 
lioneymooM, before taking up Hieir re­
sidence at Weslbank.
Friday evening, August 2(1, was Hu; 
occasion for a iniscellaiieuus shower 
in honor of Westbank’s most recent 
bride. Mr.s. Archie L. Currie, wliose 
marriage took place at Rutland on 
August 21. As Miss Cross, the bride is 
well known here, having been living 
here during Hie greater part of Hie 
past two .years, and the gifts which 
wore showered on her last Friday eve­
ning .showed the regard in which she 
is lield among her friends here..
A  grotesque couple dressed in cur­
ious costumes, made the evening mer­
ry with their antics, and the gifts were 
unwrapped during plenty of laughter 
and fun. 'fhe bride wa.s asked to 
show the guests her wedding gifts and 
brought them out for inspection. After 
supper, the party broke up qmid rrt'any 
expressions of good-will and wishes 
for future happiness, from the many 
friends of the young couple.
* * *
Pears, with the exception of D’An- 
jou are practically all packed in this 
district, and plums are being rapidly 
cleaned up. It is expected that Mc­
Intosh picking will be well under way 
by the end of the present week.
. Jk ♦ s|<
J. tr. Gellatly and his son Allan, left 
by car this week for a motor trip 
through the southern part of the pro­
vince, planning to be away for several 
weeks.
. . * s|: *
On Saturday ' evening a crowd of 
well-wishers charivaried Mr. and Mrs. 
Archie Cross. 'Waiting until lights 
were out, the crowd, with truck horns, 
saws, noise-makers of all kinds, turn­
ed on. their noises full blast and drove 
up to the' darkened home, and were 
admitted without much delay by the
It is expected Hint nlioul a dozen 
gollyrs fioin Kelowna will go to Pen­
ticton on Monday next. Labor Day. for 
file animal Spencer eu|) play. Tlie Ke­
lowna fall season ojiens Hiis Sunday, 
September 4, willi a four bull, best 
liall (;ompetition for file Barnes clip. 
Medal rmiiul play for Hu; Lewis clip 
will also be a i'eafurt; of Hu* fall ojien- 
ing. .... .... ................... . „ .... ..
Iiosl and liosfi'ss. After a couple of 
lioiirs of fun and frolic and "eats”, 
Hic parly took Hieir deiiarlure amid 
!is miicli noise as Hiey arrived.
If
Mr. and Mr.s. Vince Fenton and 
family motored to Salmon Arm on Hie 
week-(;iid of August 21, and were ac­
companied by R. Drouglit.
if
Mi ss Audrey Gollally spent Hic 
weelc-end in Kelowna. Hie guest of lier 
cousin. Miss Belli Gellatly.
*  Hi If
Rev. Plaskel Rector of Sapportori, 
B.C., and Mr.s. Plaskel and cliildreii 
were the guests last week-end of Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Bartley.
* * *
Miss Ortl of Kelowna was Hie guest 
last week of Miss Francis Drought.
If f  >k
Miss Dorothy Crowe wlio spent Hie 
liolidays willi her uncle and aunt Mr. 
and Mrs. King.sbury, returned last 
week to her school in Alberta.
if If
At the regular monthtly meeting of 
Hie Women’s Institute held on Tues­
day afternoon, the third display of 
flowers was held. There were some 
fine flowers, but not enough to war- 
I'ant the hai’d work which Mrs. T. B. 
Rcecc put in on a hot day, let alone 
the time taken by the two govern­
ment inspectors who were the judges. 
It may be that people are too busy to 
bother with their flowers and several 
flower lovei’s have left the district. 
After the flowers were judged tea was 
seiwed, it was regretted that the Pre­
sident Mrs. Dave Gellatly could not 
be present owing to illness.
. *  ♦ If
Miss Helen Gorman has returned 
from a two month’s visit to the coast.
♦ If ♦
Mr. Arthur Garroway left last week 
for Saskatchewan. He was accompan­
ied by Earl Gordon and Allan Gates.
The Forestry men of Victoria who 
have been working from Weslbank 
for the past five weeks moved over to
Kelowna on Tuesday.
♦ * ♦
Mr. and Mrs. Needles have arrived 
from Honolulu to visit the Bartleys at 
Mountain Valley Ranch.
sf * * . . J : _
Mrs. Harry Mounce and her twin 
daughter have I’eturned to their home 
at New Westminster after spending 
six weeks with Mrs. Mounce’s par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Howlett.
MATINEES 
Monduy, Wcdnca,| 
Friday, Suturdayl 
nt 2.30 
23o and lOo
EVENINGS
'I'wo Shows. 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
TO NIG H T
'I'liiirsiluy, September 1st
Loretta ■
Y O U N G
M ^ C R E A
/M
T H R E E
B E I M R
c/l 20th Cauty-Fox Picture
FR ID AY  - SATURDAY
September 2ml and 3rd
Thrilling adventure and golden 
song in the mystic South Sea 
Islands 1
BOBBY BREEN
in
Last Complete Show Starts at 8.25
Smashing 
across the 
s e a s o n ’ s 
b i g g e s t  
t h r i l l
HAWAII
CALLS
— with —
N E D  SPA R K S
IR V IN  S. C O B B
R A Y M O N D  P A IG E  
(and his Orchestra)
PLUS
A C O L U M B IA  PXCTUBE
“MARCH OF TIME”
WALT DISNEY’S 
“T H E  M O T H  A N D  T H E  
F L A M E  ’’
PENNYS PARTY
PARAMOUNT NEWS
M O N D A Y  - TU E SD AY
September 5th and 6th
Love arid glory 
on A m erica ’s 
last fro n tie r l
Adolph Zvhoi proionti
JOAN BENNETT 
RANDOLPH SCOTT
"THE
T E X A N S
May Robson >1101101 Brtnnon 
‘ Robert Borrol
LUCIEN HOBBARD
PRODUCTIOJl
---- ------  PLUS ---- -^------
II
‘D O N A L D ’S N E P H E W ” 
S P O R T L IG H T  
P A R A M O U N T  N E W S
(Holiday Prices Monday)
M ID N IG H T  M A T IN E E  —  SUND AY NIGHT, SEPT. 4th, at 12.05 a.m.
GEORGE O’BR IEN  m “BORDER G-MEN”
“PLUTO’S QUINTUPLETS’’ and EDGAR KENNEDY “COMEDY”
O N  O U R  S T A G E
CHAS. PETTMAN’S IMPERIAL ORCHESTRA
■ A S S IS T E D  B Y  L O C A L  A R T IS T S
A i i c t t o n  M i g l i t  A l s o  **
BRING ANYTHING FROM A MOUSE-TRAP TO A PIECE OF CQAL, YOU MAY BE ASKED FOR IT.
—  REGULAR PRICES —
L P:
</
C h ild re t i ’s S w e a t e r s
Preserves, Protects and 
Renews Your Floors
M A K E S  L IN O L E U M  L IK E  N E W
Oldfitglishi ' 6 5 c
V P IIS T E  W M - s r
OidjEnglish
1 ^ 0  R U B B iM G  W A X
No Baclc-Breaking 
Work to Pofith 
Floors . . . .
It Oriel to a Shtna 
by Itself.
65c
Use Jet on your kitchen stove. It  makes a real job. For 
steel top ranges or black top stoves. Use Jet 20c
while the stove is hot. Per tin
iVaother big shipment o f Fru it Jars. Economy— W ide 
mouth Mason— Gem— Perfect Seal and Dominion. Tops, 
Caps, I.ids. Clamps and Screw Tops.
Certo —  Memba —  Gerto Crystals and Memba 
E V E R Y T H IN G  F O R  P R E S E R V IN G
The G ro c e r
PHONE 214
- f
Coat style, in fancy knit, ribbed wqist band, 
imitation collar to harmonize with sweaters 
—fancy colored wood buttons. Red, paddy 
and turquoise; sizes and QPv
24 to 32; each . .
Coat style in plain botany wool; pointed 
tailored collar, embroidered pockets and fan­
cy wood buttons; sizes 24 to 32; colors, navy.
scarlet and saxe; $1.50 and $1.95
PULLOVER SWEATERS in lovely fine wool, 
collar and two-button front; scarlet trimmed 
navy, reseda triinmed dark green, and saxe 
trimmed navy; sizes 24 to 32; ^ - j  fTpT
PULLOVER SWEATERS for either boys or 
girls. Mediurn weight, fancy trimmed collar 
and tie to match; two-button front; navy, 
grey and fawn; all sizes.
BLAZERS in an all wool flannel for the larg­
er girls of 14 to 16 and 18. Scarlet, rust, navy
green and grey; $3.95 and $4.75
SOCKS FOR CHILDREN, and misses. Cotton 
sox with fancy top, sizes 6 to 9j^;
ALL WOOL SOCKS with fancy plaid, elas­
tic top; light weight wool; navy, 4 
brown and fawn; at, per pair .........ttUI./
SHOES f(Dr CHILDiiEM
MISSES’ BROWN AND BLACK OXFORDS in calf and real skin; black and brown;
sizes 11 to 2; 7 K  AND dJQ A O
at, per pair .............. ..... ............... 4 t )  «D O «U l/
MISSES’ BROWN AND BLACK OXFORDS in calf skin; sizes 8 to 10 I K
at, per pair .........  ...  ....... ....... ......................... ........... ....  ..... 0 ^ # X e J
Also, per pair .,........  ........... ................ .... -...... ................ .........  $2.50 and $2.75
MISSES’ BLACK PATENT STRAP SANDALS; $2.95
BOYS’ BLACK CALF OXFORDS in several styles; sizes
.. .$2.95^° $3.50
LECKIES’ FAMOUS SCHOOL BOOTS;
per pair .....,..... ..... ................. ..................
SISMAN’S SCAMPERS; (IJO O K  (gO  Q K
per pair ..........  .......
at, per pair
$2.95
School Ties
Smart checks and stripes to choose 
from ............................ -................. 50c
School
Trousers
New styles and 
patterns in tweeds 
A big selections. 
Sizes 6 to 11 years
$2.25 ™ .
$2.50
Young Men’s sizes 
12 to 18 years— 
$3.00, $3.25 and 
$3.50
School 
Shorts
fin grey flannel, 
tweed and khaki 
drill; 6 to 12 yrs. 
95c,' $1.35, $lii0, 
and $1.65.
School Shirts
Forsyth Shirts of finest quality. Just like 
Dad’s. Plain colors, fancy checks and stripes. 
Sizes l iy.  to 14j4. Prices—
$1.00, $1.25 “^ " $1.65
School Blouses
Also by Forsyth. Smart patterns, fin-
est quality; sizes 6 to 12 years .....  O eJv'
School Caps
Newest patterns and styles in Donegals and 
fancy tweeds; sizes 6J4 to
School Hose
SCHOOL OPENING NEEDS
FROM THE■ • ‘ -i
Boys’ Department
Let us equip your boy from head to 
foot for School Opening. Our stock 
of boys' wear is most complete. New  
styles, qiuality merchandise, reasonable 
prices.
EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE
BOYS’ SCHOOL BOOTS—Odd lines, splen­
did values. A ll sizes, 1 to 5iX. O K
Values to $4.00. Special ..........
BOYS’ CAMPER SHOES
Elk uppers with rubber, cork and leather
““p- $1.89 iw Ih $1.69soles. 1—5(4
GIRLS’ PATENT T STRAP SANDALS—
Sizes 8 to lOj/,; per pair $2.75
New patterns in all wool and wool and 
cotton golf hose. Hard wearing, neat fitting.
50c™ $1.00
School Sweaters
A wonderful new range of colors and styles 
to choose from. Full zipper, zipper neck, 
pull-overs and two-tones in finest quality 
wool. Sizes 26 to 34. From—
$1.25, $1.45, $1.75 $2.75
IMPORT TWEEDS 
AND FLANNELS
Just suitable for school girls’ dresses, 
skirts and coats, light weight fancy 
flannel. 54 inches wide. (I»"j O f f
Assorted colors; at ..........  ,
PLAIN AND FLECK TWEEDS—Also 
plaids, for skirts and dresses;
86 inches wide; per yard ........ I/ D L
DONEGAL TWEEDS—Chevoits and 
tweeds for coats. 54 inches wide. A 
■^ lovely range to retail at, per yard —
$1.75, $1.95 $2.25
GEO. A . M EIKLE, LTD.
Quality Merchandise Phones: 143 and 2,15
School Suits
We have just opened a new shipment of 
boys’ long pant suits. Smart, styles and pat­
terns in tweeds and worsteds. Come in and 
see these!
Ages 8 to 14—Suit and extra 
trousers .................................
Ages 14 to 18—Suit and extra trousers-
$15.50 ™ $18.50
$9.95
